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Abstract

The continuous development in silicon manufacturing technologies and the in-

creased reliance on design automation and IP reuse, allowed the development

of complex System-on-Chips (SoCs) in order to meet the growing application

processing requirements. However, the aggressive technology scaling leads to

increasing lifetime dependability challenges, which might lead to huge finan-

cial and even human losses in case of safety critical applications. Therefore,

addressing such challenges becomes an important design concern.

Test standards enable a structured methodology for testing complex SoCs,

and hence, they are widely used in practice with the support of design au-

tomation tools. The IEEE 1687 standard enables an efficient methodology

for accessing and operating embedded instruments that are used for differ-

ent purposes, such as testing, debugging, diagnosis, configuration, charac-

terization and monitoring. A subset of such instruments are also used in

dependability management, such as temperature sensors, voltage monitors,

Built-In-Self-Test engines and many others. Consequently, utilizing the IEEE

1687 standard in the design of dependability management solutions for the

access of embedded instruments will enable their development in a struc-

tured and cost-efficient manner, which will subsequently boost their large

scale adoption.

In this thesis, the efficient utilization of the IEEE 1687 standard in

dependability management is addressed. The standard enables the construc-

tion of very flexible networks to access embedded instruments. In addition,
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viii Abstract

it presents two software languages for documenting its defined hardware in-

frastructure and the operating procedures of the instruments.

The IEEE 1687 standard follows a descriptive approach in defining the

compliant instrument networks, which results in a very large design space. In

addition, this descriptive approach gives rise to networks with complex struc-

tural and temporal dependencies between the network components. Those

complex dependencies are required to be resolved in order to perform access

operations. Consequently, IEEE 1687 network modelling and access oper-

ations should be performed in a comprehensive manner in order to cover

arbitrary IEEE 1687-compliant networks.

A novel on-chip structural model for IEEE 1687 networks is devised in this

thesis after carefully analysing the specifications of the network construction

that are described by the standard. Subsequently, an automated process

for the model generation is presented. This structural model is utilized in

performing on-chip access operations on arbitrary IEEE 1687 networks.

Furthermore, the IEEE 1687 standard defines the pattern retargeting

process in order to enable the reuse of the instrument operating procedures.

In this thesis, pattern retargeting is performed on-chip in order to enable the

reuse of dependability procedures that incorporate the operating procedures

of the individual instruments. This is achieved by carefully analysing the

temporal behaviour of the networks. Subsequently, two methods for pattern

retargeting are introduced, the first for general arbitrary networks, and the

second is optimized for purely hierarchical networks.

The architectural and performance requirements for dependability net-

works are subsequently analysed. Afterwards, architectural modifications

and hierarchical network construction and management methods are intro-

duced. This allows for an efficient utilization of the IEEE 1687 hierarchical

networks in dependability management, without affecting the off-chip access

performance.

Finally, an execution model for dependability procedures that use em-

bedded instruments is proposed, by adopting two state-of-the-art execution

models, and further adapting them for the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard

for instrument access. The resulting execution model incorporates the mod-
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elling and retargeting methods, in addition to the network organization and

architectural modifications that are proposed in this thesis.

The implementation of this execution model into a hardware platform for

the processing of dependability procedures and the corresponding software

development flow, serves as a realization of the envisioned structured and

cost-efficient dependability solution for SoCs.

Since the use of the IEEE 1687 standard in dependability management

is getting more attention, this thesis is expected to trigger more research

activities in this area.





Samenvatting

De continue ontwikkeling van de chip technologieën binnen de halfgeleider

industrie en de toegenomen ontwerpautomatisering en IP-hergebruik heeft

aangezet tot de ontwikkeling van complexe ‘System-on-Chips’ (SoCs), om

aan de groeiende vraag naar processing vermogen binnen applicaties te kun-

nen voldoen. De snelle en sterke verkleining van gëıntegreerde schakelingen

schalen heeft echter geleid tot een toename van de hoeveelheid uitdagingen

met betrekking tot de betrouwbaarheid en levensduur van deze systemen;

dit zou kunnen leiden tot grote financiële en zelfs lichamelijke schade in het

geval van applicaties waarbij de veiligheid kritisch is. Om die reden is het

bestuderen van dergelijke uitdagingen een belangrijk punt binnen het huidige

IC-ontwerp.

Het stellen van testnormen zorgt voor een gestructueerde methodologie

voor het testen van complexe SoCs, waardoor deze in praktijk nu op grote

schaal worden toegepast ter ondersteuning van geautomatiseerde ontwerp-

software. De IEEE 1687 standaard zorgt voor een efficiënte methodologie

voor het toegang krijgen tot en het opereren van embedded instrumenten die

gebruikt worden voor verscheidene doeleinden, zoals het testen, debuggen,

diagnosticeren, configureren, karakteriseren en monitoren van gëıntegreerde

systemen. Een deelverzameling van dergelijke instrumenten wordt gebruikt

binnen het beheer van betrouwbaarheid; men kan denken aan ingebouwde in-

strumenten zoals temperatuursensoren, voedingsspanningsmeters, Built-In-

Self-Test blokken en vele andere blokken. Het toepassen van de IEEE 1687
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standaard in het ontwerp van oplossingen binnen het betrouwbaarheidsbe-

heer faciliteert derhalve diens ontwikkeling in een gestructueerde en kosten-

efficiënte manier, wat op den duur zorgt voor een stimulans voor adoptie van

deze aanpak op grote schaal.

In dit proefschrift wordt het doeltreffende gebruik van de IEEE 1687

standaard binnen het betrouwbaarheidsbeheer onderzocht. Deze standaard

draagt bij aan de bouw van zeer flexibele netwerken waarmee men toegang

kan krijgen tot ingebouwde (embedded) instrumenten. Verder worden het

twee softwaretalen gebruikt om de gedefinieerde hardware infrastructuur en

de operatieprocedures van de instrumenten te kunnen faciliteren.

De IEEE 1687 standaard omvat een uitgebreid beschrijvende benader-

ing voor het definiëren van instrumentnetwerken, hetgeen resulteert in een

omvangrijke ontwerpruimte. Een dergelijke beschrijvende benadering brengt

daarnaast een toename aan netwerken met complexe afhankelijkheden, zowel

in structureel als qua tijd, tussen de netwerkcomponenten teweeg. Dergelijke

complexe afhankelijkheden moeten benoemd en opgelost worden om oper-

aties ten behoeve van de toegankelijkheid van de instrumenten uit te kunnen

voeren. Een bijkomend probleem is dat het modelleren van en toegang krij-

gen tot IEEE 1687-netwerken uitgevoerd moeten worden op een veelomvat-

tende manier, zodat daarmee willekeurige netwerken conform de IEEE 1687

standaard ondersteund kunnen worden.

In dit proefschrift wordt er een nieuw on-chip structureel model voor

IEEE 1687 netwerken ontworpen, na grondig de specificaties die beschreven

zijn binnen de genoemde standaard te hebben doorgrond. Hierop volgend

wordt er een geautomatiseerd proces voor het genereren van een dergelijk

model gepresenteerd; dit model wordt toegepast bij het uitvoeren van on-

chip operaties ten behoeve van de toegankelijkheid op willekeurige netwerken

conform de IEEE 1687 standaard.

Verder definieert de IEEE 1687 standaard het zogenoemde ‘pattern retar-

geting’ proces, dat het hergebruik van operatieprocedures van instrumenten

faciliteert. In dit proefschrift wordt het genoemde ‘pattern retargeting’-

proces in de chip uitgevoerd, om zo het hergebruik van software ten behoeve

van betrouwbaarheid die de operatiesoftware van de individuele instrumenten
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integreren mogelijk te maken. Dit is gerealiseerd door middel van een uitvo-

erige analyse van het tijdsafhankelijke gedrag van de netwerken. Vervolgens

zijn er twee methoden van ‘pattern retargeting’ gëıntroduceerd: één voor al-

gemene, willekeurige netwerken, en één die geoptimaliseerd is voor volledig

hiërarchische netwerken.

Ook zijn de eisen betreffende de architectuur en prestatie voor de netwerken

van embedded instrumenten geanalyseerd. Hierna zijn constructie- en be-

heermethodieken voor aanpassingen binnen de twee zojuist-benoemde ge-

bieden gëıntroduceerd, wat efficiënt gebruik van hiërarchische netwerken con-

form IEEE 1687 binnen het betrouwbaarheidsbeheer mogelijk maakt, zonder

daarmee de off-chip prestaties voor toegang aan te tasten.

Tenslotte wordt er ook een model voor software ten behoeve van de be-

trouwbaarheid dat embedded instrumenten toepast voorgelegd, waar er ge-

bruikt wordt gemaakt van state-of-the-art uitvoeringsmodellen die verder

worden aangepast ter conformering van de IEEE 1687 standaard voor in-

strumententoegang. Het resulterende model integreert zowel de modellering-

stechniek als die van de ‘retargeting’, in aanvulling op de in dit proefschrift

voorgelegde aanpassingen binnen de netwerkorganisatie en architectuur.

De implementatie van dit uitvoeringsmodel in een hardwareplatform voor

het verwerken van de software ten behoeve van betrouwbaarheid van de des-

betreffende procedures binnen de softwareontwikkeling dient als een realisatie

van de beoogde gestructureerde en kostenefficiënte oplossing met betrekking

tot betrouwbaarheid voor SoCs.

Aangezien het gebruik van de IEEE 1687 standaard in betrouwbaarhei-

dsbeheer steeds meer aandacht krijgt, is de verwachting dat dit proefschrift

meer onderzoek binnen dit vakgebied in gang zal zetten.
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Introduction

Abstract– In this introductory chapter the benefits of reusing

test standards in lifetime dependability management are consid-

ered. First important trends in the semiconductor industry are

discussed, and then the focus is on the role of design automa-

tion and IP reuse in the pervasiveness of different design and

test solutions. Subsequently our motivation for the use of test

standards in dependability management is explained, in order to

enable structured and cost-efficient dependability solutions.

1



2 Introduction

1.1 Trends in System-on-Chip Developments

In recent decades, electronic systems have been at the centre of the devel-

opment of many fields that are driving the progress of human civilization,

like telecommunication, transportation, manufacturing, medical, and finance

world. Electronic systems have become ubiquitous, and are even becoming

less obviously recognized in our daily lives. Only in 2015, 22.1 billion mi-

crocontroller units were shipped [Lin16]. While in 2016, it was estimated

that around 17.6 billion devices were connected to the internet as part of

the Internet-of-Things (IoT) [Nor16], which is more than twice the human

population.

Silicon-based Integrated Circuits (ICs) have been providing the processing

capabilities of electronic systems. System-on-Chips (SoCs) are complex ICs

that integrate different digital, analog and mixed-signal components, such as

Central Processing Units (CPUs), Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), Digital

Signal Processors (DSPs), memories, Network-on-Chips (NoCs), Analog-to-

Digital Converters (ADCs), accelerators and I/O interfaces. SoCs are the

result of continuous efforts and innovation in silicon manufacturing tech-

nologies, design automation and Intellectual Property (IP) reuse, that has

enabled the vast integration of different designs on the same substrate.

Progress in silicon manufacturing technologies enabled the continuous

scaling of the transistor’s feature size to the order of a few nano-meters.

Silicon technology scaling has been following Moore’s law for decades, where

Gordon Moore predicted, back in 1975, that the transistor count in ICs will

double each two years. It subsequently enabled exponential performance and

performance-per-watt gains. However, scaling is predicted to stall around the

5 nm technology node due to reaching physical scaling limits [Wil17].

Technology scaling allowed for manufacturing billions of transistors on

the same substrate, which consequently enabled very complex digital designs

to be integrated by making use of the resulting large amount of available logic

gates. Designing and implementing such complex systems was not possible

without the help of design automation and IP reuse.

Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software tools enable an automated
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and highly modular design flow of ICs, where each design step focuses on a

certain design concern [Sif15]. IP reuse is enabled by providing design IPs as

plug-and-play components for a SoC integrator, where an IP could either be a

soft IP provided as a Register-Transfer Level (RTL) design or a hard IP with

a fixed layout [Sal06]. Both the use of EDA tools in the whole IC design flow

and the reuse of pre-designed and pre-verified IPs have significantly reduced

the engineering development efforts for SoCs, and subsequently reduced the

chip time-to-market and its overall cost.

1.2 System-on-Chip Dependability and its

Management

More than a decade ago, chip dependability started to become a major de-

sign challenge [Hen13a]. The main attributes of system dependability in-

clude: reliability, maintainability, availability, safety and integrity [Avi04].

Aggressive technology scaling lead to a rise of manufacturing and runtime

variabilities and more dominant device degradation mechanisms, resulting

in increasingly unreliable SoCs [Bor05]. In addition, the end of Dennard

scaling was reached [Esm11], where power densities across scaled transis-

tors were assumed to remain constant, which meant a rise in the power

consumption. This translates to an increased heat dissipation and higher

chip operating temperatures [Lim02]. High overall chip temperatures and

localized hot spots, result in reducing the device reliability, since major ag-

ing mechanisms exhibit a strong temperature dependency [Hen13a]. Most

prominent aging mechanisms include: Negative Bias Temperature Instabil-

ity (NBTI), Electromigration (EM), Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

(TDDP), and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI).

SoCs are nowadays used in several safety and mission-critical domains

such as automotive, avionics, space and medical. In addition to the ever

increasing performance requirements by the different applications, SoCs em-

ployed in safety and mission-critical domains are required to provide a very

high degree of dependable lifetime operation.
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Traditionally, SoC dependability management was limited to fault-toler-

ance techniques [Bor05] where recovery is dynamically performed if an error1

is detected. For instance, error-correcting codes for memory soft-error pro-

tection, dual and triple modular redundancy such as a lock-step execution of

processors, monitoring via watchdog timers and dynamic detection of timing-

errors via flip-flops with in situ timing-errors detection [Ern03].

Recently, more research works have focused on providing runtime and

system-level adaptive techniques for setting the system in a processing envi-

ronment that maintains its dependable operation, and therefore, act proac-

tively to reduce the probability of fault occurrence. Examples of these are,

Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) ([Sri04], [Zhu10], [Mer13]), Dy-

namic Thermal Management (DTM) ([Ska03], [Ped06]) and Dynamic Power

Management (DPM) ([Isc06], [Flo11], [Mih04]). Such techniques depend on

sensors and monitors for enabling a self-aware system. For example, tem-

perature sensors, voltage monitors and critical path delay monitors.

In its report in 2015, the International Technology Roadmap for Semicon-

ductors (ITRS) has predicted that such system-level techniques for dynamic

adaptations will be extensively used in SoCs by employing monitors and

adaptation knobs, in order to maintain its dependable operation using the

unreliable devices introduced in nano-technologies [Itr15]. Those monitors

and adaptation knobs are also referred to as embedded instruments. Al-

though a large body of research work exist for the above mentioned system-

level adaptive techniques, their implementation is mostly done in an ad hoc

manner with limited automation and design reuse support.

1.3 Design-For-Test and Test Standards

Testing of modern day SoCs is a challenging task given the high design com-

plexity and the technology scaling effects that require adequate addressing of

emerging new fault models during manufacturing tests [Wan08]. As a result,

SoCs become equipped with various Design-For-Test (DFT) infrastructures

1In IC testing terminology, errors are the manifestation of faults, where a fault is an
abstracted representation of a physical defect.
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in order to aid the manufacturing test process.

DFT methodologies were initially ad hoc, based on applying good design

practices, and were therefore not systematic. An example of this is the

manual test point insertion for enhancing the controllability and observability

of internal nodes. Hence, for each new design, ad hoc DFT methodologies

were required to be applied differently, which limited their reusability and

automation [Wan06].

DFT methodologies evolved as more structured ones, like the scan-based

design, in order to reduce the DFT design efforts by allowing for their au-

tomation support. By introducing structured DFT methodologies, EDA ven-

dors were able to develop complex tools for their implementation [Wan06].

Structured DFT methodologies use DFT infrastructures or components

that provide generic test functionalities that are required for any arbitrary

SoCs, such as Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) patterns applica-

tion using scan chains. Consequently, they are usually designed in a generic

or parametrized manner in order to become reusable, or provided as cus-

tomizable design libraries like scan cells. As a result such DFT infrastructure

insertion is often automated using EDA tools. Usually EDA vendors incor-

porate a separate design step, referred to as test synthesis, for testability rule

checking and subsequently inserting a DFT infrastructure. Examples are test

compression and decompression logic, scan chains, Built-In-Self-Test (BIST),

Core Test Wrappers (CTWs) and boundary scan logic. Other DFT architec-

tures, such as process variation sensors, and infrastructures for Design-For-

Debug-and-Diagnosis (DFD) and Design-For-Reliability (DFR), can also be

incorporated during test synthesis [Wan09]. The inherent reusability prop-

erty of many DFT infrastructures, and the consequent EDA support enabled

for their wide adoption for testing in the silicon industry.

A DFT infrastructure is mainly utilized in a SoC test by employing DFT

standards. A DFT standard introduces methods for defining how a test is to

be executed. This includes the introduction of access methods to the DFT

infrastructure, methods for defining the relevant architectural details of the

DFT infrastructure and defining the test procedure operations. For example,

the IEEE 1149.1 standard [Iee90], also referred to as the Joint Test Action
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Group (JTAG) standard, defines the Test Access Port (TAP) as an access

port to the chip internal logic. It also defines a TAP controller Finite State

Machine (FSM) for the generation of the scan control signals. The standard

also introduces the Boundary Scan Description Language (BSDL) as a hard-

ware description language for describing the IEEE 1149.1 test structures.

The IEEE 1149.1-2013 version of the standard further introduced the Proce-

dural Description Language (PDL) for describing the operations performed

at the Test Data Register (TDR) level.

Since standards are well defined, inherently scalable and maturely devel-

oped2, their automation is widely supported by many EDA vendors. Such

support includes the insertion of a compliant DFT infrastructure (e.g. IEEE

1500 CTWs), DFT verification and rules checking, test pattern generation

and test pattern retargeting from component to system level.

1.4 Embedded Instrumentation

The increased complexity of SoCs lead to the embedding of several dedicated

logic and circuitry for performing tests, debugging, diagnosis, configuration,

characterization and monitoring. Those circuits and logic are usually col-

lectively referred to as embedded instruments [Pos06]. Since they provide a

wide range of functionalities, embedded instruments could be considered as

a Design For eXcellence (DFX)3 infrastructure. Embedded instruments are

often relatively small IP blocks as compared to functional IPs, that are dis-

tributed across the chip for performing specific functions. Some examples as

specified by the IEEE 1687 standard [Iee14] are Phase Locked Loops (PLLs),

clock gating and control, Logic and Memory BIST engines, process monitors,

I/O bit-error rate counters and I/O eye diagram mapping engines.

Off-chip access of embedded instruments was usually accomplished in

an ad hoc manner. For example, the voltage droop monitor presented in

2For instance, the IEEE 1687 standardization efforts span almost 10 years starting in
2004 and concluding in 2014.

3DFX is a generic term that incorporates a set of goal-specific design methods, e.g.
Design-For-Test (DFT), Design-For-Debug-and-Diagnosis (DFD), Design-For-Reliability
(DFR) and others.
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[Muh04] uses the JTAG standard for control, calibration, configuration and

data collection of measurements. This can be achieved using a dedicated

JTAG instruction. On the other hand, the work in [Flo11] uses an on-chip

serial communication network for accessing temperature sensors and critical

path monitoring instruments, where an Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) inter-

face provides the connectivity between an on-board microcontroller for online

energy management and the communication network.

Since embedded instruments have become increasingly integrated in SoCs

with a growing complexity and heterogeneity, each with its own methods for

being operated (accessed, configured, controlled and calibrated), a need has

emerged for standardizing their access methodologies. A standardization

working group has tackled this issue by proposing the IEEE 1687 standard

which is commonly known as the internal JTAG standard or simply IJTAG.

The IEEE 1687 standard defines the required hardware infrastructure for

a flexible and scalable access to the instruments, along with two software

languages for documenting the hardware infrastructure and the instruments

operating procedures. The IEEE 1687 standard will be introduced in more

detail in Chapter 2.

With the introduction of a standard for their access and operation, em-

bedded instruments can now become reusable by providing them as stan-

dalone IPs with their operating procedures documented in a standardized

manner. Providing embedded instruments as reusable DFX IPs with a stan-

dardized access mechanism reduces the test, debug and reliability related

costs due to the achieved ease of integration of instruments; hence integrat-

ing embedded instruments could become ubiquitous in SoC design.

The recently concluded “European Library-based flow of Embedded Sili-

con and test Instruments (ELESIS)” project [Ele12] has been aiming at devel-

oping a European library of embedded instruments controlled via a common

interface, as an attempt to improving the industrial test infrastructure by

promoting embedded instruments reuse.
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1.5 This Thesis

In the previous discussion, the importance of design automation and reuse

in reducing the engineering costs of the design and test of SoCs has been

briefly discussed. Next we touched upon the challenges for a dependable

lifetime operation of SoCs in nano-technologies, and the usage of embedded

instruments in dependability management. The role of test standards in

assisting the automation and reuse of DFT methodologies was subsequently

discussed. This is achieved by providing methods for defining the hardware

and software components of the DFT methodologies in a standardized way.

In case of the IEEE 1687 standard, this is applied to embedded instruments

and their operating procedures. Since embedded instruments are utilized in

dependability management, the introduction of the IEEE 1687 standard can

enable a standardized and reusable dependability solution. In this section,

the motivation and contribution of this thesis in the area of dependability

management will be discussed.

1.5.1 Motivation

The ITRS concluded in 2015 that a paradigm shift has to be adopted in

circuit and system design, in order to cope with the increased static and

dynamic variations in nano-technologies [Itr15]. One of the features of such

a paradigm shift is the integration of sensors and monitors for monitoring

the processing state and the usage of knobs, also referred to as actuators,

for performing runtime adaptations. In its long-term roadmap (2023-2030)

a shift to a system-level focus of dependability management is required in

order to handle the introduction of new disruptive materials and devices with

limited knowledge of their reliability behaviour. It was reported that a main

constraint with regard to such a paradigm shift will be its cost in terms of

engineering/research time and financial budget.

This thesis will contribute to such a paradigm shift by reducing the design

costs of the on-chip access and operation methods of embedded instruments

that are regularly used in dependability management, by providing a system-

atic and standardized methodology. This is achieved by reusing the IEEE
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1687 standard in dependability management, as the IEEE 1687 standard

enables the reuse of embedded instruments and their operating procedures.

Embedded instruments could be viewed as a set of small heterogeneous

IPs dispersed across the SoC for performing different tests, debugging, and

monitoring functions. Each instrument, or a group thereof, in the SoC has

its own design interface and its own methods for being operated (controlled,

configured, accessed and calibrated). This raised a design and integration

challenge for DFT that was addressed by the IEEE 1687 standard for their

off-chip access.

The same challenge is also required to be addressed for the on-chip access

of instruments given their predicted growing usage in case of dependability

management [Hen13a], [Itr15]. In only a few works the importance of defining

an access method for instruments has been realized, and subsequently, ded-

icated instruments networks have been proposed [Bou12], [Sar14], [Itu12],

[Mad09], [Zha11]. However, the architectural properties of embedded in-

struments have not been adequately addressed. For instance, instrument

interfaces were assumed to be simple, and their operating procedures were

assumed to be done in a straightforward manner. Such assumptions can

lead to design and integration bottlenecks for a large-scale adoption of those

networks in dependability management. As a result, state-of-the-art method-

ologies for the on-chip embedded instruments access do not offer currently a

comprehensive and structured methodology that could be easily reused and

automated, and consequently could drive their large-scale adoption.

The IEEE 1687 standard offers a very flexible hardware infrastructure for

accessing embedded instruments which can be efficiently reused for perform-

ing dependability operations. The standard also offers standardized software

languages for documenting the hardware infrastructure and the operating

procedures of the instruments. This can be used in dependability manage-

ment in order to abstract the instrument operation from the development

of dependability procedures. As a result, by utilizing the IEEE 1687 stan-

dard, system-level dependability management solutions can be developed in

a more structured manner with a high potential for automation support,

which will consequently reduce its development costs and drive their large
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scale adoption.

Other research groups have also been developing methods for utilizing

the IEEE 1687 defined hierarchical networks in system-level fault manage-

ment [Jut13]. The recently started European project “Hierarchy-Aware and

secure embedded test infrastructure for Dependability and performance En-

hancement of integrated Systems (HADES)” will be investigating methods

for performing hierarchical online testing, where the IEEE 1687 networks will

be utilized. As the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard in dependability man-

agement is getting more focus, this thesis will therefore trigger more research

works in this area.

1.5.2 Problem Statement and Research Questions

The IEEE 1687 standard was initially developed for off-chip access of embed-

ded instruments in case of testing, debugging and other off-chip operations;

therefore reusing it for on-chip dependability access can not be performed in

a straightforward manner. One needs to investigate and implement methods

that are suitable for such on-chip access.

This leads us to the main problem statement that this thesis is tackling:

How to efficiently utilize the IEEE 1687 standard for the

dependability management of SoCs?

Which can be more specifically formulated by the following research ques-

tions:

1. Since the IEEE 1687 standard takes a descriptive approach rather

than a prescriptive one for defining compliant hardware infrastructure,

how to comprehensively model such infrastructure for on-chip access?

(Chapter 3)

2. The IEEE 1687-defined retargeting process enables the reuse of the

instrument operating procedures, and consequently should be also

supported for the on-chip access. Therefore, how could this be

achieved in a comprehensive manner?

(Chapter 4)
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3. What are the limitations incurred by the IEEE 1687 networks in case

of dependability operations, and how to alleviate them without

loosing compliance with the standard for off-chip access?

(Chapter 5)

4. How can a structured, system-level dependability management

solution with both its hardware and software components be realized

using the IEEE 1687 standard?

(Chapter 6)

1.5.3 Outline of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 - Background:

In this chapter the necessary general background for this thesis is presented.

In addition to this background chapter, subject specific background informa-

tion and related works are included in the subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3 - Structural Modelling of Reconfigurable Scan Networks:

In this chapter an in depth analysis of the hardware infrastructure that is

introduced by the IEEE 1687 standard is presented, in order to devise a model

that can be efficiently utilized for dependability management. Since the

main philosophy of the standard is being descriptive rather than prescriptive,

the hardware rules for constructing the IEEE 1687 network are carefully

analysed, and the presented structural model is devised to be comprehensive.

Chapter 4 - Structured Scan Pattern Retargeting:

In this chapter a novel structured methodology for performing pattern re-

targeting is presented. An in depth analysis of the temporal behaviour of

IEEE 1687 networks is performed in order to devise a model that captures

the temporal dependencies between the network components. This model is
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subsequently used in the retargeting procedure. Structured retargeting using

the introduced structural model in chapter 3 is subsequently introduced.

It should be noted that the modelling and retargeting methods introduced

in chapters 3 and 4 can also be used for the off-chip access of instruments

using a light-weight IEEE 1687 software tool such as in a tester or a debugger.

Chapter 5 - Utilizing IJTAG Networks for Dependability Manage-

ment:

In this chapter the usage of the IEEE 1687 networks in performing dependa-

bility operations is investigated, and subsequently their limitations are dis-

cussed. Consequently, architectural solutions for efficiently utilizing the net-

works in dependability operations are proposed. This is achieved while not

compromising their main function as a mechanism for off-chip access.

Chapter 6 - Implementation and Execution of Dependability Pro-

cedures Using the IEEE 1687 Standard:

In this chapter it is shown how to execute procedures that perform dependa-

bility operations using the IEEE 1687 standard. An execution model of those

procedures is proposed based on two state-of-the-art dependability frame-

works that are subsequently adapted. The usage of the IEEE 1687 standard

is viewed as an improvement of their execution models with respect to their

instrument access methodologies. By following this execution model, a real-

ization of a complete system-level dependability solution can be achieved in

a structured, scalable and reusable manner.

Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Future Work:

In this chapter, general conclusions are given, then thesis contributions are

summarized, and future work is discussed.







2
Background

Abstract– In this chapter the necessary background for this the-

sis is presented. The chapter focuses on two main subjects. First

System-on-Chips dependability and its management, with a spe-

cial focus on adaptive dependability methods that act proactively

to reduce the fault probability by utilizing embedded instruments

in its operation. The second subject is on test standards, in par-

ticular the IEEE 1149.1, 1500 and 1687 standards.

15
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2.1 Dependability of System-on-Chips

The growing dependence on electronic systems in daily life, and their de-

ployment in safety and mission-critical domains raised a need to address

their dependability as a major design concern. SoCs provide the compu-

tational capabilities to many electronic systems that require high compu-

tational power. However, maintaining a dependable operation of SoCs has

become a challenging task due to the increased complexity and shrinking

device dimensions.

The dependability of a system can be defined as its ability to deliver

services that can justifiably be trusted [Avi04]. Dependability as a con-

cept encompasses several attributes that are considered while addressing the

dependability of a system. In [Avi04] the following attributes were defined

for dependability: availability, reliability, safety, integrity, maintainability.

The confidentiality of a system along with its availability for authorized ac-

tions and its integrity with respect to unauthorized system alterations are

considered as security attributes, and will not be discussed in this thesis.

Figure 2.1 shows a summary of the dependability (and security) at-

tributes, threats and means for their achievement as presented in [Avi04].

In the remainder of this section an overview of the dependability challenges

in silicon nanotechnologies and the state-of-the-art methodologies for their

handling will be given, with a special focus on proactive methods that utilize

embedded instruments.

2.1.1 Dependability Challenges in Nanotechnologies

The dependability of SoCs has been a major design concern for more than

a decade due to technology scaling [Hen13a]. Several factors have been re-

ported as main contributors to SoC dependability issues including static and

dynamic variations, aging and soft errors [Bor05], [Hen13a].

Static or process variations occur due to imperfections in the semiconduc-

tor manufacturing process. Process variations are variations in the transistor

geometry, e.g. gate oxide thickness, and in the number of dopant atoms in the

transistor channel which is known as random dopant fluctuations. Process
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Figure 2.1: Dependability and security attributes, threats and achievement means,
extracted from [Avi04].

variations result in a variation of the transistor threshold voltage and leak-

age current which cause a variation in the total power consumption. Those

effects are considered as an inherent unreliability since the resulting system

behaviour differs from its original specifications [Bor05].

Dynamic variations occur during runtime, and are mostly considered in

terms of varying supply voltage and temperature. They usually occur due to

rapidly varying workloads which might cause timing errors in case of voltage

droops and increased degradation in case of thermal cycling [Sri04].

The next SoC dependability threat is transistor aging, which follows sev-

eral degradation mechanisms. An example is Negative Bias Temperature

Instability (NBTI) resulting from high electric fields, which cause traps in

the gate material restricting the movement of electrons or holes, and sub-

sequently shifting the threshold voltage [Hen13a]. Other degradation mech-

anisms include Hot Carrier Injection (HCI), ElectroMigration (EM), and

Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDP).

Finally, soft-errors are caused by cosmic radiations emitting high-energy

neutrons or by impurities in the chip packaging. They cause single-event-

upsets mainly to memory cells, which can result in a temporary change of

their logical value, and consequently might lead to a failure. It has been
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reported that soft error rates have been increasing as a result of the increase

of memory integration that is enabled by technology scaling [Hen13a].

2.1.2 State-of-the-Art Dependability Management

The dependability challenges that were mentioned in the previous section

are addressed by several design methodologies, including hardware, software

and cross-layer [Che16] fault tolerance and runtime adaptive techniques for

fault prevention. A summary of the state-of the-art methods for hardware

and software fault-tolerance has been extensively presented in [Hen13a] and

will hence not be further discussed here.

Adaptive methods have received an increasing attention lately as they

provide means for runtime fault-prevention while employing the chip self-

awareness capabilities. The main goal of such techniques is to keep the pro-

cessing environment in a state that is optimal for the system’s dependability.

In this section, three adaptive dependability management techniques that

act proactively to reduce the probability of fault occurrence are presented.

In particular, Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM), Dynamic Thermal

Management (DTM) and Dynamic Power Management (DPM). Each proce-

dure aims to adapt the processing environment to a state that is optimized

for a certain objective.

Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) is a class of adaptive dependa-

bility techniques that tries to balance between a theoretically estimated sys-

tem lifetime reliability and the overall runtime performance [Sri04], [Zhu10]

and [Mer13]. For example, the procedure in [Zhu10] performs the system-

level reliability estimation using theoretically formulated oxide breakdown

failure probabilities. Other works have carried out the reliability assessment

with regard to electromigration, stress migration, time-dependent dielectric

breakdown and thermal cycling failure models [Sri04].

Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) on the other hand strives to

maintain the operating temperature across the chip below a certain level,

referred to as the emergency threshold, where timing errors may occur if ex-

ceeded [Ska03], [Ped06]. This is achieved by continuously monitoring the
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temperature and performing dynamic adaptations whenever a certain tem-

perature value, referred to as the trigger threshold is reached.

Dynamic Power Management (DPM) focuses on optimizing the power

consumption of the chip, which consequently enhances its reliability by avoid-

ing unnecessary power stressing, in addition to enhancing the availability

of battery operated systems [Isc06], [Flo11], [Mih04]. Voltage guardband

management [Lef13] can be considered as a fine-grained power management

mechanism [Flo11], where the voltage guardband is dynamically adapted ac-

cording to the critical path timing margin. This is measured by a critical

path timing monitor, in order to keep the timing margin at a specific optimal

value.

Such adaptive techniques use embedded instruments for monitoring differ-

ent environmental and performance parameters such as temperature, supply

voltage, degradation, and also in carrying on the adaptations such as PLLs,

voltage regulators, clock and power gating circuits. It is predicted that the

usage of such adaptive techniques will increase in order to cope with the

increasing unreliability of modern SoCs [Itr15] [Hen13a], [Sar16].

2.2 Design for Test Standards

In this section three of the IEEE DFT standards that are utilized in this

thesis are discussed, namely the 1149.1, 1500 and the 1687 IEEE standards.

2.2.1 The IEEE 1149.1 Standard

The Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) started a standardization effort in 1985

in order to standardize methods for the manufacturing tests of printed circuit

boards. As a result, the IEEE 1149.1 standard was introduced in 1990, and

further revised in 1993, 1994, 2001 and 2013 [Iee13]. Since then, the IEEE

1149.1 standard has been reused for several test and debug purposes since it

provides a low overhead method for chip accessing.

The standard defines a 5-pin port for chip access, called the Test Access

Port (TAP), along with a Finite State Machine (FSM) based controller, re-
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Figure 2.2: The TAP controller [Iee13], [Iee14].

ferred to as the TAP controller (Figure 2.2), for generating the internal scan

control signals according to a pre-defined sequence of operations.

The TAP port consists of the Test Data Input (TDI) and Test Data

Output (TDO) ports as serial input and output ports, the Test Clock (TCK)

input to provide the test clock, the Test Mode Select (TMS) input to provide

the transitions of the TAP controller’s FSM, and an optional Test Reset

(TRST) input for providing an asynchronous reset to the TAP controller.

The TAP controller FSM incorporates 16 states as shown in Figure 2.2(c).

The FSM is initialized at the Test-Logic-Reset state, where the transitions

are performed according to the TMS port value at each TCK. The FSM

incorporates two identical parts each consisting of 7 states, one for the In-

struction Register (IR) and the other for one of the Data Registers (DR). The

latter can be a boundary register, bypass register, ID register or a user de-

fined register. A certain DR is selected by decoding the loaded instruction in

the IR, which in turn generates a corresponding ‘Select’ signal. According to

the current FSM state, corresponding values of the scan control signals (‘Re-

set’, ‘CaptureEn’, ‘ShiftEn’, ‘UpdateEn’) are generated as shown in Figure

2.2(b).

The transition sequence {Select-DR-Scan → Capture-DR → Shift-DR →
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Exit1-DR → Update-DR → Select-DR-Scan} is referred to as the Capture-

Shift-Update (CSU) cycle, and requires 5 TCK cycles to be realized.

The IEEE 1149.1 standard also defines a language for describing the com-

pliant testability features. This language, referred to as the Boundary Scan

Description Language (BSDL), is based on the syntax and grammar of the

VHDL language. In addition, the 2013 version of the standard introduced

the Procedural Description Language (PDL) in order to allow IP providers to

document vendor-independent access procedures for their designs. The PDL

language defined in the IEEE 1149.1 standard bears a strong resemblance

with the PDL language defined by the IEEE 1687 standard in their purpose

and syntax.

2.2.2 The IEEE 1500 Standard

The IEEE 1500 standard, introduced in 2005, focuses on core-level test in-

tegration and reuse [Iee05]. The standardization effort was motivated by

the increased integration of reusable cores, and the consequent difficulties of

core test access, and the need to reuse their test patterns. As a result, the

standard introduced a methodology for enabling modular testing of SoCs, by

providing standardized test wrappers for core isolation and testing.

The introduced Core Test Wrapper (CTW), as shown in Figure 2.3, in-

cludes a mandatory Wrapper Serial Port (WSP) consisting of scan control

signals (‘WRSTN’, ‘UpdateWR’, ‘ShiftWR’ and ‘CaptureWR’), a test clock

(‘WRCK’), serial input and output ports (‘WSI’ and ‘WSO’), and a ded-

icated signal (‘SelectWIR’) for including the Wrapper Instruction Register

(WIR) between ‘WSI’ and ‘WSO’. The standard also allows for optional aux-

iliary clock inputs (referred to as ‘AUXCK’) and an optional ‘TransferDR’

terminal. The standard also allows defining an optional user-defined Wrap-

per Parallel Port (WPP) in order to interface the core with a user-defined

parallel Test Access Mechanism (TAM).

The wrapper supports a number of test modes according to the loaded in-

struction in the included instruction register. For example, the WS EXTEST

instruction configures the wrapper for testing off-core circuits and core-to-
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Figure 2.3: The IEEE 1500 CTW components [Iee05].

core connections. In this thesis the WS INTEST SCAN instruction is utilized

in dependability management employing online Logic BIST (LBIST), where

the internal scan chain and the wrapper boundary registers are concatenated

as shown in Figure A.1(a) in Appendix A.

2.2.3 The IEEE 1687 Standard

The IEEE 1149.1 standard is extensively reused in practice for a wide range

of purposes beyond those concerning boundary scan. For instance, accessing

and operating embedded instruments for test, debug, diagnosis, monitor-

ing, characterization, configuration and functional uses. With the increased

integration of heterogeneous embedded instruments, a need emerged for stan-

dardizing their access methods. The IEEE 1687 standard, commonly known

as the internal JTAG or the IJTAG standard, was introduced in 2014 in order

to provide a standardized methodology for accessing and operating embed-

ded instruments. The standard builds on the efforts made in the 1149.1
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standard by reusing the TAP port for chip access. The upcoming IEEE

P1687.1 standard [Iee16] will further enable non-TAP interfaces for access-

ing the embedded instruments like SPI and I2C.

Two languages are defined by the standard, namely the Instrument Con-

nectivity language (ICL) and the Procedural Description Language (PDL).

ICL is a Hardware Description Language (HDL) that is used to describe

the IEEE 1687 hardware infrastructure like the chip interface, instrument

interfaces and the instrument network.

The IEEE 1687-defined PDL language is introduced in order to docu-

ment instrument-level operating procedures. It bears a strong resemblance

with the PDL language as defined by the IEEE 1149.1-2013 standard in its

purpose and syntax1. The PDL language is based on the well known Tool

Command Language (TCL) and can be executed by TCL interpreters as a

TCL extension. Two levels of PDL are defined, PDL Level-0 or simply PDL0

supports basic instrument-level operations, while PDL Level-1 or PDL1 sup-

ports operating procedures with high-level control flow.

The standard defines the retargeting process as the process of translat-

ing the instrument-level operations documented in PDL into a set of chip

level operations that can be automatically generated by processing on the

network construction documented in ICL. Therefore, retargeting enables the

reusability of the instrument PDL operating procedures.

The IEEE 1687 standard allows a highly reconfigurable hardware infras-

tructure for connecting the embedded instruments to the TAP port in a

networked fashion. It defines necessary hardware rules for constructing the

network, and hence, it takes a descriptive rather than a prescriptive approach

for defining the compliant hardware infrastructure. This approach allows for

constructing highly flexible yet complex networks for the different SoCs.

The standard defines two module-interfaces to enable a plug and play

module integration and a hierarchical construction of the network, namely

the client interface and the host interface. A client interface of a module is

attached to the host interface of another module in the network in a higher

1The differences between the two languages are described in the IEEE 1687 standard
document [Iee14].
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Figure 2.4: IEEE 1687 network construction with plug and play components [Iee14].

hierarchical level. Client interfaces consume scan control signals that are

provided by the attached host interfaces along with exchanging data with

them. Ultimately, the client interfaces of the top level modules are interfaced

with the TAP controller, and the host interfaces of the lowest level modules

are interfaced with the instruments (Figure 2.4).

In addition, different primitive building blocks for the modules that are

forming the network are defined, among them ScanRegisters, ScanMuxs,

LogicSignals, ClockMuxs, DataRegisters, DataMuxs. The network can be

constructed using those primitive blocks according to the connectivity rules

defined by the standard, which result in a very large design space for IEEE

1687 compliant networks. Such a large design space enables a flexible imple-

mentation of the networks for different optimization purposes. However, it

poses challenges for their modelling and operation [Bar15]. For instance, the

suite of IJTAG benchmark networks presented in [Bas16] and [Tše16] give

an idea of how such networks can grow in complexity.

2.3 Conclusions

In this chapter a brief discussion on dependability challenges in silicon nano-

technologies has been given, and subsequently state-of-the-art methodologies

for dependability management were discussed with a special focus on adap-

tive dependability methods that utilize embedded instruments. Although a

large body of adaptive dependability methods exist, their implementation is

usually done in an ad hoc manner especially with respect to the access of

instruments.
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Three design-for-test standards were subsequently discussed, namely IEEE

1149.1, IEEE 1500 and IEEE 1687 standards. The IEEE 1687 standard which

is the main focus of this thesis, adopts the IEEE 1149.1 TAP port as an ac-

cess mechanism for the chip, while the IEEE 1500 CTWs are considered as

instruments by the standard.

The IEEE 1687 standard enables a very large design space for imple-

menting compliant instrument networks, which are utilized in this thesis for

dependability operations. However, such complexity poses challenges for the

network modelling and operation, and hence an in depth investigation of the

network construction rules as defined by the standard and their operational

behaviour are required.





3
Structural Modelling of Reconfigurable

Scan Networks

Abstract– Structural modelling of reconfigurable scan networks

is required for performing access operations on arbitrary networks.

In this chapter, the architectural specifications of reconfigurable

scan networks are analysed as defined by the IEEE 1687-2014

standard. Then a comprehensive network model is devised for an

efficient on-chip network access by first resolving the structural

dependencies between the network components; subsequently the

generation method for the on-chip structural model is proposed

using the resolved dependencies.

Parts of this chapter were published in [Ibr16a].

27
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3.1 Introduction

Scan chains have been used for a long time for testing and debugging of

electronic systems. Since the Joint Test Access Group (JTAG) was formed

in 1985 and the following introduction of the IEEE 1149.1 standard in 1990

[Iee90], the Test Access Port (TAP) has been the primary access port for

embedded scan chains.

The IEEE 1149.1 standard allows multiple scan chains to be connected

between the Test Data In (TDI) and the Test Data Out (TDO) ports of the

TAP in a multiplexed fashion. Those scan chains have a wide range of pur-

poses, for example core testing, boundary scan testing, logic configuration,

monitoring, debugging, memory programming, and many others.

Selecting a specific chain to be connected between the TDI and TDO

ports is performed by loading a corresponding instruction to the TAP In-

struction Register (IR), such that the TAP decode-logic would generate the

corresponding control signals for a multiplexer at the TDO port that selects

such chain. An instruction can also set a mode to the selected chains, for

instance as in the case of the IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan cells ‘mode’ sig-

nal. In that sense, IEEE 1149.1 enables a sort of scan chains reconfiguration.

However, the scalability of such reconfiguration methodology is limited by

the complexity of the decoding logic and the routing of the control signals.

Both the IEEE 1149.1-2013 [Iee13] and 1687-2014 [Iee14] standards in-

troduced variable length scan chains using reconfiguration registers and mul-

tiplexers that are arbitrarily placed in the chain. One can consider this as

a generalization of the conventional TAP-based scan reconfiguration; in this

case the decoding complexity and the reconfiguration multiplexers are being

distributed around the scan chain and not localized in the TAP controller.

As a result, it allows for a scalable scan chain infrastructure.

Those type of scan networks are usually referred to as IJTAG networks

or Reconfigurable Scan Networks (RSNs). The latter term will be used in

this chapter and in chapter 4 since it is a more descriptive notation for our

generic analysis. The former term will further be used while referring to the

instruments networks in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Figure 3.1: Example of a reconfigurable scan network.

Figure 3.1 shows an example RSN connected between the TDI and TDO

ports, including two instrument registers (R1, R2), two network multiplexers

(M1, M2) and two network reconfiguration registers (C1, C2) providing M1

and M2 with their address signals S1 and S2 respectively.

3.1.1 Chapter Organization

Contrary to other on-chip interconnects (e.g. buses and NoCs), performing

access operations on RSNs require a model that captures the network orga-

nization, which is provided by ICL in case of the IEEE 1687 standard. As

a result, the main goal of this chapter is to devise a comprehensive network

model that is optimized for on-chip access. Since RSNs can be constructed

in a very flexible manner, a network model for arbitrary networks requires an

in-depth analysis of their structural properties and the development of com-

prehensive model generation methods. This chapter is organized as follows:

In Section 3.2 a generic analysis of the structural specifications of RSNs

as presented in the IEEE 1687 standard is given. The different components

comprising an RSN are discussed first. Next, since the IEEE 1687 standard

follows a descriptive approach for defining its compliant hardware, a generic

analysis of the network construction is provided. Subsequently, a definition

of the network’s structural validity is given such that the subsequent model

generation methods can be successfully carried out.

Section 3.3 presents a fundamental attribute of a network register, re-

ferred to as the register selection function, which is a Boolean function that

defines the required network configuration for the register accessibility. The
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selection functions of the network registers are used in constructing the net-

work model, as well as during the retargeting procedure which will be ex-

plained in Chapter 4.

Resolving the register selection function is performed for arbitrary, struct-

urally-valid networks in Section 3.4. A dedicated graph model is introduced

first, then a graph traversal is developed for the resolution of the selection

functions.

A novel structural model for RSNs is introduced in Section 3.5 by us-

ing the resolved selection functions. Contrary to graph-based models, this

model incorporates the dependencies between the network registers and mul-

tiplexers as well as the network connectivity. This model enables an efficient

active scan path resolution for arbitrary RSNs, i.e. resolving the sequence of

registers that are currently connected between TDI and TDO.

Experimental results on a set of benchmark circuits are presented in Sec-

tion 3.6, and conclusions are provided in Section 3.7.

3.2 Analysis of Reconfigurable Scan Networks

In order to devise a comprehensive network model for arbitrary RSNs, an

in-depth analysis of the RSNs specifications as presented in the IEEE 1687

standard is provided in this section.

3.2.1 Network Components

In general, an RSN is constructed with three main components: Scan Regis-

ters, Scan Multiplexers (ScanMuxs) and control signals1.

ScanRegisters

A ScanRegister is a sequential network component that, at least, is able

to perform the shift function, and optionally the capture and/or the update

1For simplifying the analysis, embedded TAP controllers (eTAPCs) are not considered,
and accessing and controlling the non-scan network components such as DataRegisters,
DataMuxs and ClockMuxs are assumed to be handled in PDL. A global clock is also
assumed for simplicity.
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functions. Figure 3.2(a) shows an abstracted representation of a ScanRegister

that enables shift, capture and update functions, and Figure 3.2(b) depicts

a possible corresponding implementation. A ScanRegister consists of two

register stages. The Capture/Shift (CS) stage holds the captured data from

the Data Input (DI) port if the Capture Enable (CE) signal of the client

interface is active; it holds the shifted data from the ScanIn (SI) port when

the Shift Enable (SE) signal is active. On the other hand, the Update (U)

stage stores the shifted data in the CS stage when the Update Enable (UE)

signal is active and provides it to the Data Output (DO) port.

Figure 3.2: Example ScanRegister (SR) enabling Shift (S), Capture (C)
and Update (U) functions [Iee14].

A ScanRegister can be read-only, write-only or read-write. A read-write

ScanRegister implements the Shift (S), Capture (C) and Update (U) func-

tions (Figure 3.2). A read-only ScanRegister implements the shift and cap-

ture functions, i.e. only the CS stage is present along with the Shift and

Capture AND gates respectively (AS & AC) and multiplexers (MS & MC).

A write-only ScanRegister implements the shift and update functions, i.e.

the CS and U stages are present along with the Shift and Update AND gates

(AS & AU) and multiplexers (MS & MU). A very special type of a ScanReg-

ister that neither enables reading nor writing from/to it, i.e. only supports a

shift function, is also possible; an example is the Bypass register in the IEEE
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1500 Core Test Wrapper [Iee05].

ScanRegisters are used for network configuration and for data delivery

to/from the instruments; the latter is often referred to as a Test Data Regis-

ter (TDR). A read-only TDR could be used to interface an output port of an

instrument (e.g. status or measurement data) to the network, by connecting

it to its DI port. While a write-only TDR could be used to interface an

input port of an instrument (e.g. control or configurations) to the network,

by connecting it to its DO port. Multi-bit TDRs are formed using a num-

ber of concatenated ScanRegisters by connecting the SO output port of an

individual ScanRegister corresponding to a bit, to the SI input port of the

following bit. In this case, single Shift, Capture and Update AND gates (AS,

AC and AU) are used for all ScanRegisters.

ScanMuxs

The second network component is the ScanMux. A ScanMux is a combina-

torial network component that enables selecting one of its (M) input scan

paths according to the given address signal values. ScanMuxs are used as a

mechanism for configuring the scan path.

Figure 3.3: a) 4-to-1 MUX, b) equivalent circuit.

A 2n-to-1 ScanMux with an n-bit address signal (Sn−1...S0), is logically

equivalent to an n-stage cascaded organization of 2-to-1 ScanMuxs, such that

the address bit of a 2-to-1 ScanMux in the ith stage is Si. This equivalence

is important for simplifying the network analysis, and therefore only 2-to-1
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ScanMuxs will be further considered. Figure 3.3 shows the equivalent 2-stage

cascaded organization to a 4-to-1 ScanMux.

The Control Signals

The third network component is the set of control signals. Three types of

control signals are defined by the IEEE 1687 standard, the ScanRegister scan-

control signals (SEL, RST, SE, CE and UE), the ScanMux address-control

signal (S) and function-specific signals (CaptureDisable, UpdateDisable and

LocalReset). The scan-control signals control the scan operations of a certain

ScanRegister, while the ScanMux address-control signals control the config-

uration of the scan path at the corresponding ScanMux; function-specific

signals can override the capture and update functions and provide a local

reset function.

The SEL signal of a ScanRegister activates its scan functions (capture,

shift and update). The SE signal activates the shift operation of a Scan-

Register if the SEL signal is active. Similarly for the capture and update

operations, each operation becomes active in the case the corresponding en-

able signal (CE or UE) and the SEL signal are active. The RST signal resets

the update stage of a ScanRegister to its initial state.

The capture and update activation can be suppressed using the corre-

sponding function-specific control signals (CaptureDisable and UpdateDis-

able). Similarly, the reset function can be enforced using the LocalReset

function-specific control signal.

The SEL signal of a ScanRegister should become active whenever the

network is configured to include this ScanRegister in the active path. The

RST, SE, CE and UE signals are generated starting from the corresponding

TAP signals; next they are propagated across the network hierarchy from

the host interfaces of the higher-level modules to the client interfaces of the

lower-level ones. A ScanRegister is said to have its scan control signals

activated if the SEL signal is active and the received RST, SE, CE and UE

signals follow the corresponding signals that are generated by the finite state

machine-based TAP controller.
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On the other hand, the source of each of the ScanMux address-control,

CaptureDisable, UpdateDisable and LocalReset signals is in general a Boolean

function of the updated values in the network ScanRegisters or the external

inputs.

Definition 1: A ScanMux Control Bit (SCB) is any updatable ScanRegister

in the network that contributes to the Boolean function of a ScanMux address-

control signal. 2

An SCB (e.g. C1 and C2 in Figure 3.1) is usually assumed to be a

ScanRegister that directly controls the address signal of a ScanMux through

its DO port, for instance C1 and C2 in Figure 3.1. However, since the source

of an address signal can be the output of a combinatorial function in terms of

a set of ScanRegisters values according to the IEEE 1687 standard, each of

those registers is considered here as an SCB that defines the network state.

3.2.2 Network Construction

An RSN is formed by constructing a sequence of connected ScanRegisters,

ScanMuxs and branching nodes, where a branching node is a virtual network

component representing the point where the scan path branches. The RSN

starts at the TDI port and terminates at the TDO port. The scan-in port

of a ScanRegister, an input port of a ScanMux and the input of a branching

node could be each connected to either the scan-out port of a ScanRegister,

the output port of a ScanMux or an output of a branching node.

Control signals are routed either hierarchically, like in the case of scan

controls, or point-to-point among any required combinatorial logic, like in

case of ScanMux address and function-specific signals.

An RSN could be viewed as the result of connecting several Scan Segments

to form a larger one where:

Definition 2: A Scan Segment is any properly connected organization,

according to the above connectivity rules, of ScanRegisters, ScanMuxs and

2 This definition indicates that a bit in a TDR that also contributes to the Boolean
function of a ScanMux address bit is considered as an SCB besides being a TDR bit.
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branching nodes, that is completely contained between a single input ‘scan-

in’ and a single output ‘scan-out’.

A scan path is a serial sequence of ScanRegisters connected between the

TDI and TDO ports through ScanMuxs and branching nodes. The active

scan path of an RSN is the current configured scan path between the TDI and

TDO ports. The active scan path is determined by the currently updated

values in all the SCBs in the network3.

3.2.3 Structural Validity

Given a network with n SCBs, the state of the network is denoted by a

binary State Vector (SV) of length n, where each element corresponds to

the current state of the update stage in the corresponding SCB. The initial

network state is the state of the network after applying the global reset signal

(i.e. when the TRST input of the TAP port is active or in the case the TAP

controller reaches the Test-Logic-Reset state).

Figure 3.4: An RSN with four different scan paths.

For example, Figure 3.4 shows an RSN with three SCBs (i.e. C1, C2 and

C3) directly controlling the address ports of M1, M2 and M3 via their DO

ports; these are providing the values in their update stage as was shown in

Figure 3.2. Table 3.1 shows the corresponding scan paths for the different

states of the RSN shown in Figure 3.4. It can be shown that each network

state corresponds to only one scan path being configured between the TDI

3In case of on-chip network access, it is assumed that no external inputs contribute to
the source combinational circuit of the ScanMuxs address bits.
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and TDO ports; however, the same scan path could result from different

network states (e.g. SP1 and SP4).

Table 3.1: Network states and the corresponding scan paths (SP) for Figure 3.4.

Network State
Scan Path (SP)

C1 C2 C3

0 0 0

TDI - C1 - TDO (SP1)
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 1 1
1 0 0 TDI - R1 - C3 - C2 - C1 - TDO (SP2)
1 0 1 TDI - R2 - C3 - C2 - C1 - TDO (SP3)
1 1 0

TDI - R2 - R3 - C2 - C1 - TDO (SP4)
1 1 1

A register (R) can be accessed in several scan paths, and consequently

network states. The set of Access Paths (AP(R)) for a certain register R

is defined as the set of all scan paths that include R, and the set of Access

States (AS(R)) for a certain register R as the set of all network states which

configure a path that includes R. For example, AP(R2) = {SP3,SP4} and

AS(R2) ={[1,0,1],[1,1,0],[1,1,1]} (Table 3.1).

The structural validity of an RSN with n SCBs is defined as:

Definition 3: An RSN is said to be structurally valid if and only if each

of its possible 2n states leads to an active scan path that is configured between

the TDI and TDO ports of the network, where each register in the active scan

path has its scan control signals activated, and each register that is not in the

active scan path has its scan control signals deactivated.

Invalid network organizations could occur due to a design error, or im-

proper integration of network modules. Pre-production structural verifica-

tion can be applied using formal verification methods such as what has been

proposed in [Bar15], by processing the network representation in a hardware

description language (e.g. ICL or VHDL) to ensure the validity of the RSN.
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3.2.4 Hierarchical RSNs

A fundamental component in RSNs that is defined by the IEEE 1687 stan-

dard is the Segment Insertion Bit (SIB). A SIB allows for including and

excluding scan segments from the active scan path. SIBs enable a hierar-

chical network organization by nesting multiple SIBs in a tree-like hierarchy

with the Test Access Port (TAP) at its root, and the instrument registers at

its leaves.

Figure 3.5: SIB MUX PRE and SIB MUX POST organizations.

A SIB is comprised of a ScanMux and its corresponding SCB. The 0-input

port of the ScanMux is connected to the scan-in of the attached segment,

while the 1-input port is connected to the scan-out of the attached segment.

The location of the SCB is arbitrary in general, however, the most common

practice is to include it either before the inserted segment, referred to as

SIB MUX POST (e.g. Figure 3.5(a)), or after the inserted segment and the

ScanMux, referred to as SIB MUX PRE4 (e.g. Figure 3.5(b)) [Iee14]. This

design practice enables a modular design of the SIB. Figure 3.5 shows both

organizations. It should be noted that a SIB has a client interface, shown to

the left hand side, and a host interface, shown to the right hand side.

SIBs enable a hierarchical organization of the network by connecting the

host interface of a higher-level SIB to the client interface of the lower level one.

4PRE and POST refer to the location of the ScanMux with respect to the SCB in the
modular SIB.
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Figure 3.6: Hierarchical network organization using SIBs, R1 up to R12 are TDRs.

Figure 3.6(a) shows the abstract symbol of the SIB with its four scan ports

being SI and SO which are parts of the client interface, and toSI and fromSO

are of the host (see also Figure 3.5). Figure 3.6(b) shows an example of a

hierarchical network organization by connecting the SIBs in a parent/child

fashion, where at the bottom of the hierarchy instruments registers (R1 up

to R12) are located.

3.3 The Register Selection Function

In the previous section the primitive building blocks of RSNs, being Scan-

Registers, ScanMuxs and the control signals, and the network construction

and its structural validity were discussed. It was shown that the network

construction rules enable a wide design space of structurally valid RSNs, and

therefore a network model has to comprehensively cover such design space.

In this section, a fundamental attribute of a ScanRegister is formulated as

a Boolean function that defines the required network configuration for its

accessibility, and is further used in this chapter in devising the envisioned

on-chip network model.

A register (R) in a structurally valid RSN becomes included in the active

scan path if the address bit values of the network ScanMuxs configure a scan

path SP ∈ AP (R). The register in this case is referred to as selected, i.e.

the select (SEL) port of its client interface becomes asserted.

The selection of a register (R) is defined as:
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Definition 4: The selection of a register (Sel(R)) is a Boolean function

represented in a Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF)5 in terms of a minimum

subset of the network ScanMux address bits, that evaluates to True if and

only if a corresponding scan path is configured that includes R.

The general form of Sel(R) is defined as:

Sel(R) =
∨

i∈1...n

Cli(R) (3.1)

Where:

Cl(R) =
∧

j∈1...m

lj, l ∈ {¬S, S} (3.2)

Cl(R) is a clause in a DNF formula with (n) disjunctive clauses, each

consisting of a conjunction of literals. A literal (l) represents a certain ad-

dress bit (S) of a ScanMux from the set of (m) ScanMuxs on which this

clause is dependent, where each S literal could be negated (Eq. (3.2)).

Table 3.2 shows the corresponding selections of the registers in Figure 3.4.

For example, Sel(R3) becomes True only if both S1 and S2 address values

are equal to ‘1’. It should be noted that the selection of R2 consists of two

clauses. A register with more than one clause in its selection is referred to

as a multi-path register. Also note that the selection of C1 here is a constant

with a value of ‘1’ (i.e. True), which indicates that C1 is always selected

regardless of the address signals values.

A satisfied clause in the current network state (i.e. it evaluates to True

with the current S values) corresponds to the configuration of a scan path,

referred to as the Clause Path (CP). It starts from the corresponding register

to the nearest ScanMux output that is connected to a register or a branching

node 6 with a selection = True. All the corresponding CPs of a multi-path

register will eventually converge to this point. For example, Figure 3.7 shows

5In Boolean algebra, a DNF expression consists of several disjunctive clauses (i.e.
ORed). Each clause consists of several conjunctive literals (i.e. ANDed), where a lit-
eral is a Boolean variable that can appear only once in a certain clause.

6See section 3.4.3
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Table 3.2: List of selections for the registers in Figure 3.4.

Register Selection

C1 True
C2 (S1)
C3 (S1 ∧ ¬S2)
R3 (S1 ∧ S2)
R2 (S1 ∧ ¬S2 ∧ S3) ∨ (S1 ∧ S2)
R1 (S1 ∧ ¬S2 ∧ ¬S3)

a multi-path register R3 with Sel(R3) = (¬S3∧S5)∨(S3∧¬S4∧S5)∨(S3∧S4),

where the corresponding CPs converge at the output of M3.

Figure 3.7: A register (R3) with three clause paths (CP1, CP2, CP3).

Since the CPs only depend on a subset of the network ScanMuxs, a

single CP could be part of multiple access paths ∈ AP . In other words,

a certain clause could be satisfied in multiple network states. Each clause

in the register selection is supposed to be minimum in the sense that it can

not be further reduced by factoring-out literals with another clause. For

example the two clauses in the following selection of an arbitrary register R

Sel(R) = (S1 ∧ S2 ∧ S3) ∨ (S1 ∧ S2 ∧ ¬S3) are not minimum since they can

be reduced to Sel(R) = (S1 ∧ S2) by factoring-out (S1 ∧ S2) and reducing

(S3 ∨ ¬S3) to True. Therefore, Fact(Sel(R)) = (S1 ∧ S2), where Fact()

represents a Boolean reduction by factoring.

Other Boolean reduction techniques are not applicable to the reduction

of register selection clauses, since the ScanMux dependency information will

become lost. For example, Figure 3.8 shows an RSN where Sel(R2) = (S1)∨
(¬S1 ∧ S2). Applying Boolean reduction to this DNF leads to Sel(R2) =
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(S1) ∨ (S2) which is logically correct. However, since a selection clause is

assumed to specify the minimum address signal values required for accessing

the corresponding register, here the second clause implies that R2 is selected

whenever S2 =‘1’ which is not true.

Figure 3.8: A multi-path register with a Boolean reducible selection.

3.4 Graph-Based Network Modelling for Re-

solving the Registers Selection

In the previous section a Boolean function in terms of the address bits of

a subset of the network ScanMuxs was introduced for each of the network

registers. This function specifies the network configurations that enable the

accessibility of the corresponding register. Pre-computing the register se-

lection functions is important for dynamically accessing the network with a

minimum of network processing time. In order to extract the selections of

the network registers in an arbitrary RSN, a structural model of the network

is required.

Structural modelling of RSNs has been commonly proposed using graph-

based models which reflect the network components connectivity. The dif-

ferent models found in literature are devised according to the intended use

cases. In this section the state-of-the-art graph-based models for RSNs are

summarized and their limitations in representing the selection dependencies

between the registers and the ScanMuxs are shown. Afterwards a graph-

based structural model is presented in order to facilitate the computation

of the registers selection. A procedure for computing the selection of the
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network registers will be subsequently introduced in order to use it later in

the generation of an efficient network model for on-chip access.

3.4.1 Graph-Based Models for RSNs

In [Bar12] a directed graph model is proposed where the graph nodes are

only assigned to registers. A ScanMux corresponds to the graph merging at

a register node, and a branching node corresponds to the graph branching

to several register nodes. Auxiliary nodes are introduced to cover special

constructs such as a ScanMux followed by a branching node. A modified

version of this model was introduced in [Zad14] where each ScanMux has

its own graph node. Those graph models are then used for processing in

a Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) solver for network verification and pattern

generation.

In [Zad16a] the network is modelled in a similar fashion as in [Zad14]

in order to perform a structural network decomposition into a set of scan

segments, which would further optimize the execution time of the SAT-based

retargeting procedure.

Another directed graph model has been proposed in [Can15] where SIBs,

ScanMuxs and instruments’ TDRs are assigned to dedicated node types. The

graph is traversed in a depth-first fashion in order to generate optimized test

sessions for testing the components in the RSN network.

A tree-based structural model of SIB-based hierarchical networks is pro-

posed in [Jut13], [Zad16b] and [Zad11b], where each node in the tree corre-

sponds to a single SIB. In [Tše16] another node type was added for registers

in order to allow for register placement in the hierarchical levels. SIBs in

the tree-model of the hierarchical RSNs are seen as atomic components (i.e.

indivisible) and not as a pair of ScanMux and ScanRegister. Consequently,

constructing an efficient hierarchical organization of the network could be

carried out for optimizing the instruments’ access time [Zad11b] or for op-

timizing the average localization time of fault detecting instruments by ba-

lancing the network hierarchy for instance by using binary or ternary trees

[Jut13] [Zad16b].
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3.4.2 The Selection Dependency Graph

Although a rich set of graph models have been proposed before for structural

modelling of RSNs, direct extraction of the selections is not possible using

those models. This is because ScanMuxs were either abstracted and deduced

from the graph nodes connectivity, or assigned to single nodes. Consequently,

the ScanMux ports assignments were not defined, which is required for adding

the corresponding ScanMux address literal (S) to the selections. As a result, a

new graph-based structural model is investigated and defined in this section.

Clauses in the register selections are represented in terms of the ScanMux

address literals which could be negated as shown in Equation (3.2). The

negation of a literal is determined according to the ScanMux port that the

corresponding Clause Path (CP) goes through. For example, in the network

shown in Figure 3.4, the S3 literal in the selection of R1 is negated since R1

is accessed via the ‘0’ input port of M3. In order to capture this relation in

the structural model, dedicated ScanMux port nodes should be included in

the graph.

In addition, the corresponding ScanMuxs of the literals in the selection

clauses are always found in the forward path starting from this register to-

wards TDO. Therefore the selection of a register is dependent on ScanMux

ports that exist in the forward path. This will lead to either a reversed

graph traversal from TDO to TDI, or more conveniently a graph with op-

posite direction than the scan path, where its edges reflect node selection

dependencies rather than the scan path direction.

The Selection Dependency Graph (SDG) is consequently defined as a

directed graph G = (V,E), where the set of nodes (V ) is partitioned into

four main sets:

1. (VReg) representing the set of network registers (TDR or SCB).

2. (VI0) representing the set of the ‘0’ input port (I0) of 2-to-1 ScanMuxs.

3. (VI1) representing the set of the ‘1’ input port (I1) of 2-to-1 ScanMuxs.

4. (VBr) representing the set of points where the scan path branches.
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Two auxiliary nodes for TDI and TDO (VTDI and VTDO respectively) are

also included.

An edge e = (vsrc, vdst) ∈ E represents a selection dependency of the

destination node (vdst) on the source node(vsrc). The direction of the edge is

opposite to the direction of the scan path between vsrc and vdst.

The graph can be constructed by parsing the network representation (e.g.

in VHDL or ICL) starting from TDO; then assigning the corresponding nodes

to the network components, and connecting them with graph edges according

to their network connectivity. Figure 3.9 shows the corresponding SDG with

respect to the reference network in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.9: Corresponding SDG of the network in Figure 3.4.

According to this partitioning and graph direction, a node (v ∈ VReg, VI0,

VI1 or VTDI) will always have only one predecessor node (vpr ∈ V ) in the

SDG, while a branching node (v ∈ VBr) will always have multiple predecessor

nodes. VTDO will never have predecessors (see Figure 3.9).

The SDG captures only the selection dependency information, while in-

formation about the sources of the control signals are not considered here

since the SDG is only intended for resolving the registers selection in terms

of the ScanMuxs address bits.

3.4.3 The SDG Node Selections

A clause in the selection of a register can be constructed by iteratively adding

and reducing ScanMux literals that are found in the clause path. Literals

are added while visiting ScanMux port nodes, and are possibly reduced while
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visiting a branching node.

Definition 4 for the register selection is extended here to include the selec-

tion of all the SDG nodes, such that the selection of an SDG node evaluates

to True if the configured scan path includes this node. For the ScanMux port

nodes (i.e. VI0 and VI1) their selection becomes True in the case the active

scan path includes the corresponding ScanMux and the address signal selects

the input at the corresponding ScanMux port (I0 or I1).

Consequently, the selection of a node with a single predecessor in the SDG

(i.e. v ∈ { VReg, VI0, VI1 }) is computed from the selection of its predecessor

(vpr) as follows:

Sel(vReg) = Sel(vpr) (3.3)

Sel(vI0) = Sel(vpr) ∧ ¬S (3.4)

Sel(vI1) = Sel(vpr) ∧ S (3.5)

The literal S denoted in Equations (3.4) and (3.5) represents the address

bit of the ScanMux whose input ports are represented by the vI0 and vI1

nodes respectively.

Equation (3.3) indicates that a register is selected if its predecessor node

in the SDG (its successor in the scan path) is selected, and therefore both

nodes share the same selection. Equation (3.4) indicates that an ‘I0’ input

port node is selected if its predecessor is selected and the ScanMux address

bit (S) value is ‘0’; similarly in Equation (3.5) for the ‘I1’ input port node,

except that S should be = ‘1’ in that case.

In addition, it is also obvious that Sel(vTDI) and Sel(vTDO) are always

True, since any configured scan path will start and terminate at the TDI and

TDO ports. This is used as an initial condition for the selection dependency

resolving algorithm.

Sel(vTDO) = Sel(vTDI) = True (3.6)
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Since a branching node has multiple predecessors, a branching node be-

comes selected, meaning accessed in the active path, if one of its predecessor

nodes is selected. In addition, since the scan path branches at branching

nodes and afterwards merges at ScanMuxs, the ScanMux literals could be

possibly reduced at the branching nodes where the influence of the corre-

sponding ScanMux originally started. Equation (3.7) reflects this property

for the selection of a branching node. After adding the disjunction of all the

predecessors selections, the resulting relation is reduced after factoring-out

the common literals.

Sel(vBr) = Fact(
∨

vpr∈pred(vBr)

Sel(vpr)) (3.7)

For example, the selection of Br2 in the SDG shown in Figure 3.9 can be

calculated from its predecessor nodes using Equation (3.7) as follows:

Sel(vBr2) = Fact(Sel(vI0M1
) ∨ Sel(vR1) ∨ Sel(vR2)) (3.8)

Since the ‘0’ port of the M1 ScanMux becomes selected in the case S1

= ‘0’ (Figure 3.4), its selection (Sel(vI0M1
)) is simply equal to (¬S1). The

selections of R1 and R2 were previously given in Table 3.2. Substitution in

3.8 results in:

Sel(vBr2) = Fact((¬S1)∨(S1∧¬S2∧¬S3)∨(S1∧¬S2∧S3)∨(S1∧S2)) (3.9)

Now a reduction by factoring for Equation (3.9) could be approached by

looking at the clauses with an equal number of literals and attempting to

reduce them by factoring out common literals. It is obvious that the second

and third clause can be reduced to (S1 ∧ ¬S2). This can be further reduced

with the fourth clause ((S1 ∧ S2)) to (S1), and then subsequently reduced

with the first clause (¬S1) to True. It is clear from Figure 3.4 that the Br2

branching node, located right after the TDI port, is always accessed in any

active scan path which confirms the calculated selection.
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3.4.4 Resolving the Selection Dependency

After constructing the SDG from the network representation, Equations (3.3)

- (3.7) can be used to calculate the selection of all the registers by travers-

ing the graph from TDO to TDI and resolving the selection of each node

based on its predecessors. The order of the traversal is not important in this

case; however, while traversing, if a branching node is reached, the traver-

sal should backtrack and select a different path in the graph such that the

other paths that will lead to the remaining inputs of the branching node

are also traversed. Each time the branching node is reached, its selection is

iteratively updated and a reduction by factoring is attempted as shown in

Equation (3.10). In the case all inputs of the branching nodes are reached,

the traversal could move forward to the successor(s) of the branching node.

Sel(vBr) = Fact(Sel(vBr) ∨ Sel(vpr)) (3.10)

Algorithm 1 implements an SDG graph traversal that realizes the above

mentioned procedure. The input to the algorithm is an SDG graph (G) and

the output is the set of nodes selections (Sel).

The algorithm starts by selecting vTDO as the current node; it then at-

tempts to find the appropriate successor by calling the Get Successor() func-

tion (line 4). The successor of a node in the traversal is determined by always

choosing the vI1 successor node in the case the SDG branches (line 14). If the

current node is ∈ VBr and not all the input edges were already visited, the

graph backtracks to the nearest vI1 node (line 11) and subsequently chooses

the corresponding vI0 node and continues the traversal until all input edges

to the branching node have been visited.

Each time a node is visited, or revisited in case of a vBr, the selection of the

node is calculated from the selection of its predecessor according to Equations

(3.3), (3.4), (3.5) or (3.10). By the end of the traversal, the selection of the

predecessor of vTDI should be True, otherwise an error is reported, which

might indicate an invalid RSN (see definition 3).
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Algorithm 1: SDG traversal and selection resolution.

Input: G
Output: Sel

1: v ← vTDO

2: while v /∈ VTDI do
3: Add v to trace path
4: v ← Get Successor(G, v)
5: Calculate Sel(v) from Equations (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) or (3.10)

6: if (Sel(pred(v)) 6= True) then .Sel(pred(vTDI)) should be True
7: report error

8: function Get Successor(G, v)
9: if v ∈ VBr then

10: if any edge ∈ (pred(vBr), vBr) is not visited then
11: vI0 ← Backtrack(G, v)
12: return vI0
13: if succ(v) ∈ {VI0 ∪ VI1} then .An SDG branch
14: return vI1 .Choose the successor vI1
15: else
16: return succ(v)

17: function Backtrack(G, v)
18: remove v from trace path
19: if trace path.end node = vI1 then
20: return vI0
21: else
22: Backtrack(G, trace path.end node)

Figure 3.10 shows the traversal of the SDG in Figure 3.9 using Algorithm

1. The selection of a node is calculated if the node is selected during the

forward traversal. The resolved registers selections were previously reported

in Table 3.2.

Algorithm 1 keeps track of a trace path (line 3). The trace path is the

traversal path from TDO to the current node after removing the nodes that

were traversed while backtracking. For example, the trace path on reaching

C3 in the forward traversal shown in Figure 3.10 is [TDO - C1 - I1M1 - C2 -

I0M2] while on reaching I0M1 it becomes [TDO - C1].
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Figure 3.10: The traversal of the graph shown in Figure 3.9 according to Algorithm 1.

3.5 An Optimized Structural Network Model

for On-Chip Access

The statically generated registers selections using Algorithm 1 are used in

devising an optimized network model for on-chip access in this section. In

addition, they will also be used in Chapter 4 in resolving the inter-register

temporal dependencies that are required for the retargeting process.

State-of-the-art graph-based structural models for arbitrary RSNs are

being used in literature for network operations such as pattern retargeting

[Bar12], [Zad14] or network test stimuli generation [Can15]. Such techniques

are suitable for off-chip vector generation, such as in manufacturing tests or

in debugging. In this case pattern generation time and the implementation

complexity of the scan pattern generator are not as important as producing

an economic set of patterns. However, traversing and processing of graph

data structures could become a complex procedure for arbitrary networks

with a large number of nodes. Therefore, applying the previous graph-based

techniques for on-chip access will lead to a complex implementation of the

network controller with long pattern generation time.

Since it is highly preferable to reduce the overhead of an on-chip network

controller, a comprehensive network model that is optimized for on-chip ac-

cess is presented in this section based on the array data structure. The

array-based model enables a very simple resolution of the active scan path,

which subsequently simplifies the implementation of the vector generator and

reduces the vector generation time.
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3.5.1 The On-Chip Network Model

Scan pattern generation for accessing an instrument register in an RSNs re-

quires knowledge of both the connectivity of the different network components

and the register selections. In graph-based models the connectivity infor-

mation can be known using a graph traversal; however, the selections are

required to be extracted by additional processing which adds an overhead on

the scan pattern generation time. This generation time is important to be

minimized in case of runtime access as will be discussed in Chapter 4. As

a result, a comprehensive model for on-chip network access is devised while

embedding both information in its sequential structure.

An array-based model is proposed in this thesis as a comprehensive net-

work model, where model traversal can be performed sequentially. Figure

3.11 shows an abstracted representation of the model.

Figure 3.11: An abstracted representation of the on-chip network model.
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The array consists of several nested dependency sections. A dependency

section is a region in the array that is identified by a header element and its

depth, i.e. the number of elements following the header element that are in-

cluded in this dependency section. An element located at a certain index (i)

that is included in a section has a selection dependency on a corresponding

ScanMux represented by the header element. In Figure 3.11, three header

elements are shown (H1, H2 and H3); the depths of the corresponding de-

pendency sections are indicated at the right hand side of the model with the

rectangles having the same colour as the header element. Elements that are

located inside multiple nested sections (e.g. R1) have a selection dependency

on each ScanMux represented by the corresponding header.

Two types of the array elements are defined in the model:

1. A header element (H): indicates the start of a dependency section.

2. A register element (R): corresponds to a register in the network.

It should be noted that the scan path branching nodes are not explicitly

modelled in the array model as elements like in the SDG graph. Three types

of headers are subsequently defined:

1. H I0: elements in the corresponding section have a dependency on a

ScanMux with a (¬S) literal in their selection.

2. H I1: elements in the corresponding section have a dependency on a

ScanMux with an (S) literal in their selection.

3. H SIB: elements in the corresponding section have a dependency on a

ScanMux of a SIB with an (S) literal in their selection.

The last header type (H SIB) is proposed for optimizing the model for

network operations that utilize its hierarchical organization.

Two types of register elements are defined in the model:

1. Reg TDR: corresponds to a TDR of an instrument.

2. Reg SCB: corresponds to an SCB.
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Now let “active” be an attribute for the array sections and array elements

that is defined as follows:

Definition 5: A dependency section in the array is said to be active if its

header element is active, and the current value of the corresponding ScanMux

address bit in the network is equivalent to the one represented by the header.

Definition 6: An element in the array is said to be active if all the depen-

dency sections that include this element are active.

If an element in the array is not included in any dependency section, then

this element is always active.

For example, in Figure 3.11, if H1 is of an ‘H I1’ type and H2 is of an

‘H SIB’ type, then element R1 is only active if both sections are active; this

in turn only occurs if the configured network state sets both S1 and S2 to

‘1’. While R2 is only active when the section indicated by H1 is active. R3

in this model is always active (Sel(R3) = True).

A register element placed at a certain location in the array represents

a clause in its selection. The literals in this clause are determined by the

ScanMuxs represented by the section headers that include this element. For

instance, Sel(R1) in Figure 3.11 is equal to (S1 ∧ S2). Multi-path registers

with more than one clause in their selections will have multiple instances in

the array.

The sequential placement of the register elements in the array corresponds

to their connectivity in the network. The active scan path is resolved by

sequentially traversing the array model starting from the first element at

index 0, and skipping the inactive sections. The resulting traversed register

elements represents the registers on the active scan path, while the order of

their traversal represents their order in the active scan path.

Figure 3.12(a) shows an example of a simple RSN and the corresponding

network model. Figure 3.12(b) (top) shows the registers connectivity if the

network state SV = [0] (i.e. C1 = ‘0’), and the array model (bottom) with

the inactive sections shown in grey. It can be shown that by sequentially
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traversing the active elements in the array starting from the element at index

0 until the last element at index 5, the sequence of traversed register elements

corresponds to the active scan path being [R1-R2-C1]. Figure 3.12(c) shows

the active scan path and the inactive array sections in case of a network

state SV = [1]. Here the sequence of traversed register elements becomes

[R1-R3-C1] which correctly corresponds to the active scan path.

Figure 3.12: A simple RSN network with the corresponding array model
and their different states.

The array elements are of a record data type. An element has a ‘Type’

field ∈ {H I0, H I1, H SIB, Reg TDR, Reg SCB}, and one or more ‘Auxil-

iary’ fields. The auxiliary (Aux) fields depend on the type of the record as

follows:

• Aux(H I0, H I1, H SIB):

– SCB ptr: relative pointer to the source SCB of the corresponding

address signal.

– NE: number of elements in the section.

• Aux(Reg TDR):

– Len: the length of the TDR .

• Aux(Reg SCB):

– SV ptr: relative pointer to the corresponding location in the SCB

State Vector.
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The values of the SCB ptr fields in the two header elements in Figure

3.12(a) is shown to be equal to 4 and 2, which is the relative distance between

the headers located at indexes 1 and 3, and the SCB located at index 5.

The definition of the SCB ptr auxiliary field assumes that an address

signal has a single SCB source. However, in general the source of an ad-

dress bit is a combinatorial function in terms of a subset of the network

SCBs. Therefore, for networks with one or more ScanMux address bits with

such a combinatorial function source, the SCB ptr auxiliary field should be

extended. This is required in order to represent specific SCB values that

evaluate the combinatorial function to True such that the network controller

would directly update the SCBs with them. Alternatively, the combinatorial

function itself can be represented, where the controller should resolve the

required SCBs values that evaluates it to True in runtime.

3.5.2 Embedding the Connectivity Information

As mentioned earlier, both the dependency and the connectivity information

need to be embedded into the network model for performing network access

operations. The dependency information is embedded by including the de-

pendency sections in the network model, while the connectivity information

is provided by the sequential placement of the register elements.

In order to determine the indexes of the array elements, an SDG traversal

can be used, where the order of a register element in the array is determined

by the order of visiting the corresponding SDG node in the traversal.

A traversal such as the one presented in Algorithm 1 can be used to set

the order of the array register elements. In case of networks with no multi-

path registers, a branching node always corresponds to the initial point where

at least two multiplexed segments originally branched. The graph traversal

in Algorithm 1 ensures that both segments are first traversed entirely before

moving forward; therefore the dependency sections will be closed and the

registers will be located correctly.

Figure 3.13 shows the traversal path of the corresponding SDG with re-

spect to the network in Figure 3.12(a) along with the order of the register
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Figure 3.13: Traversal order of the network registers in Figure 3.12.

nodes in the traversal shown in circles near the register nodes. The regis-

ter elements are subsequently placed in the array starting from the register

with the highest order of traversal to the lowest one, and subsequently sec-

tion headers are placed before the registers that have a dependency on the

corresponding ScanMux as shown in Figure 3.12(a).

More precisely, by looking at the RSN shown in Figure 3.12(a) one can

simply indicate that Sel(R1) = Sel(C1) = True, Sel(R2) = ¬S1 and Sel(R3) =

S1. Since R1 has the highest order (Figure 3.13), it should be located as the

first register element in the array. And since Sel(R1) has no dependency on

any ScanMux address bits, it is not included in any dependency section and is

subsequently located at index 0. R2 has the next highest order and therefore

located after R1, however, R2 has a ¬S1 literal in its selection, and therefore

it should be located in a dependency section with an H I0 header which is

located at index 1, and subsequently R2 is placed at index 2. Similarly for

R3 which has the next highest order; however, with an H I1 header located

at index 3. Finally C1 has the lowest order and with no S literals in its

selection, therefore C1 is not included in any dependency section at index 5.

The above mentioned array generation technique is not valid for arbitrary

networks, since multi-path registers should correspond to several elements in

the array, each for a certain clause in its selection. However, Algorithm 1

visits each register only once. We solve this by proposing another traversal

which traverses the SDG by selecting one clause in each node during the

traversal; and decide to move past a branching node only if this clause was

either not reduced with other clauses, meaning the branching node was not
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the origin of multiplexed segments, or if it is the last SDG branch arriving

at this branching node.

We first define the source of a clause (Src(Cldst)) in the selection of an

SDG node as the clause (Clsrc) in a predecessor node where Cldst was derived

from during the traversal in Algorithm 1. The general form of the node

selection has been given in Equation (3.1). By substitution in Equations

(3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) one gets:∨
i∈1...n

Cli(vReg) =
∨

i∈1...n

Cli(vpr) (3.11)

∨
i∈1...n

Cli(vI0) =
∨

i∈1...n

Cli(vpr) ∧ ¬S (3.12)

∨
i∈1...n

Cli(vI1) =
∨

i∈1...n

Cli(vpr) ∧ S (3.13)

Equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) indicate that for v ∈ {VI0, VI1, VReg}, the

source of the ith clause in Sel(v) is also the ith clause in Sel(vpr), where vpr is

the predecessor node of v during the traversal in Algorithm 1. Therefore:

Src(Cli(v)) = Cli(vpr) ∀v ∈ {VI0, VI1, VReg} (3.14)

In Algorithm 1, every time a branching node is accessed, its selection is

iteratively updated with the predecessor’s set of clauses as shown in Equation

(3.10). If two clauses have been reduced by factoring, the source of the

resulting clause (Clreduced) is assigned to the clause in the last traversed

predecessor node vpr.

Algorithm 2 extends Algorithm 1 in order to keep track of the sources of

the different clauses while generating the nodes selection.
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Algorithm 2: Resolving the sources of the clauses in the SDG traversal.

Input: G
Output: Sel, Src

1: v ← vTDO

2: while v /∈ VTDI do
3: Add v to trace path
4: vsucc ← Get Successor(G, v)
5: if (vsucc ∈ VBr) then
6: Calculate Sel(vsucc) from Equation (3.10)
7: if a reduction is possible then
8: Src(Clreduced(vBr))← Cllast created(v) .Among the reduced ones
9: else

10: Src(Clnew(vBr))← Clsrc(v) .∀ new clauses

11: else
12: Calculate Sel(vsucc) from Equations (3.3), (3.4) or (3.5)
13: Set Src(Ci∈1...n(vsucc)) as in Equation (3.14)

14: v ← vsucc
15: if (Sel(pred(v)) 6= True) then .Sel(pred(vTDI) should be True
16: report error

In the case a node v ∈ {VI0, VI1, VReg} is visited, the sources of the clauses

are assigned to the clauses in the predecessor nodes as in Equations (3.3),

(3.4) or (3.5) (line 12). On the other hand, if a branching node is visited, two

possibilities exist. The first is that two or more clauses are reduced to one;

in this case the source of the resulting clause is assigned to the last created

clause among the reduced ones which is in the predecessor node’s selection

(line 8). The second possibility is that no reduction occurs and hence the

sources of the newly added clauses to the branching node’s selection are

assigned to their corresponding clauses in the predecessor node’s selection

(line 10).

After the sources of each clause in the SDG are set, another traversal

is performed in Algorithm 3 to order the register clauses for resolving the

sequential placement of the register elements in the array model.

Algorithm 3 performs the ordering by traversing the graph starting from

TDO by calling Order(G, vTDO, Cl1(vTDO)) (line 4). It then traverses for-

ward by selecting VI1 if the SDG branches (line 11). While traversing the

graph, one clause is selected starting from Clcurrent = Cl1(vTDO) (line 2),
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Algorithm 3: Ordering the registers clauses.

Input: G
Output: RCl

1: v ← vTDO

2: Clcurrent ← Cl1(vTDO)
3: while v /∈ VTDI do
4: v, Clcurrent ← Order(G, v, Clcurrent)
5: if v ∈ VReg then
6: RCl[j]← Clcurrent
7: j ← j + 1

8: procedure Order(G, v,Clcurrent)
9: Add v to trace path

10: if succ(v) = {vI0, vI1} then
11: vnext ← vI1 .Choose vI1 if G branches
12: else
13: vnext ← succ(v)

14: Find Cli(vnext) such that Src(Cli(vnext)) = Clcurrent
15: Clcurrent ← Cli(v).
16: if no Clause found then .Only when v ∈ VBr and Clcurrent is reducible
17: vnext ← Backtrack(G, v)

18: return vnext, Clcurrent

which is an initially empty clause with no S literals, since Sel(TDO) = True.

Subsequently, the traversal selects the clause in the successor node where

Clcurrent is its source (line 15). If a branching node v ∈ VBr is reached, the

algorithm only proceeds forward if Clcurrent is a source of a clause in Sel(v);

if not, i.e. Clcurrent was reduced, the algorithm backtracks like in Algorithm

1 (line 17).

During this sequence, while visiting a register node, an order is assigned

to Clcurrent corresponding to the order of visiting it with respect to all other

registers clauses (lines 6 and 7). A multi path register with n number of

clauses will be visited n times during the traversal, where each clause will be

assigned a different order.

Figure 3.14 shows the result of the traversal on the SDG shown in Figure

3.9 along with the order of the traversal of the registers clauses shown in

circles above their corresponding register nodes. It can be shown that node

R2 was traversed twice since Sel(R2) consists of two clauses; each clause was

assigned a unique order (i.e. 4 and 6). The output of Algorithm 3 is an
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ordered set of Register Clauses (RCl).

Figure 3.14: The traversal of the graph shown in Figure 3.9 according to Algorithm 3.

3.5.3 Generating The On-Chip Model

The resulting set of register clauses (RCl) is used to construct the on-chip

network model. Each clause in RCl consists of a number of ScanMux address

bit literals (S) as previously shown in Equation (3.2). The order of the literals

in a clause is the order of their corresponding vI0 and vI1 nodes in the trace

path with regard to the corresponding register node in Algorithm 1.

The on-chip model is an array of records. A multi-path register with n

disjunctive selection clauses is modelled via n instances in the model; there-

fore an access to a multi-path register is performed by accessing any of its

instances.

The construction of the array is as follows: let HSel be an initially empty

variable of type Queue that holds the intermediate values of the dependencies.

For example if HSel = [¬S1,S2], it means that the current element in the array

has a selection of (¬S1 ∧S2). First, the clause with the highest order (Clh ∈
RCl) is chosen, and then each of the elements in HSel is compared with the

literals in Clh of the same order starting from the left most one (i.e. ¬S1 in

the previous example). If an element in HSel is not equal to the corresponding

literal in Clh, then all the sections represented by the remaining elements in

HSel (including the conflicting one) ends at this location.
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Next, the new dependency sections represented by the remaining literals

in Clh are created by adding corresponding H I0, H I1 and H SIB header

elements to the array. An H SIB is added if a new S literal is found, while

an H I1 is added if an S literal is found where the corresponding HSel element

is the (¬S) of this literal. An H I0 element is added for a new ¬S literal. A

register element corresponding to the clause is finally included along with its

auxiliary information (i.e. Len for registers and SV ptr for SCBs).

This procedure is repeated for all the register clauses in RCl from the

highest order one to the lowest. After all clauses have been processed, the

dependency sections in the array become defined along with the TDRs/SCBs

locations; finally the auxiliary information (NE and SCB ptr) are added to

the corresponding header elements. Figure 3.15(a) shows the RSN in Figure

3.4 where R2 is a multi-path register with the two CPs shown as red and blue

lines, while Figure 3.15(b) depicts the corresponding generated array model.

Looking at Figure 3.14 and Table 3.2 one can deduce RCl as in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: The resulting ordered register clauses from Figure 3.14.

Order Register Clause

1 C1 True
2 C2 (S1)
3 R3 (S1 ∧ S2)
4 R2 (S1 ∧ S2)
5 C3 (S1 ∧ ¬S2)
6 R2 (S1 ∧ ¬S2 ∧ S3)
7 R1 (S1 ∧ ¬S2 ∧ ¬S3)

Starting from the clause with the highest traversal order value (S1 ∧
¬S2 ∧ ¬S3) and with an empty HSel, three headers corresponding to the

three literals in the clause are sequentially added at indexes 0, 1 and 2. Since

the S1 literal has no corresponding literal in HSel, an H SIB header is added

to index 0. Subsequently, two H I0 headers are added at indexes 1 and 2 for

the second and third literal, and finally the R1 element is added at index 3.

At this point HSel becomes equal to [S1 , ¬S2 , ¬S3].

Next, the second highest clause (S1∧¬S2∧S3) is processed. Since the first
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and second literals (S1 and ¬S2) correspond to the first and second elements

in HSel, no headers are added. However, the third HSel element is the ¬S
of the third literal in the clause (i.e. S3), therefore an H I1 header is added

at index 4, and the previous H I0 section is considered to end at this index.

Subsequently a register element corresponding to R2 is added to index 5.

In the case of the next clause (S1∧¬S2) both literals have correspondences

in HSel, and therefore no headers are added, and an array element for C3 is

added at index 6. However, since HSel is equal to [S1, ¬S2, S3], the section

corresponding to the last element should be closed at this point, and the

last element is removed from HSel. This procedure is repeated until the

placement of the last register element (C1) is done.

Figure 3.15: The RSN in Figure 3.4 with the corresponding array model and its inverse.

The above mentioned generation procedure will generate an array where

sequentially traversing its elements while bypassing inactive sections will re-

sult in a register traversal in the same order as the active scan path from TDI
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to TDO. Another possibility is to generate the array in such a way that the

traversal will correspond to the active scan path from TDO to TDI. This is

required for instance in the case the generation of the network access vectors

is performed at the same time as the array traversal.

The same procedure as before could be used for generating the inverse

array, in which case one starts with the clause with the lowest order and

move to the highest one. In this case, the H I1 sections come before the H I0

ones. A SIB is determined if no H I0 section follows the current H I1 one,

and hence the H I1 section is changed to a SIB. Figure 3.15(c) shows the

corresponding generated inverse array model.

In order to verify that the arrays shown in Figures 3.15(b) and (c) cor-

rectly model the RSN in Figure 3.15(a), the different possible active scan

paths and the corresponding array states (active and inactive sections) are

shown in Figure 3.16. The RSN has four different states that correspond

to the four possible active paths presented in Table 3.1, which are subse-

quently shown on top of the four figures. The corresponding array model to

the left and its inverse to the right are shown with the inactive array sec-

tions blanked. It can be shown that traversing the arrays starting from the

first element at index 0 and skipping the inactive sections would result in a

sequence of register elements visits exactly as in the active scan path.

For example, Figure 3.16(c) shows the active scan path (top) for the

network state {1,0,0}, sequentially visiting the active elements in the array

model will result in visiting the elements at the following indexes and in this

order {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11}. Out of those indexes only the elements

at indexes {3, 6, 10, 11} are register elements and corresponds to an active

scan path [R1-C3-C2-C1] which is shown at the top of Figure 3.16(c).

This shows that the array model allows for a simple active scan path reso-

lution and ScanMux dependencies extraction, rather than a graph processing

which becomes complex for large number of network components. Further-

more, the array model can be easily embedded in a memory for on-chip

network access.
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Figure 3.16: Different states of the array model and its inverse for the RSN in Figure 3.4.

3.6 Experimental Results

In this chapter the generation of an optimized network model for on-chip

network access has been presented as a sequence of processing steps. First,

the SDG was introduced as a structural model for RSNs that enables the

extraction of the structural dependencies of the network registers on the

ScanMuxs (i.e. the selection functions). The SDG of a given network can

be generated by parsing its RTL representation and subsequently the SDG

can be generated according to the discussion in section 3.4.2. Afterwards,

the SDG node selections can be extracted using Algorithm 1, and the model

generation can be subsequently performed by following both Algorithm 2 to

calculate the clauses source during the traversal and Algorithm 3 for ordering

the clauses. Finally, the array generation can be performed as discussed in
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section 3.5.3.

The previous generation flow can be fully automated as shown in Figure

3.17. In addition, the generated register selections are also used for struc-

tured retargeting as will be discussed in Chapter 4. A software tool for

automatically generating the array network model from a given SDG was

developed in the Python programming language [Man17], where parsing the

network RTL is done manually. The tool follows the flow in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Generation flow of the on-chip network array model.

The set of ITC’02-based reconfigurable scan networks presented in Ap-

pendix A was used as our benchmark networks. For each network, the SDG

was manually extracted and provided to the model generation tool for gener-

ating the corresponding array model. Since the network model is required to

be stored on-chip for the on-chip access of RSNs, we have analysed the gen-

erated models of the different networks and proposed different optimization

methods for minimizing the required memory size.

Each benchmark network has two main building blocks, the SIBs and the

IEEE 1500 Core Test Wrappers (CTWs). Figure 3.18 shows the correspond-

ing array section of each SIB organization (MUX POST and MUX PRE).

In the case of MUX PRE, the SIB header has a relative SCB pointer that

is always equal to the number of elements in the corresponding dependency

section (NE) + 1 as shown in Figure 3.18(a). For MUX POST, the pointer

is always equal to -1 as shown in Figure 3.18(b). In our experiments, the

MUX PRE SIB organization is used in all SIBs in the benchmark networks.

Figure 3.19(b) shows the corresponding section for the CTWs shown in
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Figure 3.18: Array sections for (a) SIB MUX PRE and (b) SIB MUX POST.

Figure 3.19(a) as produced by the Python tool. All the network CTWs have

identical section organizations, however, the auxiliary fields of the WBRin,

SC and WBRout depend on the attributes of each benchmark module.

Table 3.4: Statistics of the generated array models for the benchmark circuits.

Network
No. of Max w No. of Max w No. of Max w Array size

Headers (bits) SCBs (bits) TDRs (bits) (d x w)

f2126 31 15 21 8 15 16 72 x 16
q12710 31 15 21 8 15 16 72 x 16
a586710 50 17 34 9 24 18 116 x 18

d281 55 17 37 9 27 13 128 x 17
h953 55 17 37 9 27 14 128 x 17
u226 61 17 41 9 30 14 142 x 17
d695 121 21 45 9 33 14 286 x 21
g1023 91 19 61 9 45 13 212 x 19

p34392 124 21 84 10 60 17 288 x 21
p22810 177 21 119 10 87 17 412 x 21
t512505 193 21 129 11 96 19 450 x 21
p93791 207 21 141 11 99 18 480 x 21

Table 3.4 shows the statistics of the generated array models for each

network in the benchmark set. For each network the generated array size

(depth x width) is shown. The depth (d) of the array is the number of

elements in the array, and the width (w) is the width of the element with the
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Figure 3.19: CTW array section.

largest width value.

Array elements are either headers (H SIB, H I0 or H I1), TDRs (in our

case: WBRin, SC, WBRout or WBY) or SCBs. Figure 3.20 shows the different

array elements and their auxiliary data included as element fields according to

the discussion in section 3.5.1. An element has a 3-bit ID field for identifying

the type of the element (H SIB, H I0, H I1, Reg TDR or Reg SCB), along

with one or more auxiliary fields.

Figure 3.20: Array elements with their fields.

For the headers, the auxiliary fields are both the number of elements

in the corresponding section along with the relative SCB pointer. Column

three in Table 3.4 shows the maximum header element width in each network.
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Adding both the number of elements and the pointer values resulted in header

elements with widths ranging from 15 to 21 bits. Those are mostly the SIB

headers, where a large number of elements are included in the corresponding

section in which the reference to the SCB is always equal to NE+1. The

SIB element width can be optimized by indicating whether the SIB is a

MUX PRE, MUX POST or an arbitrary SIB, like M3 in the CTW in Figure

3.19(a). In the first two cases the pointer is inherently known to be either

equal to (NE+1) or (-1) as shown in Figure 3.18.

The maximum width of an SCB element is shown in column five in Table

3.4. The SV PTR size depends on the number of SCBs in the network and

can therefore not be optimized.

The maximum width of a TDR element is shown in column seven. Since

the scan chain length reached tens of thousands of bits in some modules,

storing its length required a large number of bits; therefore the TDR length

was actually defining the width of the array in some networks (e.g. a586710).

Since in the benchmark networks, the instruments (here CTWs) have

an identical TDR organization (shown in Figure A.1(b)), it is sufficient to

only store the corresponding array section once, as shown in Figure 3.19(b).

Then to refer to it at its corresponding locations by a dedicated reference

array element, instead of repeating the 12-element section each time a CTW

is included. The individual lengths of the TDRs (WBRin, SC and WBRout)

could be subsequently stored in another location and referred to by the ref-

erence element. Consequently, the array depth would be minimized.

3.7 Summary and Conclusions

Performing on-chip network operations require a comprehensive structural

model of the networks as defined by the IEEE 1687-2014 standard. Since the

standard describes the network infrastructure rather than prescribing how to

construct it, in this chapter we started with performing an in-depth structural

analysis of reconfigurable scan networks as described by the standard. This

analysis serves as a basis for the network modelling that was presented later

in this chapter, as well as the network access operations that will be presented
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in the upcoming chapters.

The main focus in this chapter was to model the scan path connectivity

and the selection dependencies of the network components with regard to the

ScanMuxs. Handling the non-scan components (DataRegisters, DataMuxs

and ClockMuxs) and handling the non-scan control signals (CaptureDisable,

UpdateDisable and LocalReset) were considered to be done in the network

access procedures in PDL.

State-of-the-art structural network modelling using graphs has been dis-

cussed, and then a dedicated graph model has been presented to enable

resolving the selection dependencies between the network components and

the ScanMuxs. The resolved selections in terms of ScanMuxs address literals

were used in devising a novel model of RSNs for efficient on-chip network

access operations. The on-chip array-based model generation flow has been

introduced and discussed and an example array and its inverse for an RSN

were shown.

We generated the corresponding array model of a set of benchmark cir-

cuits that are used as examples of realistic networks. Then we identified

different approaches for optimizing the array size by exploiting the array sec-

tions redundancy and the properties of the header elements that correspond

to special SIBs modular organizations.

The presented structural model in this chapter was devised to be compre-

hensive such that it can model any structurally valid RSN. This is especially

important for the highly automated and reusable dependability solution that

is proposed in this thesis in Chapter 6, which requires comprehensive on-chip

structural modelling of arbitrary RSNs. Resolving both the structural depen-

dencies and the active scan path from this model is performed by a sequential

traversal of its elements, which allows for an efficient on-chip scan patterns

generation as will be discussed in the Chapter 4.







4
Structured Scan Pattern Retargeting

Abstract– Scan pattern retargeting is introduced by the IEEE

1687 standard in order to enable reusing the instrument-level op-

erating procedures in different chips with different RSN organiza-

tions. Since RSNs as defined in the IEEE 1687 standard could

become structurally sophisticated, with complex inter-register de-

pendencies by the increasing number of integrated embedded in-

struments, the network temporal behaviour should therefore be

thoroughly investigated. Subsequently, comprehensive and effi-

cient methodologies for performing retargeting can be devised. In

this chapter the temporal characteristics of the RSNs are inves-

tigated as well as the inter-register dependencies. Two different

methodologies for performing pattern retargeting are subsequently

introduced based on tree traversals. Next it is shown how each

method can be efficiently implemented for on-chip network access.

Parts of this chapter were published in [Ibr17b]

71
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4.1 Introduction

Design reuse has been a main driver for the growth of the semiconductor

industry since it reduces the design time and costs and ultimately reduces

the time-to-market. Although design reuse of functional IPs/software was

getting increasing attention from the semiconductor industry, little efforts

have been made to facilitate reusing non-functional designs such as embedded

instruments [Zad12b]. One of the main drivers behind the introduction of

the IEEE 1687 standard was to enable design reuse of embedded instruments

and their operating procedures.

The reuse of operating procedures of embedded instruments in different

RSN organizations is enabled in the IEEE 1687 standard by introducing a

process referred to as retargeting. Retargeting is the process of translating a

pattern at the instrument’s boundary to a set of network-level scan vectors.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the retargeting process.

Figure 4.1 shows an illustration of the retargeting process. Instrument

‘Inst’ has an input port ‘A’ and an output port ‘B’ connected to two mul-

tiplexed TDRs in the hierarchical RSN that is shown in Figure 4.1(b) (note

that only the components in the access path to ‘Inst’ are shown). At the

bottom of Figure 4.1(a), an example is shown of a pattern to be written

to port ‘A’ where the corresponding retargeted network-level vectors for the
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hierarchical RSN are shown.

It can be shown that five scan vectors are required to be applied to the

network in five successive Capture-Shift-Update (CSU) cycles, in order to

write the pattern to the ‘A’ input port of the instrument. The first three

patterns open the SIBs at the hierarchical path to the instrument. While the

fourth selects the TDR that is connected to the A input port in the active

scan path, instead of the TDR that is connected to the ‘B’ output port.

Finally a pattern is applied to write the data to the TDR that is connected

to the A input port.

The generation of the retargeted patterns depends on both the network

organization and the network state. Hence a different set of retargeted pat-

terns will be generated for the same instrument pattern in case of a different

RSN organization or the same RSN but in a different state.

An instrument procedure written in PDL consists of several iApply groups

[Iee14] and each consists of one or more register access commands (iWrite,

iRead and iScan). A retargeting software tool translates each iApply group

into a set of corresponding network-level vectors. It processes on the ICL

description of the network and the current network state which the tool

keeps track of. Using a retargeting methodology, it generates scan vectors

to be shifted in several cycles, such that each of the target registers in the

iApply group becomes accessible in at least one shift cycle for performing the

read or write operation.

Retargeting can be performed either concurrently with the network access

(dynamic retargeting) or offline with no concurrent network access (static re-

targeting). Dynamic retargeting is often carried out while debugging with

embedded instruments, and often the procedures are written in PDL level-1

[Iee14], where the control flow depends on the runtime data from the instru-

ments. On the other hand, static retargeting is performed with PDL level-0

for applications such as manufacturing tests, where a set of predefined opera-

tions are performed, and expected responses/measurements are compared at

the end. The retargeted vectors can be stored in a static vector format, like

IEEE Std. 1450 (STIL) [Sti07], the Serial Vector Format (SVF) or Waveform

Generation Language (WGL).
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For static retargeting, it becomes important to minimize the network

access time by generating an economic set of retargeted patterns in terms of

its size. This is especially important for applications that require fast test

times like in volume production testing. Complex and exhaustive pattern

generation techniques are used in this case for optimizing the access vectors.

On the other hand, for dynamic retargeting, the computational time for

retargeting becomes another factor in the total test time along with the net-

work access time. Therefore, exhaustive pattern generation techniques may

not be suitable for applications requiring dynamic retargeting, and hence,

other light-weight retargeting techniques should be developed.

In this thesis we are focusing on the on-chip dynamic retargeting of in-

struments’ procedures for dependability management. On-chip RSN net-

works access can be carried out by storing the retargeted patterns of PDL

level-0 procedures generated by a retargeting tool in on-chip memories. Sub-

sequently one can shift them directly into the network while executing a

dependability procedure [Ali16]. Such an approach, however, does not sup-

port dynamic instrument procedures (in PDL level-1). Furthermore, it is

envisioned to reuse the instrument procedures in different life-time dependa-

bility procedures as will be shown in Chapter 6. Each of the dependability

procedures employs several heterogeneous embedded instruments. As a re-

sult, dynamic retargeting becomes required even for procedures written in

PDL level-0 to enable the reusability of the dependability procedures.

4.1.1 Chapter Organization

In this chapter a lightweight methodology is presented for performing on-chip

dynamic pattern retargeting for RSNs. This methodology is referred to as

structured retargeting. Structured retargeting is used for performing on-chip

retargeting using the array network model that was presented in Chapter 3.

This chapter is organized as follows:

Previous works on retargeting are presented in section 4.2 and their lim-

itations in performing on-chip dynamic retargeting are discussed.

In section 4.3, a preliminary analysis of the temporal behaviour of RSNs
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is provided. Network robustness is subsequently defined in order to avoid

failure occurrences during the dynamic retargeting process in case of non-

robust RSNs. Furthermore, pattern retargeting is illustrated as a state space

search problem.

The inter-register temporal dependencies are illustrated in section 4.4,

and their modelling as directed rooted trees is provided in order to utilize

them in the retargeting process. Subsequently, the different properties and

node attributes for this tree model are introduced.

In section 4.5, two different methods for performing structured retargeting

on the temporal tree model of RSNs will be shown. The first is a generic

one, while the second is more optimized for hierarchical networks.

In section 4.6, the two structured retargeting methods are applied for

on-chip RSN access using the array model that was devised in the previous

chapter. This serves as the basis for the retargeting engine unit which is part

of the dependability solution proposed in Chapter 6.

Finally section 4.7 shows the experimental results using the set of bench-

mark networks that are introduced in Appendix A.

4.2 Previous Works

There exists a number of works that discussed pattern retargeting in RSNs.

In [Bar12], [Bar13] and [Bar15] an RSN is represented as directed graph

where each node corresponds to a register. Each graph node is assigned a

Boolean function that evaluates to True if the register becomes active and

the current local scan configuration is valid, meaning that the connectivities

of the predecessor and successor registers are valid [Bar13]. The graph and

the Boolean functions are modelled as a Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) model,

which captures the structural properties of the network.

In order to model the temporal behaviour of the network, the structural

SAT model is unrolled over a number of transitions. A transition is defined

to occur from a given network state to another state that can be reached

from the first one. Hence, the model captures only the transitions after the

end of the CSU cycle, and is consequently referred to as a CSU Accurate
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Model (CAM).

In order to access a certain register (R) from an initial network state

(St0), only the registers on the current active path (i.e. selected) are allowed

to change their values. The SAT solver exhaustively searches for all possible

transitions that would put R on the active path. A bound on the number of

allowed unrolled instances from a given initial state, which is equivalent to

the allowed number of CSU cycles, is set in order to prevent the solver from

running indefinitely. The choice of the bound value affects the performance

of the retargeter. A small bound value means that the solution may not

be found in case it requires more CSU cycles to be reached, while a large

bound value would significantly increase the generation time. In [Kre15] and

[Zad16a] the upper bound computation is optimized by exploiting structural

properties of RSNs.

It is clear that this type of exhaustive search-based retargeting is com-

putationally intensive, where the generation time increases significantly with

the increase of the network complexity and consequently the search space

[Kre15]. Although such solutions are efficient for a software-based static

retargeting, however, the same exhaustive solutions will not be efficient in

performing on-chip dynamic retargeting. As a result, other light-weight tech-

niques should be adopted for an efficient on-chip dynamic retargeting.

Another approach for performing pattern-retargeting is described in the

work in [Por13]. In this work the focus was on resolving the runtime schedul-

ing of concurrently running instruments procedures. The procedures are con-

sidered as software threads, where each thread tries to access its correspond-

ing instruments’ TDRs. Pattern retargeting in this work is only considered

as a network access ordering problem of the instrument access requests by

the threads. Granting the access requests is handled according to the order

of the instruments in the circuit model which corresponds to their location

in the active scan path.

The used circuit model and the proposed retargeting methodology in

this work can only target hierarchical RSNs. Therefore, it is not applicable

for arbitrary RSNs with arbitrary structural dependencies of its registers as

specified by the standard.
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4.3 Preliminary Analysis

This section aims to analyse the temporal behaviour of RSNs that results

from the inter-register dependencies. It provides a necessary preliminary

analysis for the retargeting process that is discussed in this chapter.

A register becomes accessible if the current values of the ScanMux address

bits satisfy the selection of that register (Sel(R)). Since each ScanMux address

bit corresponds to a combinatorial function in terms of an arbitrary set of

the network SCBs, the selection of a register can also be represented in terms

of the SCBs. This is achieved by substituting the (S) literals in the selection

with the combinatorial function in terms of the SCBs, and then rearranging

the selection into DNF again. For example, assume Sel(R) = (S1∧S2) where

S1 = (C1)∨(C2) and S2 = (C2). By substituting the combinatorial functions

of the S literals into the register selection and rearranging into DNF using

the distributive law one gets Sel(R) = (C1∧C2)∨ (C2). A further reduction

would result in Sel(R) = C2. This indicates that R becomes active whenever

the active network state satisfies C2 = ‘1’.

Organizing the register selections in terms of the SCBs shows the inter-

register dependencies which should be resolved during pattern retargeting.

Since the IEEE 1687 standard allows for any arbitrary set of network registers

to contribute to the source combinatorial function of a ScanMux address

bit, conflicting inter-register structural dependencies could arise which could

prevent a successful pattern retargeting. In Figure 4.2 for example, although

located in a structurally valid RSN according to definition 3 in Chapter 3, R2

is inaccessible since by substituting the source SCBs combinatorial functions

(S1, S2 = C1) in Sel(R2) = (S1 ∧ ¬S2) , Sel(R2) is reduced to (False); this

indicates that there exists no network state that could put R2 on an active

scan path.

In addition, inter-register temporal dependencies could lead to one regis-

ter becoming inaccessible from a certain state, meaning that no set of patterns

can be applied from the current state to put the RSN in a state St ∈ AS(R)

(recall that AS(R) is the set of access states for register R that has been

introduced in section 3.2.3). In this case all states that are in AS(R) are
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Figure 4.2: An RSN with an inaccessible register (R2).

considered to be unreachable states with respect to the current one.

In order to have an understanding of the effects of the inter-register tem-

poral dependencies on pattern-retargeting, first the temporal characteristics

and behaviours of RSNs are analysed.

4.3.1 State Space of RSNs

An RSN with ‘n’ ScanMux Control Bits (SCBs) will have 2n different states.

A transition between two states occurs by applying a CSU cycle in which

a configuration vector is shifted and updated to the network. An RSN can

be consequently assumed to be a type of sequential circuits where its state

changes after the CSU cycle and not after the normal test clock (TCK).

Now, assuming two network states St1 and St2, only the active registers in

St1 are allowed to change values in a transition from St1 to St2. Recall that

the set of active registers in a certain network state is determined according

to a set of arbitrary combinatorial functions in terms of the network SCBs

(the selections of the registers).

Given an initial (post-reset) state (St0), a number of states in the RSN

state space may not be reachable from St0 by shifting a sequence of configura-

tion vectors in one or more CSU cycles, due to the inter-register dependencies.

Those states are referred to as the set of UnReachable states (UR). In addi-

tion, the set of reachable states may contain a number of states where St0

becomes unreachable, which implies that once reaching one of those states,

no sequence of configuration vectors could be applied to revert the RSN state

back to St0. Those states are referred to as the set of Reachable and Non-

reVertible states (RNV). Finally the set of states reachable from St0 and

revertible to St0 are referred to as the set of Reachable and reVertible states

(RV).
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Figure 4.3: An abstracted representation of the state space of RSNs.

Figure 4.3 shows a generic illustration of the different sets in an RSN

state space according to their reachability from St0 and being able to revert

back to St0. Note that RV ∩ RNV ∩ UR = ∅. A state transition to itself

(not shown) is also possible by shifting the same values of the SCBs in the

active path. It can be shown in the figure that St1 is ∈ RV, since it can

both be reached from St0 and the network state can revert back to St0 from

it using a set of transition sequences. While St2 is ∈ RNV since it can be

reached from St0, however, no transition sequences can be applied to revert

the network state back to St0. St3 is ∈ UR since it can not be reached from

St0 by any transition sequence.

For example, Figure 4.4(a) shows an RSN with three SCBs. In order
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Figure 4.4: An RSN with non-revertible and unreachable states.

Table 4.1: State transitions for Figure 4.4.

State C3 C2 C1 Active SCBs Possible transitions

St0 0 0 0 C1 , C3 St1, St4, St5
St1 0 0 1 C1 , C3 St0, St4, St5
St2 0 1 0 C3 St6
St3 0 1 1 C3 St7
St4 1 0 0 C2 St6
St5 1 0 1 - -
St6 1 1 0 C2 St4
St7 1 1 1 - -

to determine the possible state transitions and further construct the net-

work state space, Table 4.1 shows for each state the active SCBs where it is

possible to change their values, and the corresponding possible transitions.

For example, the only possible state transition from St2 (C3=0, C2=1 and

C1=0) is to St6 (C3=1, C2=1 and C1=0), since C3 is the only active SCB

in St2 which could change its value. The resulting state space is shown in

Figure 4.4(b) where: RV = {St0, St1}, RNV = {St4, St5, St6} and UR =

{St2, St3, St7}.

4.3.2 Network Robustness

The sequence of state transitions during dynamic retargeting becomes non-

deterministic starting from an arbitrary Sti. In this case, only the states in
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the RV and RNV sets can become active since the states in UR cannot be

reached from St0. Since the RSN could reach a state that is in the RNV set,

this will consequently lead to all the registers which have only access states

in RV becoming inaccessible.

In case of exhaustive static pattern retargeting techniques, the later case

can be detected by a time-out of the solver, and subsequently resolved by

choosing a different set of transitions where all reach to states that are in

the RV set. However, in dynamic retargeting, the retargeter may not detect

reaching a state in RNV except after the network becomes configured and

hence all further retargeting operations may fail. Therefore, for dynamic

retargeting, the RNV set of states may cause a failure in the retargeting

process.

An RSN is referred to as robust in [Bar15] if all reachable states are struc-

turally valid meaning that a scan path becomes properly configured. This

definition does not consider RSN organizations where dynamic retargeting

might fail. We consequently define the robustness of RSNs as follows:

Definition 7: A robust RSN is any structurally valid one (as defined in

Definition 3) that does not have any states in the RNV set, and with all its

registers having at least one state in their set of access states in the RV set.

Definition 7 implies that an RSN with unreachable states (in UR) could

still be considered as robust as long as for each register there exists at least

one reachable state that this register can become accessible. In other words,

for every register R in the network, at least one state ∈ AS(R) should be

∈ RV; for an RSN with no states ∈ RNV to be considered as robust. Such

robust RSN with unreachable states still guarantees that all registers are

accessible from St0, and that no deadlock could arise during the retargeting

process as a result of its inter-register dependencies.

4.3.3 Pattern-Retargeting

The RSN state space can be viewed as a directed graph, where pattern-

retargeting to a register (R) becomes a graph search problem for a sequence
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of transitions between an initial active state (Sti) to any destination state

(Std ∈ AS(R)), such that R becomes accessible. Since a register might have

more than one state in its AS(R) set, reaching one of those states is sufficient

for a successful retargeting.

Such a graph search might lead to a number of different paths between Sti

and Std each corresponding to a set of configuration scan vectors to be shifted

to the RSN. For example for the RSN shown in Figure 4.5 (a) and starting

from an active state (St0), accessing R3 could be done by reaching any state

in AS(R3) (St3 or St7 which correspond to C3=X, C2=1 and C1=1). Figure

4.5(b) shows four possible transition sequences (TR1-TR4) from St0 to St3

and St7. Following any of those transitions during retargeting would end up

with R3 becoming accessible.

Figure 4.5: An RSN with different state transitions for accessing R3.

Selecting one transition sequence over the others can be carried out given

a certain cost function. For example the total shift time corresponding to each

set of generated scan vectors, or the graph search time which corresponds to

the retargeting processing time.

Minimizing the number of transitions does not always reduce the shifting

time and subsequently the instruments’ access time. In fact, in [Bar13] it

was observed that for a certain type of RSN network organizations, a larger

number of CSU cycles (state transitions) will often lead to shorter access

times. This can also be shown for the RSN in Figure 4.5. Assuming R1 is

10 bits, R2 is 20 bits and R3 is 30 bits long, Table 4.2 shows the resulting

access times for each of the four transition sequences in Figure 4.5(b), where

the access time can be calculated as follows:
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Access T ime =
N∑
i=1

li +N × 4 (4.1)

Where N is the number of CSU cycles in the transition sequence (i.e 3

for TR1,2 and 4 for TR3,4). The ‘4’ corresponds to the overhead of a CSU

cycle. The parameter ‘li’ is the length of the scan path in the ith state in

the current transition sequence. It is shown that although TR3 and TR4

require one CSU cycle more than TR1 and TR2, the former have shorter

access times. An exhaustive retargeter in this case would select TR3 as the

optimum sequence of transitions for retargeting to R3.

Table 4.2: Resulting access times for the transitions in Figure 4.5(b).

Transition
State Active Path

Length (l) Access Time
sequence (bits) (TCK)

TR1
St0 TDI - C1 - C3 - TDO 2

88St5 TDI - R1 - C2 - C3 - R2 - TDO 32
St7 TDI - R1 - C2 - C3 - R3 - TDO 42

TR2
St0 TDI - C1 - C3 - TDO 2

78St5 TDI - R1 - C2 - C3 - R2 - TDO 32
St3 TDI - C1 - C3 - R3 - TDO 32

TR3

St0 TDI - C1 - C3 - TDO 2

64
St4 TDI - R1 - C2 - C3 - TDO 12
St2 TDI - C1 - C3 - TDO 2
St3 TDI - C1 - C3 - R3 - TDO 32

TR4

St0 TDI - C1 - C3 - TDO 2

74
St4 TDI - R1 - C2 - C3 - TDO 12
St2 TDI - C1 - C3 - TDO 2
St7 TDI - R1 - C2 - C3 - R3 - TDO 42

As mentioned earlier, for dynamic retargeting the processing time also

contributes to the overall access time, and hence the overhead for traversing

all possible four transitions and selecting TR3 might be much more than the

access time difference between TR1 and TR3 (24 TCKs). This is in the case

the retargeter decides to choose TR1 without performing further state space

traversals for shift time optimization.

It is clear that a challenge for non-exhaustive retargeting is the choice of
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the state transitions starting from Sti. Such a choice could be made using

a set of heuristics that tries to minimize the shift time without exhaustively

searching the state space. In case of structured retargeting the transitions are

chosen such that a destination state would include at least one register with

temporal dependency with the target register. This in addition to resetting

any active SCB that does not have any temporal dependency with the target

register.

Inter-register temporal dependencies will be explained in more detailed in

the next section. Furthermore, the resolution of the inter-register temporal

dependencies will be presented using the statically resolved structural depen-

dencies that have been discussed in Chapter 3. Subsequently, in section 4.5

the details of structured retargeting will be discussed.

4.4 Inter-Register Temporal Dependencies

In Chapter 3 the procedure for extracting the structural dependencies was

shown in terms of the network ScanMux address bits using the SDG. As

mentioned earlier in this chapter, the inter-register structural dependencies

can be resolved by substituting the address literals (S) in a register selection

with the corresponding source combinatorial function in terms of the network

SCBs.

This form of selection indicates the inter-register structural dependen-

cies, meaning the required values to be updated to the SCBs for a register

to become active. However, due to the sequential nature of RSNs, inter-

register temporal dependencies are also required to be resolved for accessing

the network registers.

The RSN in Figure 4.6(a) is used to illustrate such temporal dependencies.

Table 4.3 shows the resulting registers selections, since each ScanMux address

bit is directly connected to a corresponding SCB, a simple literal substitution

was performed. Assuming an active state St6 (C3 = ‘1’, C2 = ‘1’ and C1

= ‘0’) and a target register (R3), where AS(R3) = {St3, St7}. Selecting R3

requires both C1 and C2 be updated with ‘1’, and hence, only C1 is required

to change its value from an initial state St6. Subsequently, C1 becomes
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required first to be activated where Sel(C1) = (¬C2∧C3). Here C2 becomes

required also to change its value and consequently should be activated first.

Subsequently, since Sel(C2) = (¬C3), C3 will also be required to change its

value.

It can be shown here that although only one SCB was required to change

values for R3 to become accessible, accessing and modifying all three SCBs

was required before R3 could become accessible. And therefore, R3 is said

to have temporal dependencies on C1, C2 and C3.

Figure 4.6: An RSN and its corresponding state space.

Now looking at the state space in Figure 4.6(b), two possible sequence of
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Table 4.3: Register selections of the RSN in Figure 4.6(a).

Register Selection

C3 True
C2 (¬C3)
C1 (¬C2 ∧ C3)

R1 (¬C2)
R2 (¬C1 ∧ C2)
R3 (C1 ∧ C2)
R4 (C2 ∧ C3)

transitions for accessing R3 from St6 are: TR1 = St6 → St2 → St4 → St1 →
St3 and TR2 = St6 → St2 → St0 → St4 → St5 → St1 → St7. A retargeter

could choose any of the possible transition sequences in order to reach a state

in AS(R3). In both transition sequences the transitions seem to be moving

closer to the solution (St3 or St7). Even in TR2 choosing St2 → St0 → St4

instead of choosing St2 → St4 was still moving closer to the solution. This is

due to the fact that in St2 it was required to activate C1 by updating C2 to

‘0’ and C3 to ‘1’ which was accomplished in TR2 in two transitions. Hence,

the choices of transitions in both TR1 and TR2 were justified.

Now assume a transition sequence TR3 = St6 → St2 → St4 → St1 →
St5 → St4 → St1 → St3. The transition St1 → St5 is unjustified since it

moved away from the solution.

In case of exhaustive retargeting techniques, the solver tries all possible

transition sequences starting from Sti and within a certain bound of number

of transitions, without justifying the choice of a certain transition. In case of

dynamic retargeting where exhaustive search can not be afforded, a justifica-

tion for the choice of the transition is needed. This is achieved in structured

retargeting by choosing the transition which resolves a temporal dependency

for the target register. If more than one possible transition exists, the one

that resets all other active SCBs that does not have temporal dependencies

with the target register is chosen in order to reduce the access time.

In the rest of this section a modelling methodology of the inter-register

temporal dependencies is presented using rooted tree structures. This model
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will be used for resolving the temporal dependencies during structured re-

targeting.

4.4.1 The SCBs Chaining Trees

Inter-register temporal dependencies can be modelled as a directed rooted

tree T = (V,E, vr) where its root vr ∈ V is a node that represents a certain

register which is required to be accessed. A child node vc ∈ (V \ {vr}) corre-

sponds to an SCB that has a corresponding literal in a selection clause of the

register of its parent node vp. An edge e ∈ E represents a structural depen-

dency between registers represented by the parent and the child nodes. All

descendant nodes exhibit a temporal dependency with their ancestor nodes.

Since this tree results in chaining SCB nodes in a parent/child manner, we

refer to this tree as the SCBs Chaining Trees (SCTs).

To illustrate the construction of the SCTs, Figure 4.7 shows the corre-

sponding trees for the four registers (R1-R4) in the RSN shown in Figure

4.6(a). Each node, except for the root, corresponds to a certain SCB (Ci)

that is required to be updated with a certain value (u); this is indicated in

the shown SCT for each node using the notation (Ci.u).

For instance, Figure 4.7(c) shows the SCT for R3 which is constructed

from the selections in Table 4.3. The root (v1), corresponding to the R3

register, has two children (v2 and v3) corresponding to the two SCBs with

literals in Sel(R3) (C1 ∧ C2). Subsequently, v2 has two children (v4 and

v5) that correspond to the SCBs with literals in Sel(C1) (¬C2 ∧ C3). Node

v3 has only one child (v6) since Sel(C2) = ¬C3 has only one literal. The

construction of the tree continues until reaching an SCB with selection =

True, in which case it is considered as a leaf node (e.g. C3).

A register can have multiple SCTs if the register or any of the SCBs

represented in the descendant nodes have multiple clauses in their selection,

and hence different children nodes for the same parent node in each SCT. For

simplicity, it is considered that an SCB in a certain SCT will be represented

using a unique clause in all its corresponding nodes.

An SCT could have an infinite depth at one of its branches if a descendant
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Figure 4.7: SCTs for the registers in Figure 4.6(a). The nodes are identified by the
numbers above them.

node corresponds to the same SCB as represented by an ancestor one, which

means that an SCB has a temporal dependency with itself. This case is

referred to as a circular dependency. This situation can be illustrated by the

RSN shown in Figure 4.8(a). Here, Sel(R) = (C1 ∧ C3 ∧ C4), Sel(C3) =

(¬C1 ∧ ¬C2 ∧ C4) and Sel(C4) = (¬C1 ∧ C2 ∧ ¬C3). By constructing the

SCT for register ‘R’ as shown in Figure 4.8(b), one can show that both C3

and C4 have temporal dependencies with themselves, which results in two

infinite depth branches. It should be noted that the RSN in Figure 4.8(a) is

a robust RSN where all its reachable states from St0 are revertible to it, and

hence circular dependencies do not cause a failure in retargeting in this case.

4.4.2 Properties of the SCTs

SCTs model the inter-register temporal dependencies by chaining the network

registers with the SCBs of which they are structurally-dependent on, in a tree

fashion. A node in the SCT has the following four attributes:

1. scb id: the ID of the corresponding SCB or TDR.

2. sat val: the required value ∈ {0, 1} of the SCB for satisfying the selec-

tion clause of the parent node, based on whether the literal is negated

or not in the clause. Root nodes have inherently no ‘sat val’ attribute.

3. depth: distance from the root indicated by the number of edges be-

tween the root and this node.
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Figure 4.8: Example of an RSN with registers exhibiting circular temporal dependencies.

4. children: ordered set of nodes corresponding to the SCB literals in

the selection clause of this node’s SCB.

For example, node v4 in Figure 4.7(c) will have the following attributes:

• v4.reg id = C2.

• v4.sat val = ‘0’, since its parent’s selection is Sel(C1) = (¬C2 ∧ C3).

Here C2 is negated, and therefore v4.sat val = ‘0’.

• v4.depth = 2.

• v4.children = {v7}.

In addition, a node in the SCT has two Boolean runtime variables as

follows:
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1. satisfied: evaluates to True if the value of the SCB represented by

v.reg id in the current network state equals to v.sat val, and evaluates

to False otherwise.

2. active: evaluates to True if the SCB represented by v.reg id is part

of the active scan path in the current network state, and evaluates to

False otherwise.

To illustrate both variables, the SCT in Figure 4.7(c) is used, while refer-

ring to the corresponding RSN shown in Figure 4.6(a). Assuming an active

network state St1 (C3=0, C2=0 and C1=1), node v4 is satisfied in this state,

while v5 is not satisfied. Both nodes however, are active since C2 and C3 are

active in St1. While v2 for instance is inactive since C1 is not part of the

active scan chain in St1.

An important property of SCTs is that by satisfying all of the children

nodes, the parent node becomes active, since satisfying all of the children

nodes evaluates the selection of the register represented by the parent node

to True.

Figure 4.9 shows an example of an arbitrary SCT with the dynamic node

states (active and satisfied). The following is the explanation of the node

dynamic status:

1. green (Active and Satisfied): the corresponding SCB is on the

active scan path, and is currently updated with the required value to

activate the parent node.

2. yellow (Active and Not Satisfied): the corresponding SCB is on

the active scan path, and is not currently updated with the required

value to activate the parent node.

3. blue (Inactive and Satisfied): the corresponding SCB is off the

active scan path, and is currently updated with the required value to

activate the parent node.
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4. red (Inactive and Not Satisfied): the corresponding SCB is off the

active scan path, and is not currently updated with the required value

to activate the parent node.

It can be shown that an active node (green or yellow) is either a leaf node,

or has all its children being satisfied (green or blue). On the other hand an

inactive node (red or blue) has at least one of its children not satisfied (yellow

or red).

Figure 4.9: An SCT showing the relations between the dynamic states of the nodes.

All nodes in the SCT that correspond to a certain register have the same

sub-tree with the same runtime state. For example, nodes v3, v10 and v11 in

Figure 4.9 are assumed to correspond to the same inactive SCB, and hence all

three nodes have identical sub-trees. Two nodes that correspond to the same

SCB only share the active status, while the satisfied status depends on the

selection clause of the parent. Since an SCB could exist in several selection

clauses of network registers, opposite satisfied values for nodes referring to

the same SCB could exist.

The main goal for structured retargeting using SCTs is to try to activate

the root node by satisfying all of its children. Satisfying a node in an SCT

is performed by activating it first, by means of satisfying all of its children,

and then shifting a configuration vector which holds the satisfying value for

this node. Consequently, the state of the SCT will change after each CSU
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cycle. This property of SCTs is used in the construction of the structured

retargeting heuristic algorithm as will be discussed in the next section.

4.5 Structured Pattern Retargeting

Conventional pattern retargeting techniques aim at accessing a target register

while minimizing the overall network access time. This is often carried out

by exhaustively searching the state space for a sequence of transitions that

put the target register in the active scan path while resulting in the minimum

access time compared to all other possible transition sequences.

In addition to minimizing the network access time, in dynamic retarget-

ing, the processing time is another cost function that is required to be mini-

mized. Exhaustively searching all possible transition sequences would guar-

antee finding the absolute minimum network access time within a bounded

number of CSU cycles. However, the resulting long processing time might

render adopting such techniques inefficient for dynamic retargeting.

In the context of this thesis, pattern retargeting is carried out dynamically

and on-chip. Therefore, the proposed structured scan pattern retargeting

methods are considered to be applied in a different application domain other

than the SAT-based retargeting methods.

Structured scan pattern retargeting aims to reduce both cost functions

using heuristic rules that are followed while generating the configuration

vectors, which subsequently result in network state transitions.

A state transition during structured retargeting always results in satis-

fying a set of temporal dependencies with the target register. This ensures

that the transition sequence is continuously converging on a state that is in

the set of access states of the target register.

By resolving the temporal dependencies in the SCTs, the generation of

the configuration vector could be reduced to a tree-traversal problem. Given

a certain active network state, the traversal chooses a set of active nodes to

satisfy such that their parents become active. Since the corresponding SCBs

to the active nodes are accessible in the current state, a scan vector could be

generated and applied to the network in order to shift the satisfying values
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of those nodes and consequently activate their parents.

Since not all active SCBs might have a temporal dependency with the

target register in the SCT, more than one possible transition could exist

that satisfies the SCBs with temporal dependencies. Therefore, the chosen

state transition should be the result of shifting the reset values of the active

SCBs that do not have a temporal dependency with the target register. This

minimizes the active scan path and consequently minimizes the access time,

for instance by closing all opened SIBs that are not in the hierarchical scan

path of the target register.

4.5.1 Temporal Conflicts

The main strategy in structured retargeting using SCTs is to iteratively

satisfying and activating the nodes until all children of the root node have

become satisfied and hence the root node becomes active. In case of SIB-

based hierarchical RSNs, all SCB nodes in the SCT of an instrument TDR

will have v.sat val = 1, which corresponds to opening all the SIBs in the

hierarchical path to this TDR. However, for arbitrary SCTs a conflict between

two or more nodes in the SCT could exist in case they correspond to the same

SCB (i.e. have the same v.reg id) but with different v.sat val values.

For example, nodes v6 and v9 in the SCT shown in Figure 4.8(b) represent

C2 with v6.sat val = 0 and v9.sat val = 1 respectively. When C2 becomes

active, and hence all its corresponding SCT nodes, choosing to update it

with either a ‘1’ or a ‘0’ will satisfy one of the nodes and dissatisfy the other

conflicting one. This in turn would lead to a potential activation of the

parent of the satisfied node in case all of its siblings are also satisfied, and

the deactivation of the parent of the other dissatisfied one.

A retargeter should handle conflict resolution in such a way that the

iterative satisfy and activate procedure is not blocked by such conflicts. For

example, assume in the SCT shown in Figure 4.10 that v3.reg id = v5.reg id,

and v3.sat val 6= v5.sat val. In addition, v2, v3 and v6 are all assumed to

be active and satisfied, while v5 is active and not satisfied, and v4 is inactive

and not satisfied.
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Figure 4.10: An SCT showing conflicting nodes with a deadlock situation.

The goal of the retargeter here is to satisfy v4. This requires activating

v4 first by satisfying all of its children and in particular v5. Since the set of

active nodes is {v2, v3, v5, v6}, a generated vector can satisfy either v3 or

v5. Assume the retargeter generated a scan vector that shifts the satisfying

value of v3 rather than v5, given this current SCT state (active and satisfied

status of the nodes) v2 and v3 are said to be waiting on v4 to get satisfied

(indicated by the ‘W’ symbol in the figure). However, satisfying v4 itself

will not occur until it becomes active first which will not occur until v5 gets

satisfied. Hence, node v4 is said to be waiting on v5. Finally, satisfying v5

will not occur until the retargeter stops choosing to satisfy v3 in the scan

vectors and satisfy v5 instead, and hence v5 is said to be waiting on v3 which

completes the deadlock situation.

This deadlock only occurs if a node has a conflict with one of the nodes

in its sibling’s descendants; this can be avoided if the retargeter chooses to

satisfy v5 first instead of v3. In this case, v3 will be waiting on v5 which

will eventually get satisfied and consequently will get v4 active. Next, the

retargeter will not attempt to satisfy v5 again, and hence v3 could be satisfied.

In the case the conflict occurred between a node and another one in a sub-

tree that is not of its sibling, choosing either nodes to be satisfied will not

lead to the above mentioned deadlock situation during retargeting.

Deadlocks can also occur if it is not possible to concurrently satisfy two

sibling nodes, and thus the parent node will never become active. In this

situation, the retargeter attempts to reach an unreachable state.

Assume that in Figure 4.8(b) v4.sat val was ‘0’ instead of ‘1’, i.e. the

AND gate input from C3 was negated in Figure 4.8(a). In this case a conflict
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occurs between nodes (v2, v10) and (v4, v7) and (v6, v9). This results in a

deadlock between the two sub-trees T1 = (V1, E1, v2) and T2 = (V2, E2, v4).

This occurs as the network state (X,X,1,0) is an unreachable one, and thus

satisfying nodes v2 and v4 concurrently cannot be achieved.

This RSN is considered a non-robust network, since the only state to

access the register R is an unreachable one, which shows the importance of

robustness verification. Since a robust RSN can have a register with multiple

states in its set of access states (AS), only those that are reachable are allowed

to have their respective selection clauses represented in the SCT.

4.5.2 SCT Traversals

Pattern retargeting using SCTs is a traversal problem, where the choice of

the set of nodes to be satisfied in a given CSU cycle is being made. In addi-

tion to selecting a subset of the active nodes for satisfying during the current

CSU cycle, the traversal is also required to handle the resolution of temporal

conflicts. As discussed in the previous section, choosing the node with the

largest depth value in the case of a conflict along with a proper robustness

verification of the RSN are required to ensure that no deadlocks occur dur-

ing retargeting. A robust network ensures that there exists a sequence of

transitions from any reachable state to a state ∈ AS(R). Therefore, pattern

retargeting using SCT traversal and a proper conflict resolution will generate

the vectors that realize such sequence of state transitions.

An SCT can have many nodes that are active and not satisfied. Not all

of those nodes are required to be satisfied, since a node might have one of

its ancestors already satisfied. For example, in the SCT shown in Figure

4.9, assume that v30.reg id = v34.reg id and v30.sat val 6= v34.sat val. Both

nodes are active since they represent the same SCB. Choosing to satisfy node

v30 instead of v34 in the current CSU cycle is not useful since v30 already has

an ancestor (v17) that is already satisfied. As a result, it is not required to

activate v17 by satisfying its children. On the other hand, all the ancestors

of v34 are not satisfied (v20, v9 and v4) so it is required to activate v20 in this

current CSU cycle by shifting the satisfying value of its children.
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Therefore, a retargeter should only choose the active nodes which have

all their ancestors both inactive and not satisfied, and then carry out conflict

resolution if necessary. Applying this to the SCT in Figure 4.9 with the

shown state, the chosen set of active nodes to shift their satisfying values

will be {v22, v12, v13, v14, v25, v7, v8, v19, v34, v35}.

Tree Traversals

Choosing the active set of nodes can be carried out using a certain tree traver-

sal. A tree traversal produces an order for visiting the nodes. The visiting

order of the node represents when this node is processed with respect to the

other tree nodes. Two famous traversal sequences for tree data structures

are the Breadth-First Search (BFS) and Depth-First Search (DFS) [Ski08].

In BFS, starting from the root node, the traversal visits all the nodes

in each level first before visiting the nodes on the next level. For example

Figure 4.11(a) shows the BFS traversal, where the order of the visited nodes

will be: v1 → v2 → v3 → v4 → v5 → v6 → v7 → v8.

Figure 4.11: Depth-First Search and Breadth-First Search.

On the other hand, the DFS traversal on the same tree is shown in Figure

4.11(b). Starting from the root node, the traversal continues to traverse a

branch downward by selecting the left-most non-visited child of the current

node until reaching a leaf one. Afterwards, the traversal backtracks to the

first ancestor with non-visited children and subsequently traverses their sub-

trees in the same manner.
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It can be shown in DFS that a non-leaf node is selected several times.

The first time is at the downward traversal from its parent. Then the node is

selected each time a child sub-tree is completely traversed in order to select

another non-visited child or to return back to its parent. In that sense, three

ordering of the visited nodes are usually assumed. The three orderings are:

1. Pre-Order: the parent is visited first, then its children. The resulting

visiting order as shown in Figure 4.12(a) is: v1 → v2 → v3 → v5 →
v6 → v4 → v7 → v8.

2. In-Order: the left children are visited first, then the parent, and then

the right children are visited. The resulting visiting order as shown in

Figure 4.12(b) is: v2 → v5 → v3 → v6 → v1 → v4 → v7 → v8. For v1,

v2 and v3 are considered as the left children while v4 as the right child.

Also v7 and v8 are assumed to be the right children to their parents.

3. Post-Order: the children are visited first and then the parent. The

resulting visiting order as shown in Figure 4.12(c) is: v2 → v5 → v6 →
v3 → v8 → v7 → v4 → v1.

Figure 4.12: Pre-order, In-order and Post-order DFS traversals.

In the remainder of this section, two approaches for performing the SCT

traversal for structured retargeting are presented, where the selection of the

nodes to be satisfied is performed.

The first traverses the whole SCT in a DFS fashion, during which it

chooses a set of active nodes to satisfy. Afterwards, a conflict resolution is
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performed and a corresponding scan vector is generated for each complete

traversal. Here the visiting order of the nodes is irrelevant.

The second traversal visits the nodes in a post-order DFS fashion, and

concurrently a scan vector which satisfies the visited node is generated during

the traversal. Hence, the SCT state is dynamically changing during such

traversal. This will potentially reduce the number of times the SCT has to be

completely traversed, which is more efficient for some RSNs with redundant

sub-trees in their SCT such as in hierarchical RSNs as will be shown later.

Modified Depth First Search

In this traversal, the goal is to select all the active nodes that have all their

ancestors inactive and not-satisfied by attempting to traverse the entire SCT.

This resulting set of nodes is referred to as the set of Active Nodes (AN).

It becomes obvious that a DFS traversal is suitable for this task, where

a branch is being traversed down as far as the nodes are inactive and not

satisfied. In this traversal, the visiting order of the nodes is irrelevant, since

no processing occurs while the traversal is carried out. Such traversal is

not entirely DFS, since traversing a branch stops when visiting an active or a

satisfied node, and hence it is considered as a leaf node by the traversal. This

traversal is referred to as the Modified Depth-First Search (MDFS) traversal.

The proposed heuristic for structured retargeting is shown in Algorithm 4.

The inputs are respectively the target register for pattern retargeting (R), the

selection clauses of the network registers (Sel) and the active network state

(St). The algorithm generates a set of variable length Access Vectors (AV s),

each to be shifted during a CSU cycle. SCT nodes are dynamically generated

starting from the root (r) according to Sel(r.reg id), where r.reg id is the

target register. Dynamically generating the SCT nodes avoids an unnecessary

pre-generation of the entire tree, as some nodes will not be visited during

traversal since they have an ancestor that is either satisfied or active, and

hence they are not required to be satisfied.

MDFS traverses the tree in a depth-first sequence. All traversed active

nodes, either are leaf nodes or having all children satisfied, are added to AN
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Algorithm 4: MDFS.

Input: R,Sel, St
Output: AV

1: Create the root node (r)
2: r.reg id← R
3: r.depth← 0
4: while r is not active do
5: AN ←MDFS(r)
6: SAN ← conflict resolution between all nodes ∈ AN with the same v.reg id
7: AV [j++] ← ordered bit-vector constructed from SAN , the previously

satisfied values and the reset values
8: St← new state with the sat val of selected nodes updated

9: procedure MDFS(v)
10: Create children nodes of v according to Sel(v.reg id)
11: v.children← created children nodes
12: Mark v as visited
13: if v is not active then .a leaf node or all children are satisfied
14: if v is not satisfied then .indicated by St and v.sat val
15: for all w ∈ v.children do
16: if w is not visited then
17: w.reg id← corresponding reg id as in Sel(v.reg id)
18: w.sat val← corresponding sat val according to Sel(v.reg id)
19: w.depth← v.depth + 1
20: MDFS(w)

21: else
22: AN [i++]← v

whether satisfied or not (line 22). In case a node is either active or satisfied,

the traversal does not visit the children, and continues as if the node was

a leaf node. Note that an inactive yet satisfied node is not required to be

activated, since the state of the current SCB already satisfies the required

value of the parent node clause.

The produced set of active nodes (AN) may contain one or more nodes

corresponding to the same SCB but with conflicting v.sat val. In this case,

the node with the biggest depth value is chosen to be satisfied, as explained

earlier. In this case, only one node for a certain SCB becomes chosen. If

one or more nodes have the same biggest depth value, the left most one,

being the one that was traversed first, is selected (line 6). The nodes in the

set of Selected Active Nodes (SAN) (AN reduced after conflict resolution)
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are used to set the new values of the SCBs in the network, according to the

v.sat val of the nodes.

A complete tree traversal corresponds to the generation of one AV . The

AV is shifted to the active configured scan path with the satisfying values

of the active SCBs that have temporal dependencies with the target register

as indicated by SAN . If an SCB in the active path has no corresponding

value in the produced nodes in SAN and was not satisfied in a previous CSU

cycle, the corresponding reset value is shifted (line 7).

Resetting SCBs minimizes the access path to include only relevant reg-

isters by, for instance, closing any opened SIBs where the attached segment

is not required to be accessed, and hence reduces the access time of a regis-

ter. If the SCB was satisfied in a previous CSU cycle, the current value in

St is shifted. The bit order in AV is determined by the registers order in

the active path, which can be obtained using a network model that captures

the registers connectivity, like the SDG graph or the array model as will be

shown later in this chapter. The state of the SCT is subsequently updated

and a new traversal is carried out until the root node becomes active.

For circular dependencies in the case the SCT is an infinite tree, the

MDFS procedure might fail to find an active node in a certain branch. This

occurs if no sequence of vectors could be applied to change the network state

from the current one to a state ∈ AS(R). For example, in Figure 4.8(b),

given a post-reset state (C4, C3, C2, C1) = (0,1,X,X), traversing nodes v4,

v10, v18, ... will always lead to unsatisfied and inactive nodes which in turn

will lead to an infinite traversal through this path. In this case, the state

(X,X,1,1) that is required to be reached for accessing R is unreachable from

the post reset state, and hence this RSN is not robust.

Applying Algorithm 4 to the SCT shown in Figure 4.9 will result in the

state change shown in Figure 4.13. The highlighted nodes in the figures are

the ones that were traversed by the MDFS in the current CSU, and hence

dynamically generated by Algorithm 4. Recall that v3.reg id = v10.reg id =

v11.reg id while v3.sat val = v11.sat val = ¬v10.sat val, and therefore conflict

resolution might be potentially performed.

The active leaf nodes in the highlighted tree constitute the set of Active
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Nodes (AN) in this CSU cycle. Next, AN is reduced after conflict resolution

to the Selected Active Nodes (SAN) which include the actual SCB values

to be shifted during this CSU cycle. It can also be shown that the traversal

also considers the inactive and satisfied nodes as leaf ones like v26, v18 and

v10 in Figure 4.13 (a).

In this sequence, the conflict resolution between v3, v10 and v11 is shown.

Node v10 was initially satisfied (Figure 4.13(a)), however, in Figure 4.13(b),

a conflict occurs between v3, v10 and v11. Since v11 has the largest depth

value (3), it was therefore selected in SAN .

In the next CSU shown in Figure 4.13(c), v11 becomes satisfied, and

consequently its parent was activated and v11 was not traversed any more.

While v10 becomes not satisfied and is considered to be waiting on v11, which

the retargeter did not choose in the current cycle. Node v3 was satisfied and

chosen in AN in this cycle, and therefore a conflict between v3 and v10 is

resolved by selecting v10 to be satisfied.

Finally, v3 gets selected to be satisfied in the last cycle as shown in Figure

4.13(d) and subsequently the target register represented by v1 becomes active.

Post-Order Depth First Search

The MDFS graph traversal attempts to traverse the entire SCT first before

generating the access vector for a certain CSU cycle. This could be un-

necessary for some SCTs that include redundant sub-trees in the case the

same SCB has different temporal dependencies with the root node in differ-

ent branches. A clear example is the hierarchical RSNs where the root has

structural dependencies with all the SCBs in the SIBs in its access path, and

the SCBs themselves have also structural dependencies with the SCBs in the

higher SIB levels.

Figure 4.14(a) shows the hierarchical RSN that was shown before in Fig-

ure 4.1(b), while Figure 4.14(b) shows the corresponding SCT for register A.

It can be shown that C12 has 8 different corresponding nodes in the SCT in

different branches with an identical v.sat val = 1.
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Figure 4.13: State change of the SCT in Figure 4.9 during subsequent CSU cycles.
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Figure 4.14: A hierarchical RSN and its corresponding SCT.

Reaching one node during traversal and satisfying it immediately, by

shifting a corresponding configuration scan vector, and without completing

the entire SCT traversal would satisfy all other nodes and hence their parents

could be potentially activated. Subsequently, the traversal will not need

to visit the other nodes, leading to a shorter traversal and hence pattern

generation time. This is illustrated by the state change shown in Figure

4.15. Performing a depth first search on the SCT shown in Figure 4.14(b)

and immediately satisfying each reachable active node once visited will lead

to only visiting the child nodes of the root. Here, satisfying each child node

corresponds to opening a SIB.

Since the order of the visited nodes determines the order of satisfying

the nodes, a post-order DFS becomes an obvious ordering for such a traver-
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Figure 4.15: MPO-DFS traversal and state change of the SCT in Figure 4.14(b).

sal. Post-order DFS attempts to satisfy the children of a node first before

attempting to satisfy the node itself. Similar to Algorithm 4, the traversal

stops when reaching an active or a satisfied node and considers it as a leaf

one. This traversal is referred to as the Modified Post-Order DFS (MPO-

DFS) traversal.

The corresponding heuristic for structured retargeting is shown in Al-

gorithm 5. It is shown in line 16 that the processing of a node, meaning

satisfying it if becomes activated, occurs after the return of the recursive

MPO DFS function calls on all the children. In this case, this node was ini-

tially not active at the start of the tree traversal; however, it was activated

by satisfying its children during the recursive function call in line 15.

If a node was initially active and satisfied, there is no need to shift a

dedicated vector for satisfying it. Otherwise, if it was initially active but not

satisfied, a satisfying vector should be shifted (line 20).

In MPO-DFS conflicts are dynamically resolved by the traversal with no

special selection of the nodes like in Algorithm 4. Figure 4.16 shows such
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Algorithm 5: MPO-DFS.

Input: R,Sel, St
Output: AV

1: Create the root node (r)
2: r.id← R
3: while r is not active do
4: MPO-DFS(r)

5: procedure MPO-DFS(v)
6: Create children nodes of v according to Sel(v.id)
7: v.children← created children nodes
8: Mark v as visited
9: if v is not active then

10: if v is not satisfied then
11: for all w ∈ v.children do
12: if w is not visited then
13: w.id← corresponding id as in Sel(v.id)
14: w.depth← v.depth + 1
15: MPO-DFS(w)

16: if v is active then .Function return. Post-order processing
17: Satisfy v by shifting a corresponding AV

18: else
19: if v is not satisfied then .Avoid generating an AV for a satisfied node
20: Satisfy v by shifting a corresponding AV

a dynamic resolution. The traversal starts from the left most branch and

satisfies every active and not satisfied node among its MPO-DFS traversal

until all the children of the root node are satisfied.

Considering the two cases where a node (v2) has a conflict with a de-

scendant of a right sibling, and another node (v4) with a conflict with a

descendant of a left sibling. One can see that going through the traversal, all

the children of the root node will be eventually satisfied. Although satisfying

v2 and v4 resulted in de-satisfying v5 and v6, however, they become irrelevant

to satisfying the root node since their parent v3 was already satisfied.

4.5.3 Access Merging

Merging the access of two or more registers could be scheduled by the in-

strument procedures. Attempting to concurrently retarget several patterns

to several instruments registers can be performed by concurrently traversing
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Figure 4.16: MPO-DFS dynamic conflict resolution.

the SCTs of the different registers and perform a proper conflict resolution

before generating the scan vector for the current CSU cycle.

Since the IEEE 1687 standard does not require the merged accesses to be

carried out in a certain order, a scheduler for the retargeting process could

simply perform the register accesses sequentially with structured retargeting

in a similar manner as discussed before for the single register access case,

meaning one SCT traversal at a time. However, in order to optimize the

generated scan accesses, concurrently traversing the registers SCTs in each

CSU cycle becomes required.

The SCTs traversal in case of MDFS could be simply performed by assum-

ing a top level node that represents a virtual register (VR) where its children

are the registers with merged access. In this case the goal of structured re-

targeting is to satisfy all the children of VR, where satisfying a register node

is performed by simply shifting the retargeted pattern to it.

Figure 4.17 shows the resulting SCT for merging the access to the registers
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R2, R3 and R4 in the RSN shown in Figure 4.6(a). The MDFS traversal can

be performed in a similar manner as before on such an SCT along with the

conflict resolution.

Figure 4.17: SCT for merging access of R2, R3 and R4 of the RSN in Figure 4.6(a).

For the MPO-DFS traversal, concurrent traversals of the different SCTs

are carried out. In MPO-DFS the traversal of an SCT tree stops when

reaching an active and not satisfied node, and subsequently generates a scan

vector to satisfy it. Similarly in the case of access merging with concurrent

traversals, each traversal generates one temporal dependency to be satisfied

in a given CSU cycle, and subsequently a set of SCBs are generated per CSU

cycle. In case of conflicts, a simple resolution will be carried out by stopping

one of the conflicting traversals, and allowing the other(s) to finish, then

resuming to the conflicting one.

4.6 On-Chip Structured Retargeting

In Chapter 3, a structural model optimized for on-chip network access was

presented, such that on-chip network access operations can be efficiently car-

ried out in runtime compared to conventional graph-based network models.

In this section the previously discussed structured retargeting methods

are applied to on-chip retargeting using the array network model. First re-

solving the temporal dependencies from the array model is discussed. Subse-
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quently, two methods will be shown, corresponding to MDFS and MPO-DFS

retargeting, for implementing structured retargeting on-chip using the array

model and a stack data structure which maintains the resolved temporal de-

pendencies. The proposed on-chip structured retargeting methods exhibit

an identical traversal sequence of the dependencies as in the correspond-

ing MDFS and MPO-DFS heuristics. In addition, both carry out the same

conflict resolution techniques. Therefore on-chip retargeting results in an

identical set of patterns being generated as the original heuristics.

4.6.1 Resolving Temporal Dependencies from the On-

chip Network Array Model

In structured retargeting the structural dependencies are used in order to

build the SCT trees. Subsequently, the temporal dependencies can be re-

solved and scan vectors that iteratively satisfy those dependencies can be

generated. As discussed in Chapter 3, the network array model embeds both

the connectivity and the structural dependencies in its sequentially orga-

nized elements. Therefore, the temporal dependencies can be resolved by

traversing the array and pattern generation can be subsequently performed.

Figure 4.18(a) shows an abstracted array model with an illustration of the

inter-register structural dependencies, which are used to resolve the temporal

dependencies. Register R1 has three structural dependencies with C1, C2 and

C3, since it lies in three corresponding dependency sections as identified by

their header elements. C1 and C3 both have structural dependencies with

C2 and C4. However, C1 and C3 are located in different dependency sections

with regard to C4, where the satisfying value of C4 is ‘0’ in case of C1 and

is ‘1’ in case of C3. Furthermore, C4 has a structural dependency with C5.

The corresponding SCT for R1 is shown in Figure 4.18(b). It can be

shown that a register included in several nested dependency sections is repre-

sented by a node with corresponding children. Each child node corresponds

to an SCB controlling the activation of one of those sections, and with a

v.sat val corresponding to the type of the section. For v.sat val = 1 it is

either a SIB or an ‘H I1’ section, while for v.sat val = 0 it is an ‘H I0’ section.
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A satisfied SCT node is equivalent to an active corresponding dependency

section. For example, a satisfied v3 node in the SCT and an active H3 in

the array. An active SCT node is equivalent to the corresponding array SCB

element having all its enclosing dependency sections active. For example, an

active v2 node in the SCT is equivalent to having the dependency sections

controlled by H4 and H5 active.

Figure 4.18: Tracing the temporal dependencies in the array model.
The arrows show the structural dependencies.

It can also be shown that resolving the temporal dependencies using the

array model becomes possible by using several traversals of the array. The

structural dependencies of a register are resolved by traversing the headers

of the dependency sections. Then the temporal dependencies are resolved

by recursively resolving the structural dependencies of the SCBs controlling

the headers. For example, the temporal dependency between R1 and C4
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indicated by node v6 in the SCT is resolved as follows. First, by visiting

H1 during the array traversal, then for the controlling SCB (C1) its struc-

tural dependency with C4 is resolved while visiting H6. Hence the temporal

dependency between R1 and C4 becomes resolved.

In addition, since the state of the array, indicated by the state of its

dependency sections, represents the active path of the RSN, a concurrent

scan vector generation becomes possible while resolving the dependencies

which reduces the retargeting time.

In the next two subsections, two different methods for performing struc-

tured retargeting using the array model for the on-chip network access are

shown. The first performs an array traversal that resembles an MDFS traver-

sal of the SCT for resolving the temporal dependencies. While the second

method resembles the MPO-DFS SCT traversal.

4.6.2 On-chip Retargeting Based on MDFS

The MDFS traversal of SCTs that was discussed in section 4.5.2 finds all the

active nodes where all their ancestors are inactive and not-satisfied. Then

the conflict resolution is carried out by choosing only one node for each SCB

with a temporal dependency with the root. This is done such that the chosen

node has either the largest depth value, or it is the node that was visited first

in case of the same depth values. The satisfying values of the chosen nodes

are then shifted to the corresponding active SCBs. Next a new procedure

of SCT traversal, conflict resolution and shifting of the satisfying values is

carried out until the root node becomes active.

In the case of on-chip retargeting, the same flow of processing is followed

using the array model. The temporal dependencies are dynamically extracted

from the array model while traversing the headers.

In this section a procedure referred to as the On-Chip MDFS (OC-MDFS)

procedure that resembles the MDFS traversal is presented using the array

model. Three procedures are utilized in OC-MDFS (Resolve, Check active

and Check sat) and are subsequently introduced. A set of active array reg-

ister elements with temporal dependencies with the register that is required
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to be accessed is produced from OC-MDFS. Finally it will be shown how to

generate the set of Access vectors (AVs) that correspond to the set of active

array register elements using an array model traversal.

OC-MDFS

Algorithm 6 shows the OC-MDFS procedure. It gets as inputs the array

model (HA), the RSN State Vector (SV) and the register that is required

to be accessed (R). Similar to MDFS, it produces the set of Selected Active

Registers (SAR) for satisfying in a scan vector in the current CSU cycle.

A stack data structure (Stk) is introduced for holding the temporal depen-

dencies information. A stack element (e) is a 3-tuple e = (reg id, sat val, dpth),

where ‘reg id’ is the corresponding register index in the array model, ‘sat val’

is the required update value for satisfying the corresponding temporal de-

pendency, and ‘dpth’ is the temporal dependency depth. A stack element is

therefore equivalent to one of the SCT nodes.

Algorithm 6: OC-MDFS.

1: procedure OC-MDFS(HA,SV,R)
2: Stk.push([R, 0, 0])
3: t ptr ← stk ptr
4: do
5: Stk, stk ptr ← Resolve(HA,Stk, t ptr, stk ptr)
6: if Check active(HA,Stk, t ptr, stk ptr) then
7: AR.enqueue(Stk(t ptr))
8: while Stk(stk ptr).dpth 6= Stk(stk ptr − 1).dpth do
9: Stk.pop()

10: else if Check sat(HA,Stk, t ptr) then
11: while Stk(stk ptr).dpth 6= Stk(stk ptr − 1).dpth do
12: Stk.pop()

13: t ptr ← stk ptr
14: while Stk(stk ptr).reg id 6= R
15: SAR ← Perform conflict resolution on AR.
16: return SAR

Stk is initialized by pushing an element that represents the register (R)

which is required to become eventually active for a read or a write operation,
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being the root SCT node. Note that sat val of this element is not relevant. A

pointer (t ptr) is maintained to point at the stack element under processing,

where the corresponding SCB will be referred to as the target register from

now on. t ptr is initialized to point to the element corresponding to R (line

3).

Similar to the MDFS traversal, the goal of the algorithm is to find the

set of Active Registers (AR) with temporal dependency with R and their

satisfying values. AR here is represented as a Queue data structure.

OC-MDFS resolves the structural dependencies of the target register (line

5) and adds corresponding stack elements. It then checks if the target register

is active (line 6) or satisfied for the current temporal dependency (line 10).

If the target register is not active and not satisfied, the algorithm proceeds

with selecting the element at the top of the stack as a target register and

starts resolving its structural dependencies. If the target register is active

or satisfied then, similar to the MDFS traversal, there becomes no need to

further resolve its temporal dependencies and the traversal backtracks to the

first ancestor with non visited elements (lines 8-9 and 11-12).

Furthermore, if the SCB was active, it is added to the set of active reg-

isters with the satisfying value and the temporal dependency depth (line

7). The algorithm stops when the stack is emptied except from the bottom

element, which indicates a complete MDFS traversal. After the set AR is

generated, conflict resolution is carried out by selecting one element for each

SCB such that it has the largest depth value or was traversed first in case

of elements with equal depth. The set of Selected Active Registers (SAR) is

subsequently used to generate the scan vector of the current CSU cycle.

Figure 4.19 shows the dynamic state of the stack while performing Al-

gorithm 6 on the array model shown in Figure 4.18 and starting from an

initialized RSN, meaning that all SCB values are ‘0’s. It can be shown that

the sequence of target elements during processing is as follows: (R1,0,0)

→ (C3,1,1) → (C4,1,2) → (C5,1,3) → (C2,1,2) → (C2,0,1) → (C1,1,1) →
(C4,0,2) → (C2,1,2). This corresponds to performing an MDFS on the SCT

shown in Figure 4.18(b) that will result in the following node traversal se-

quence: v1 → v2 → v5 → v9 → v6 → v3 → v4 → v7 → v8.
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Figure 4.19: Stack contents during the MDFS temporal dependencies resolution using
the array model.
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Resolving structural dependencies from the array model

Resolving the structural dependencies from the array model (HA), indicated

in line 5 in Algorithm 6, is performed by the procedure Resolve() which is

shown in detail in Procedure 1. The Resolve() procedure traverses the array

and searches for all the headers that enclose the target register, indicated by

t ptr in Stk. This is accomplished by sequentially traversing the array until a

header is reached. It is subsequently checked if the register index, indicated

by Stk(t ptr).reg id, lies between the beginning of the dependency section

indicated by the current array traversal pointer (h ptr) and the end of the

section (line 5). The number of array elements in the section is indicated by

the ‘NE’ auxiliary field of the header.

If the target register is enclosed in this section then a stack element is

created and pushed to the stack where it represents the SCB controlling this

section. The traversal then steps in the section and continues the sequential

traversal (line 13). If the target register does not lie in the dependency

section, the traversal skips this section entirely (line 15).

The reg id of the added stack element represents the index of the SCB

in the array which can be calculated by adding the relative pointer auxiliary

field of the header (SCB ptr) with h ptr (line 6). The satisfying value of the

stack element is determined according to the header type; if it is an H I0

header, then the SCB is required to be updated with a ‘0’ to activate it,

and hence sat val becomes a ‘0’ (line 8) otherwise it becomes a ‘1’ (line 10).

Finally the dependency depth is one level higher than the one of the target

register (line 11).

This procedure continues until reaching the target register in the array

(line 3) which indicates that all headers enclosing the target register were

visited and corresponding stack elements were pushed to the stack.

Stack element checks for being active and satisfied

Checking if the target register is active or satisfied for the current temporal

dependency is done on the generated stack elements. This is carried out

using the Check active() and Check sat() procedures shown in Procedure 1.
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Procedure 1 Resolve, Check active and Check sat.
1: procedure Resolve(HA,Stk, t ptr, stk ptr)
2: h ptr ← 0
3: while h ptr 6= Stk(t ptr).reg id do
4: if the element at HA(h ptr) is a header then
5: if h ptr < Stk(t ptr).reg id < (h ptr + HA(h ptr).NE + 1) then
6: tmp.reg id ← HA(h ptr).SCB ptr + h ptr
7: if HA(h ptr) ∈ H I0 then
8: tmp.sat val ← 0
9: else

10: tmp.sat val ← 1

11: tmp.dpth ← Stk(t ptr).dpth+1
12: Stk.push(tmp)
13: h ptr ← h ptr + 1
14: else
15: h ptr ← (h ptr + HA(h ptr).NE + 1)

16: else
17: h ptr ← h ptr + 1

18: return Stk, stk ptr

19: procedure Check active(HA,Stk, t ptr, stk ptr)
20: i← t ptr
21: while i < stk ptr do
22: i ← i + 1
23: if Check sat(HA,Stk, i) = False then
24: return False
25: return True
26: procedure Check sat(HA,Stk, i)
27: h ptr ← Stk(i).reg id
28: sv ptr ← HA(h ptr).SV ptr
29: SCB val ← SV(sv ptr)
30: if Stk(i).sat val = SCB val then
31: return True
32: else
33: return False

Here, checking if the register is active is equivalent to checking whether all

generated stack elements are satisfied (lines 21-24). While checking if a stack

element is satisfied is accomplished by comparing the currently updated value

of the SCB as indicated by the network State Vector (SV), with the required

satisfying value as indicated in the stack element (line 30). The corresponding
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location of the SCB in the SV is indicated in the sv ptr auxiliary field of the

SCB entry in the array model (line 28).

Generating the scan vector

After the set of Selected Active Registers (SAR) with their satisfying values

is generated, an array traversal is performed that resembles the active scan

path. The traversal skips the inactive sections and steps into the active ones.

Corresponding bit values to the reached registers are added to the output

access vector (AV ). Such traversal is realized by the Traverse and Generate

procedure as shown in Algorithm 7.

If an SCB is reached (line 11) and a corresponding value was found in

SAR, then this value is added to AV . If no corresponding value was found

then the corresponding value is the reset value in order to optimize the active

path. However, if this SCB was satisfied in an earlier CSU cycle during the

retargeting procedure for the current access instruction, then the same value

as found in SV should be added to AV . A binary vector (vld) with the same

length as the number of SCBs in the network is maintained, such that each

bit indicates whether the corresponding SCB has been previously satisfied or

not.

If a TDR is reached two possibilities exist. The first is that this is the

target register, and the retargeting procedure has successfully been carried

out. In this case, if the access instruction was a write one, then the required

value to be written will be added to AV . Else, if it was a read instruction,

the old written value will be added. In the case it is a read-only TDR simply

zeros are added. Then the location of the TDR in the active path is stored, in

order to post-process the shifted out vector and extract the TDR value from

it. The second possibility is that the reached TDR is not a target register,

and in this case its old value will be added to AV .

4.6.3 On-chip Retargeting Based on MPO-DFS

The second method for performing on-chip retargeting is based on the MPO-

DFS traversal of SCTs that was discussed in section 4.5.2.
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Algorithm 7: Traverse Generate-MDFS.

Input: HA,SV,R
Output: SV

1: initialize vld with ‘0’s
2: while R is not active do
3: SAR ← OC-MDFS(HA, SV, R)
4: h ptr ← 0
5: while h ptr ≤ HA.length do .Generates one scan vector
6: if HA(h ptr).T ype is Header then .Header
7: if header is active then
8: h ptr ← h ptr + 1 .Step into the section
9: else

10: h ptr ← (h ptr + HA(h ptr).NE + 1) .Skip the section

11: else if HA(h ptr).T ype is Reg SCB then .SCB
12: if a corresponding value (sat val) is found in SAR then
13: Add sat val to AV .
14: vld(HA(h ptr).SV ptr) ← 1
15: else if vld(HA(h ptr).SV ptr) = 1 then .Satisfied in an earlier

vector, don’t reset
16: Add SV(HA(h ptr).SV ptr) to AV .
17: else
18: Add the reset value to AV .
19: h ptr ← h ptr + 1
20: else if HA(h ptr).T ype is Reg TDR then .TDR
21: if h ptr = R.reg id then
22: Add the write value to AV if a write operation, or store h ptr if

a read operation.
23: R is active
24: else
25: Shift the old value of this TDR.

26: h ptr ← h ptr + 1

27: Shift AV and update SV

In this traversal approach, one SCT node is satisfied at a time such that

all other nodes in the SCT that correspond to the same SCB and with the

same sat val will be also satisfied. The advantage of such traversal is obvious

for RSNs with a hierarchical organization where many identical temporal

dependencies exists in the SCT, for example as shown in Figure 4.14(b).

However, such a traversal will require more CSU cycles for retargeting in

case of an RSN with no or little redundant temporal dependencies; in that
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case OC-MDFS retargeting becomes more preferable.

In the On-Chip MDFS retargeting that was discussed in the previous

section, a set of registers and their satisfying values were produced after

resolving the temporal dependencies of the target register, and then an array

traversal is performed to generate a scan vector which shifts those values

during a CSU cycle. On the other hand, in the On-Chip MPO-DFS (OC-

MPO-DFS), the temporal dependencies resolution, the array traversal and

the generation of the access vector (AV ) are done simultaneously.

Algorithm 8 shows the Traverse and Generate procedure for OC-MPO-

DFS retargeting. A stack is again used to hold the temporal dependencies,

however, as in the MPO-DFS SCT traversal, one temporal dependency is

targeted to be satisfied for each generated AV . An active path traversal of the

array is performed by skipping the inactive dependency sections and checking

if an inactive section includes the target register which is always located at the

top of the stack. If that is the case, a stack element is generated for opening

this section by satisfying the controlling SCB. Then a new array traversal is

performed for the new target register. If the target register element is reached

in the array traversal, then the corresponding satisfying value is added to AV

and the stack element is removed.

Algorithm 8: Traverse Generate-MPO-DFS.

Input: HA,SV,R
Output: SV

1: Stk.push([R,0,0])
2: while R is not active do
3: Select the register at the top of the stack to be the target.
4: Traverse HA as in Algorithm 7 by skipping inactive sections.
5: if an inactive header is reached that includes the target register then
6: Push a stack element for the controlling SCB.

7: if target register is reached then
8: Add the corresponding sat val in the AV .
9: Stk.pop().

10: Shift AV and update SV

Applying the OC-MPO-DFS algorithm on the array shown in Figure

4.18(a) will produce the stack change shown in Figure 4.20. It can be shown
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that the sequence of satisfied elements is as follows: (C2,1,2) → (C1,1,1)

→ (C2,0,1) → (C2,1,2) → (C5,1,3) → (C4,1,2) → (C3,1,1) → (C2,0,1) →
(R1,0,0) This corresponds to performing an MPO-DFS, from right to left,

on the SCT shown in Figure 4.18(b) that will result in the following node

ordering after excluding the already satisfied ones: v8 → v4 → v3 → v6 →
v9 → v5 → v2 → v3 → v1. Note that this sequence includes two successive

MPO-DFS traversals.

4.6.4 Access Merging

Merging the access of two or more registers can be done in both retarget-

ing methods by initializing the stack with a bottom element representing

a virtual register that has a structural dependency with the registers with

merged access. Then sequentially the corresponding elements to the regis-

ters are pushed to the stack, and then the retargeting procedure is applied

as discussed in sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.3.

In OC-MDFS, the temporal dependencies of all the registers will be re-

solved first; then a conflict resolution will be applied to generate the current

AV. On the other hand, the OC-MPO-DFS will be equivalent to sequentially

performing the retargeting procedure for the registers. This means that the

first register will become accessible first before attempting to resolve the

temporal dependencies of the second one.

A more efficient way for performing access merging in OC-MPO-DFS

would be by generating for each access its own stack and concurrently satisfy

the temporal dependency of each register in each AV. This is done such that

each AV would include only one satisfied dependency per SCT. In case of

conflicts, the retargeter chooses to satisfy one of the conflicting values and

halts the other conflicting access(es) until the first one(s) is/are completed.

4.7 Experimental Results

In this section structured retargeting has been validated on the benchmark

networks that are provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.20: Stack contents during the OC-MPO-DFS temporal dependencies resolution
using the array model, for each generated AV the corresponding state vector (SV) is shown.

In order to generate the corresponding SCTs, we have used the resolved

register selections that are produced by the Python array model generation

tool that was presented in section 3.6. Since the address signals of the mul-

tiplexers in the benchmark networks are directly originating from dedicated

SCBs, simple literal substitution is applied in the generated selections be-

tween the address literals (S) and their corresponding SCB (C).

The MDFS and MPO-DFS structured retargeting heuristics that were

presented in section 4.5.2 were implemented in the C programming language.

Since the on-chip variants (OC-MDFS and OC-MPO-DFS) exhibit the exact

traversal behaviour of their corresponding heuristics, we only focus on a
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software validation of structured retargeting in this chapter using the original

heuristics (Algorithms 4 and 5).

In order to verify a correct retargeting, the output Access Vectors (AV s)

serve as input stimuli for a VHDL testbench for the benchmark circuits. Each

AV group corresponds to one or more (in case of merging) registers to be

accessed. Accessing those registers using the input stimuli is verified using

VHDL assertions by checking on the registers ‘SEL’ signal.

In the experiments, three data registers were considered per CTW for

accessing, being the core chain register (WBR in - SC - WBR out), WBY

and the WIR. Note that the WIR is considered as both a data register and

two separate SCBs. Initially a CTW is in bypass mode. In order to test the

wrapped core, the Wrapper Boundary Registers (WBRs) and the Scan Chain

(SC) should be selected between Wrapper Serial In (WSI) and Wrapper Serial

Out (WSO), see Figure A.1. This is accomplished by updating a “11” pattern

to the Wrapper Instruction Register (WIR) and a ‘0’ to the Select WIR

(SWIR) register. The WIR itself is selected by updating a ‘1’ to SWIR. This

means that the core chain register has conflicting temporal dependencies of

SWIR nodes in its SCT.

Figure 4.21 shows the corresponding SCT for the Scan Chain (SC) regis-

ter, and subsequently the entire core chain register, in CTW3 in the a586710

benchmark network that is shown in Figure A.2(b). It can be shown that

three conflicting SWIR nodes exist. Applying conflict resolution will result

in updating a ‘1’ first to the SWIR register in order to access WIR0 and

WIR1 before a ‘0’ is updated to access the SC. This becomes clear from

Figure A.1(a) where an instruction (“11”) should be first updated to the

instruction register in order for the SC register to become accessible. If the

retargeter chooses to update the SWIR with a ‘0’ to satisfy the structural

dependency with SC without regarding the ‘1’ temporal dependency, the SC

register will never become accessible since the WIR is being blocked from

having the correct instruction to configure M2 and M3 (Figure A.1(a)).
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Table 4.4: Results of MDFS retargeting for single register access and access merging.

Circuit
Single Register Access Access Merging

Visited Nodes # CSU/access Visited Nodes (r) Visited Nodes (c) # CSU/access (c)
av max av max av max av max av max

f2126 24.9 55 2.8 4 224.4 429 58.7 308 2.3 4
q12710 24.9 55 2.8 4 224.4 429 58.7 308 2.3 4
a586710 38 115 3.3 5 343.5 693 63 350 2.2 5

d281 26.3 55 2.9 4 234.9 458 57.3 337 2.2 4
h953 26.3 55 2.9 4 234.9 458 57.3 337 2.2 4
u226 26.4 55 2.9 4 238 429 57.9 308 2.2 4
d695 26.6 55 2.9 4 239.6 429 57.5 330 2.1 4
g1023 27 55 2.9 4 242.8 458 56.6 337 2.1 4
p34392 51.2 115 3.7 5 462.4 864 65.6 686 2.1 5
p22810 34.1 115 3.2 5 418.2 808 58.9 454 2 5
t512505 27.5 55 3.0 4 253.9 436 56.7 337 2 4
p93791 45 115 3.5 5 519.5 902 62.8 603 2 5

The MDFS retargeting is evaluated first. Single register access for each

data register in each circuit was carried out in order to verify the correctness

of the retargeting procedure. Columns 2-3 in Table 4.4 show the average (av)

and maximum (max) number of visited nodes during a single data register

access. A higher value of visited nodes indicates a longer time spent in the

generation of the access vectors and hence the overall retargeting time. It

can be shown that circuits with 3 hierarchical levels need a longer generation

time than those with only 2. Columns 4-5 show the average and maximum

number of CSU cycles for the data registers access in each circuit. The

maximum number of CSU cycles always corresponds to accessing the core

data register of a CTW in the deepest hierarchical level of the circuit.

Figure 4.22 shows the average number of visited nodes in each CSU cycle

for the four largest circuits, p34392, p22810, t512505 and p93791. It shows

that the number of traversed nodes tends to decrease by advancing in the

CSU cycles. This is due to the nature of the MDFS traversing heuristic, since

after each traversal a number of nodes are satisfied and their parents become

active, resulting in not being traversed in the next CSU cycle. This means

that the retargeting time also decreases by advancing in the CSU cycles.

The merging of register access has been verified next. Similar to the pro-

cedure in [Bar13], 1000 accesses with merging were performed as explained

in section 4.5.3. For each access, 10 different data registers have been ran-
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Figure 4.22: Average number of visited nodes per CSU for four circuits.

domly selected. In this case the first 10 merged accesses are verified in the

VHDL testbench. The average and maximum number of visited nodes for

one concurrent access have been provided for two different experiments:

1. Each merged access starts from the post-reset state (r) (i.e all SCBs

are set to ‘0’).

2. Each access continues from the resulting state of the previous one (c).

It can be shown from columns 8 and 9 that in case of not resetting the

network, the number of visited nodes, and hence the retargeting time, is

reduced as compared to the resetting case as shown in columns 6 and 7.

This is because many SCBs that have temporal dependencies with one or

more target registers were already satisfied in the previous access, which

also reduces the average required number of CSUs for the register access.

However, the generated access vectors were longer, since previously accessed

data registers were still active in the first CSU cycle, and hence a longer

network access time was required. Therefore, resetting an SCB by the end of

an access should be done if that SCB does not have a temporal dependency

with one of the target registers in the next access.

The same experiments were repeated for the MPO-DFS heuristic that

was introduced in section 4.5.2. Table 4.5 shows the achieved results. Since

the benchmark networks are hierarchical, it was expected that the MPO-DFS
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Table 4.5: Results of MPO-DFS retargeting for single register access and access merging.

Circuit
Single Register Access Access Merging

Visited Nodes # CSU/access Visited Nodes (r) # CSU/access (r)
av max av max av max av max

f2126 6.9 14 5.2 6 62.2 85 5.7 6
q12710 6.9 14 5.2 6 62.2 85 5.7 6
a586710 7.8 18 5.9 7 70.5 135 5.2 7

d281 7.1 14 5.3 6 63.4 126 5.4 6
h953 7.1 14 5.3 6 63.4 126 5.4 6
u226 7.1 14 5.4 6 64 136 5.4 6
d695 7.2 14 5.4 6 64.9 140 5.2 6
g1023 7.2 14 5.4 6 64.7 140 5.2 6

p34392 8.7 18 6.6 7 78.6 180 4.9 7
p22810 7.7 18 5.8 7 72.2 164 4.8 7
t512505 7.3 14 5.5 6 67.4 140 4.9 6
p93791 8.4 18 6.3 7 96.9 180 4.8 7

traversal would result in a less pattern generation time as indicated by the

number of traversed nodes. This consequently results in a smaller stack size

for resolving the dependencies in case of on-chip MPO-DFS.

It can be shown from the table, however, that the resulting number of

CSUs is larger than that in MDFS. The reason for this behaviour is due to

the fact that MPO-DFS resolves the WIR dependencies in two CSUs rather

than one as in MDFS. In addition, in the MDFS, the SWIR is updated back

to ‘0’ in the same CSU cycle that the WIR is updated with “11” in case of

accessing the Scan Chain, while in MPO-DFS such update is performed in

an additional CSU cycle after updating the WIR with “11”.

The results show that although MPO-DFS exploits the inherent high

number of identical temporal dependencies in hierarchical RSNs for reducing

the pattern generation time, resolving the dependencies and their conflicts at

the instrument side (CTWs) resulted in requiring more CSU cycles than in

the MDFS case. Therefore, an efficient retargeter would utilize an MPO-DFS

traversal for configuring the hierarchical part of the network, and then use

MDFS for handling the configuration of the instrument TDRs organization.
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4.8 Summary and Conclusions

Pattern retargeting for RSNs is defined by the IEEE 1687 standard in order

to enable the reuse of instrument procedures. Since the IEEE 1687-defined

RSNs can become very complex with the increase of instrument integration,

complex inter-register structural and temporal dependencies can arise, which

requires comprehensive and efficient methodologies for performing pattern

retargeting on any given IEEE 1687-compliant RSN.

While exhaustive, SAT-based, methods provide the most economical set

of retargeted patterns for minimizing the test time, pattern generation time

becomes a significant limiting factor in their adoption in case of dynamic

retargeting which does not afford long pattern generation time. In addition,

performing dynamic retargeting on-chip requires light-weight computations

in order for its on-chip execution to become feasible.

In this chapter a novel retargeting methodology was presented, referred to

as structured retargeting. In structured retargeting, the inter-register tem-

poral dependencies are resolved using tree traversal heuristics. The resolved

dependencies are subsequently satisfied in a sequence of scan vectors applied

to the network, which ultimately activate the target register for performing

the required read or write operations.

Two different traversals were proposed; the first resolves and satisfies all

the possible dependencies in one scan vector by attempting to traverse the

entire dependencies tree. In this way, few scan vectors are required in order

to reach a state that activates the target register.

The second traversal attempts to satisfy one temporal dependency in each

shifted scan vector upon reaching the corresponding tree node. Although this

would generate more scan vectors as compared to the first traversal in case of

arbitrary RSNs, such traversal is efficient in case of hierarchical RSNs. This

is because one temporal dependency is required to be resolved in each scan

vector in case of opening the hierarchical access path to a target register.

Therefore, unnecessary node traversals are avoided by dynamically changing

the tree state.

Subsequently, the implementation of both traversal types was shown using
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the network array model that was presented in chapter 3. Resolving the

dependencies is performed by traversing the header elements of the sections

that include the target register, then recursively resolving the dependencies

of the corresponding SCBs. A stack data structure is maintained to hold the

resolved dependencies in order to be further processed using the traverse and

generate process which generates the scan vectors.

In order to implement an efficient retargeter that realizes the structured

retargeting methods, the hierarchical part of the network should be config-

ured using the Post-Order MDFS method, while the more complex TDRs or-

ganization at the instrument interface should be configured using the MDFS

method. These proposed retargeting computation methods serve as the basis

for the on-chip retargeting engine micro-architecture that will be presented

in Chapter 6, as part of a complete hardware solution for executing dependa-

bility operations using RSNs.





5
Utilizing IJTAG Networks for

Dependability Management

Abstract– The IEEE 1687 standard introduces reconfigurable

scan networks as an efficient access mechanism for the increas-

ing number of embedded instruments. An off-chip controller ac-

cesses the network via the IEEE 1149.1 TAP port for perform-

ing applications like manufacturing testing, debug/diagnosis, cal-

ibration and built-in-self-test. The same instruments can also be

reused during the chip lifetime for dependability operations. Con-

sequently, reconfigurable scan networks can be reused for the on-

chip access to the instruments during lifetime. In this chapter the

usage of hierarchical reconfigurable scan networks in dependability

management is analysed. Next, architectural solutions for en-

abling efficient reconfigurable scan network utilization for dependa-

bility operations are introduced.

Parts of this chapter were published in [Ibr16b] and [Ibr14]

129
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5.1 Introduction

With the introduction of the IEEE 1687 standard (IJTAG), heterogeneous

embedded instruments can become connected to an on-chip reconfigurable

scan network as a scalable access mechanism in a standardized manner. In-

strument providers will make them available as IJTAG-wrapped IPs, along

with the ICL description of their IJTAG interface (i.e. TDR organization);

in addition their operating procedures are given in PDL, such that they can

be integrated in any IJTAG enabled System-on-Chip. Since embedded in-

struments became externally accessible via IJTAG in a standardized manner,

off-chip applications such as manufacturing tests, calibration, debugging and

diagnosis can be performed using an IJTAG software tool that is connected

to the TAP port using a JTAG hardware module. The tool executes the PDL

operating procedures, and using the system-level ICL network description, it

can retarget the PDL patterns for operating the instruments.

The same IJTAG-wrapped instruments that are used for off-chip applica-

tions are also used in performing lifetime dependability procedures. A BIST

engine for example is configured and controlled by an Automatic Test Equip-

ment (ATE) during manufacturing testing via the TAP port [Het99]. The

same BIST engine can also be used for performing periodic online testing

[Mee12]. In addition, the scalable network introduced by IJTAG with rela-

tively simple interfacing with the instruments enables the integration of sim-

pler instruments such as fault detectors which is further used in system-level

diagnosis [Jut13]. We refer to such instruments as dependability instruments.

Definition 8: A dependability instrument is in general any component that

is integrated on-chip for enhancing the dependability.

Due to the growing reliability problems in nano-meter technology nodes,

dependability instruments are becoming heavily used during lifetime for pro-

viding measurements of the processing environment (e.g. temperature, volt-

age, current), measurements for the physical degradation, fault detection

and other purposes. Subsequently, proper adaptation mechanisms could be

performed for enhancing the dependability [Dut16].
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Table 5.1: Examples of dependability instruments.

Category Instrument Ref

Environment
Temperature sensors [Che05]

sensors and monitors
Voltage noise monitor [Aok00],[Muh04]
Current (IDDx) sensor [Mai96],[Lio07]

Aging sensors
NBTI degradation sensor [Cab09]

and monitors
Oxide degradation sensor [Kar08]

Delay monitors [Dra07],[Gho06]
Performance counters [Sal08],[Spr02]

Logic monitors NoC monitors [Far12]
and debug Processor debug interface [Nex12]

Embedded logic analyzers [Nei11b]

Design for test
Logic BIST [Hel95]

Memory BIST [Que16]
IEEE 1500 CTW [Iee05]

Error and fault
Data path checkers [Aus99],[Mei07]

detection
NoC/Bus CRC checkers [Nei11a]

Memory ECC [Tan97]

Adaptation

PLL control [Wat03]
Voltage regulator [Wu14]

Body biasing generator [Jac14]
Power gating [Hen13b]
Clock gating [Min06]

Table 5.1 shows a non-exhaustive list of dependability instruments. It

can be shown that dependability instruments serve a wide range of purposes.

In addition, their complexity varies greatly from as simple as a logic checker,

to as complex as an embedded logic analyzer. It can also be shown that the

set of on-chip dependability instruments is a superset of the set of on-chip

sensors and monitors. All these instruments can become connected to the

IJTAG network and accessed and operated given their corresponding PDL

procedures.

Processing the dependability instruments data can be carried out using

a dedicated manager for dependability [Syl06], [Zha11] or using one of the

functional processors [Aus08]. The on-chip access of the dependability instru-

ments was usually assumed to be accomplished using dedicated connections
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[Sae07], [Mcg06]. Such access methods are suitable in the case of a small

number of instruments. However, for a larger number of instruments that

are distributed across the chip, a network becomes required for accessing

the instruments and transporting their data. Other works have proposed

the usage of the functional bus for transporting the instrument data [Vel05].

However, such methodology will not fit dependability procedures that require

a low latency [Zha11] such as in fault management. A separate and dedi-

cated network for dependability instruments optimizes the design space of

the network to the requirements of dependability applications, which further

enables scalable instrument integration with reduced design efforts [Bou12].

Both the works in [Zha11] and [Gua10a] have compared a dedicated network

for monitoring versus using the functional network for transporting the mon-

itor data. It was shown that a dedicated network was more power efficient

and provides lower data latency which is essential for some dependability

applications, with a relatively small area cost.

Since the IJTAG-network is used for the off-chip access of dependability

instruments, it enables a standardized, scalable and cost-efficient solution

for the on-chip access of dependability instruments via an on-chip network

controller.

5.1.1 Chapter Organization

In this chapter, the architectural requirements for efficient dependability in-

struments network are investigated, and the usage of the IEEE 1687-defined

hierarchical Reconfigurable Scan Networks (RSNs) as a dedicated dependa-

bility instrument network is discussed. IEEE 1687-compliant architectural

solutions are proposed for the network construction and organization, such

that dependability operations can be efficiently performed without compro-

mising the off-chip instrument access operations and their performance.

Section 5.2 presents the state-of-the-art in instrument networks and dis-

cusses their limitations; in addition, previous works utilizing IJTAG networks

in dependability operations are presented.

In section 5.3 a preliminary analysis on the requirements for an efficient
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dependability instruments network is presented, and the advantages of adopt-

ing IJTAG networks for dependability operations are discussed.

A novel architectural solution based on hierarchical IJTAG networks, re-

ferred to as the multi-mode network, for performing dependability operations

is presented in section 5.4. Subsequently, the main network component in

multi-mode networks, referred to as the Extended SIB (ESIB), is presented

in section 5.5.

In section 5.6 the details of the system-level network organization are

discussed. This includes a hierarchical network control methodology, and

a procedure for constructing a network hierarchy that is optimized for fast

fault localization.

The localization of instrument faults using the network array model that

was previously presented in Chapter 3 is presented in section 5.7. In section

5.8 the details for integrating the instruments in multi-mode networks are

provided. And finally experimental results are presented in section 5.9.

5.2 State-of-the-art and Related Works

Instrument networks

Only few number of recent works have proposed dedicated networks for con-

necting dependability instruments with a centralized or distributed process-

ing unit(s) that handle the dependability processing [Bou12], [Sar14], [Itu12],

[Mad09] and [Zha11].

A low-overhead ring-based instrument network was proposed in [Bou12].

The ring interconnect enables the distribution of the instrument data to sev-

eral processing units. Another work has also considered ring-based networks

[Sar14]. Since dependability instruments usually require low bandwidth, the

instruments’ data in this work are time-multiplexed. However, such ring-

based networks do not scale well with the increasing number of instruments

[Zha14b].

In [Itu12] a single-wire based network is proposed for connecting the in-

struments to a central manager. A filtering mechanism is employed at the
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instruments’ side to filter out unnecessary instrument data from being trans-

mitted over the network.

The works in [Bou12], [Sar14] and [Itu12] offer fairly simple networks for

connecting the instruments which affects their scalability. A more sophisti-

cated network was proposed in [Mad09] and [Zha11]. Monitoring Network-

on-Chip (MNoC) was introduced as a scalable on-chip access mechanism

for the distributed dependability instruments. It was assumed that most

dependability instruments require a low bandwidth. Consequently, in MNoC

a router design is presented with a low area overhead as compared to the

routers in functional NoCs. Each router in the MNoC connects several in-

struments. Instruments requiring a high-bandwidth are connected directly to

the router, while the majority of instruments that require a low transmission

bandwidth share the same router via a multiplexer or a local bus.

Since the placement of dependability instruments is in general arbitrary

across the chip, the network supports irregular interconnect topologies by

optimizing the individual routers according to their location in the network.

This is achieved by designing the routers in a highly parametrized fashion

such that unused data ports are removed. The network has been designed to

incur a minimum area and power overhead.

MNoC connects the dependability instruments to a centralized manager

referred to as the Monitor Executive Processor (MEP). The MEP is responsi-

ble for performing the dependability applications using the instrument data.

Two types of instruments were assumed, namely data push and data pull. A

data push instrument monitors a certain event, and then sends an interrupt

to the router when the event occurs for reading out the data. While a data

pull instrument is a passive instrument that receives a measurement/data re-

quest and consequently sends the result to the MEP via the attached router.

The data from a data push instrument is considered as high-priority traf-

fic, while the data from a data pull instrument is considered as low-priority

traffic.
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Using IJTAG Networks for Fault Management

IJTAG networks were also considered by recent works in performing dependa-

bility operations, however, the focus was only on connecting fault detect-

ing instruments and performing system-level fault diagnosis [Jut11], [Jut13],

[Shi14], [Jut16], [Shi16], [Pet14], [Zad16b] and [Zad17].

All these works utilize the architectural modularity and the hierarchical

nature of IJTAG networks in transporting fault information. Since the hi-

erarchy is constructed as an organization of Segment Insertion Bits (SIBs),

a SIB is therefore considered as an atomic module that is replicated in the

network. The SIB architecture is modified in the above mentioned works in

order to enable flag propagation up through the hierarchy to a fault manager

in a scalable and unified manner.

Hierarchical IJTAG networks can be viewed as directed rooted trees where

the instrument registers are connected to the leaves. We therefore use the

tree terminologies to describe the SIB hierarchy. A SIB has one parent at

the higher level (except for the top level), one or more children at the lower

level (except for the leaves), and can have one or more siblings at the same

level sharing the same parent.

The original work, referred to in this thesis as the diagnostic network, was

proposed in [Jut11] and [Jut13] as part of a system-level fault management

system. SIBs in this work are used to propagate and hold fault-diagnosis

flags, namely the Fault flag (F) indicating a fault occurrence in the sub-

network, and the Corrected flag (C) indicating that the raised fault has been

corrected. In addition, an updatable flag is included named as the mask flag

(X), which if set to ‘0’ masks the propagated fault and corrected flags at the

higher levels. In [Shi14] the architecture of an Extended SIB (ESIB) was

proposed to enable the propagation of fault-diagnosis flags.

Figure 5.1(a) shows the scan path organization in the ESIB along with

the scan and flag ports (scan control signals are not shown). The Sb register

corresponds to the original SIB register. An ESIB has two input ports for

the propagated F and C flags from its children, namely the ‘fromSIBF’ and

‘fromSIBC’ flags. The propagated F flag is the disjunction (the result of a
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logical OR operation) of all F flags of the children, or simply the flag from

the instrument if this ESIB is a leaf one. The propagated C flag is the

conjunction (the result of a logical AND operation) of the children C flags.

The signals ‘fromSIBF’ and ‘fromSIBC’ are the capture sources of the F and

C registers respectively. An ESIB also has two ports from its left sibling,

namely ‘fromF’ and ‘fromC’ , and two output ports ‘toF’ and ‘toC’. They

are connected to the ‘fromF’ and ‘fromC’ ports of the right sibling, or to the

‘fromSIBF’ and ‘fromSIBC’ of the parent if the ESIB is the right-most one

among its siblings.

Figure 5.1: Original extended SIB and the fault propagation as presented in [Shi14].

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) show the combinatorial sources of the ‘toF’

and ‘toC’ output flags respectively. It can be shown that in the case ‘X’ is

updated to ‘1’ (no masking), the ‘toF’ output becomes the disjunction of the

propagated ‘fromSIBF’ flag and the ‘fromF’ flag. Figure 5.1(c) shows the

corresponding asynchronous fault flag propagation network that results from

the hierarchical organization of ESIBs shown in Figure 5.1 (b) with masking

disabled.
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toF = (fromSIBF ∧XU) ∨ (fromF ) (5.1)

toC = (fromSIBC ∨ ¬XU) ∧ (fromC) (5.2)

Where XU represents the contents of the update stage of the X scan

register.

Diagnostic networks suffer from two major problems. First, the addition

of hierarchical flags to the scan path leads to an increased access time for

the normal access of instruments. Second, although the fault detection by

the network manager is very fast due to the asynchronous propagation net-

work, fault localization on the other hand is very slow. This is because it is

performed iteratively by reading the fault flags in all level SIBs and opening

the ESIB with a ‘1’ in the F register. The work presented in [Pet14] tried to

reduce the access time by including the hierarchical flags under a dedicated

SIB at each level; however, the localization is still iterative.

In [Zad16b] and [Zad17] the concept of a self reconfiguring network was

introduced as a solution for fast fault localization in hierarchical IJTAG net-

works. Whenever an error is produced as a result of a certain fault, and is

subsequently detected by an error-detecting instrument, the network is au-

tomatically configured to include a specific instrument register that holds a

produced error code. This register is referred to as the error code register.

Subsequently, the network controller can localize the fault by simply shifting

the opened scan path, and then analysing the shifted-out bits. This path only

contains the SIBs in the hierarchical path of the fault-detecting instrument

along with the error code register.

In order to not disturb the access operations to the instruments, the

authors propose to group all fault detecting instruments under one sub-tree

with its root SIB at the top-level of the IJTAG network next to a top-level

SIB for the instrument network. This approach implies that there exist

two separate hierarchical networks, that spatially span the entire chip for

connecting the distributed instruments. Both networks are connected at the

top-level forming the IJTAG network.
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5.3 Preliminary analysis

In order to evaluate the efficiency of IJTAG networks in performing dependa-

bility operations, first the requirements for an efficient dependability instru-

ment network are analysed. Then, the advantages of utilizing IJTAG net-

works for dependability instrument communication are discussed. Since the

IEEE 1687 standard introduces highly reconfigurable network organizations,

it enables a very flexible design space for satisfying different data transmis-

sion requirements for dependability operations.

In this section it is motivated that IJTAG networks can be efficiently uti-

lized for dependability instrument communication with proper architectural

organizations that is conforming with the standard in order not to com-

promise the off-chip access operations and their performance like the access

time.

5.3.1 Requirements for an Efficient Dependability In-

strument Network

The requirements for an efficient instrument network have been exhaustively

discussed in some research works e.g. [Itu12], and partially in others. Here

the set of requirements is summarized, and subsequently each is analysed, in

order to evaluate to what extent IJTAG networks satisfy them.

Functional decoupling

Reusing the functional network for transporting the dependability instru-

ments data is not an efficient solution, since sharing the same communi-

cation medium with the functional data could affect the latency of critical

instrument data messages. In both works presented in [Zha11] and [Gua10a],

experiments show that reusing the functional network significantly increases

the data latency. Techniques like Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

that reserve part of the bandwidth of the functional network for instrument

data and subsequently guaranteed latency, result in high power dissipation

[Gua10a]. Functional decoupling the instrument data transmission enables
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an efficient design of the network for satisfying the dependability operations

requirements in terms of latency, power efficiency, etc.

Since IJTAG networks are already connecting dependability instruments

for off-chip test and debug access, IJTAG networks are therefore inherently

functionally decoupled.

Heterogeneous instrument integration

Modern System-on-Chips could incorporate hundreds of heterogeneous in-

struments [Zad11b], each with their own methods for being operated. Inte-

grating heterogeneous components in one network requires designing proper

interfaces for each component which could be a design bottleneck in the

adoption of such a network. Since IJTAG is a standardized network, the

network interface for instruments, being the client interface, is simple and

well defined, which consequently enables their ease of integration.

Scalability

In order to reduce the design costs for reusing the network in different chips,

the dependability instrument network is required to be highly scalable such

that it could be efficiently utilized in small chips with a few instruments as

well as in complex chips with hundreds of instruments [Jut13].

Hierarchical IJTAG networks demonstrate such scalability by using SIBs

to construct the hierarchy, where adding an instrument to the network is

performed by adding a corresponding SIB at a leaf sibling group, and attach

the instrument’s TDR to it.

Latency

Network latency is the delay, usually in terms of clock cycles, taken by a

certain instrument data message to reach the network controller. In case of

dependability instruments, some data are of an urgent nature which requires

very small to zero network latency such as critical fault detection [Gua10a],

[Jut13]. Other instruments produce non-urgent data where network latency is

not an affecting factor, for example periodic measurements of aging monitors.
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An efficient dependability network should be able to guarantee a minimum

latency for certain critical data messages.

Since IJTAG is scan-based, the network latency is usually high since data

transmission occurs serially where the shift time depends on the length of

the shift path. The asynchronous fault flag propagation methodology that

was presented in [Jut13] minimizes the transmission latency of system-level

critical fault detection messages; this enables a quick response (e.g. CPU

halt [Shi16]). However, the localization of such messages is a lengthy itera-

tive procedure which significantly delays the fault diagnosis for determining

the exact cause and consequently proper fault handling (e.g. rollback and

re-execute [Shi16] or core isolation). Self reconfiguring networks [Zad16b]

and [Zad17] address this by providing a fast localization and fault diagnosis

methodology for hierarchical IJTAG networks while maintaining the modu-

larity of the network which is essential for its scalability.

In addition, the high reconfigurability of IJTAG networks allows for con-

figuring optimum scan paths to a certain instrument register which will con-

sequently decrease its access latency. Therefore proper IJTAG organizations

could be constructed to realize a reduced latency for a certain instrument

data message either by exploiting the hierarchical network organization or

by exploiting its high reconfigurability property.

Bandwidth

Network bandwidth in terms of bits/sec defines the amount of data that a

network is able to transport during a certain time period. The bandwidth

of a dependability instrument network in literature was usually assumed to

be relatively low [Zha11], [Itu12] and [Bou12]. This was even specified by

some works in order to reduce the complexity of the network, for example

the network router design in [Zha11]. A low bandwidth network is not only

required for minimizing its design and area cost, but also for reducing its

power consumption by transmitting data at lower rates.

The produced/required data volume by the dependability instruments

themselves varies greatly [Sar16], [Itu12] and [Zha11]. For example, in case
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Table 5.2: Features of dependability instruments [Sar16].

Instrument Sampling Period Density Quantization Data Volume

Aging 100ms Hundreds/chip ≈ 8 bits 8-80 Kb/sec
Temperature 100ms Hundreds/chip ≈ 8 bits 8-80 Kb/sec

Power µs Tens/chip ≈ 10 bits 100-1000 Mb/sec
Critical path delay µs Hundreds/chip ≈ 12 bits 1.2-12 Gb/sec

Supply voltage ns Tens/chip ≈ 6 bits 60-600 Gb/sec

of sensors and monitors, the produced data volume depends on the sampling

rate and the measurement quantization (number of bits). In [Itu12] and

[Sar16] surveys of sensors and monitors range of sampling periods and data

quantization were performed (Table 5.2). An instrument like a temperature

sensor can typically produce few tens of bits of data each second, since it

has a slow sampling rate due to the relatively slow temperature variations.

However, an instrument like a voltage droop monitor can have a sampling

period in the order of nano-seconds due to the rapid temporal changes in the

voltages, which produces a very large data volume [Sar16] and [Muh04].

In order to reduce such a high data volume, data filtering is usually car-

ried out at the instrument side, since not all the measured samples are of

importance for the system dependability management. For example the volt-

age droop monitor presented in [Muh04] reduces the sample size to one bit

per clock cycle, which indicates the occurrence of certain monitored events

in the voltage supply like voltage overshoot during this cycle. Furthermore,

in the case of lifetime monitoring, since a normal cycle with no occurrence of

a monitored event is not of interest for dependability management, the pro-

duced instrument data volume becomes much less according to the amount

of occurred events.

Instruments that require a high bandwidth for the dependability data,

and where data filtering is not possible, can however, reuse the functional

network. An example is the IEEE 1500 CTWs where the instrument data

are the ATPG patterns. In case of periodic online testing, a high bandwidth

network might be required for delivering the ATPG patterns from the BIST

engine to the CTWs if a strict core downtime is required. In this case, reusing

the functional network as a Test Access Mechanism (TAM) [Hig08] can be
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applied or even utilizing a dedicated TAM [Lee10].

Although most of the individual dependability instrument bandwidth re-

quirements could be assumed to be low, the network should enable the in-

tegration of a high number of dependability instruments which will increase

the amount of transported data and consequently the network bandwidth

requirement. Hierarchical monitoring [Gua10b], [Val12] and [Gua10a] is pro-

posed in order to decrease the volume of data transported across the network,

since most of the instrument data are delivered to local processing units.

Therefore, the inherent low bandwidth of IJTAG networks can have a

limited effect on the dependability communications, given data filtering at

the instrument’s side and a hierarchical dependability management for high

instrument-count System-on-Chips.

Priority transmission

The heterogeneous dependability instruments produce and/or require differ-

ent types of data (measurements, configurations, status, etc.), and therefore

different levels of transmission priorities are required [Itu12].

The high reconfigurability of IJTAG networks allows for selecting a min-

imum number of registers to be active for high priority read and write oper-

ations. Critical messages can be flagged asynchronously using the proposed

hierarchical flags delivery network in [Jut13] which is in essence an asyn-

chronous network in parallel to the IJTAG scan network as shown in Figure

5.1(c). Subsequently, critical messages could be quickly read in a similar

manner as the error code registers in self reconfiguring networks [Zad16b]

and [Zad17].

Low cost

Most dedicated dependability instrument networks have been designed to

incur a small area footprint [Zha14b], [Itu12] and [Gua10a]. Area cost min-

imization is essential for the adoption of a non-functional network. Design

cost on the other hand has been rarely mentioned even though a minimized

design cost is also an important metric to consider for the adoption of a
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certain design solution such as an instrument network.

Since IJTAG networks are defined by the IEEE 1687 standard, their de-

sign can be highly automated [Zad11b]. EDA vendors already provided tools

for the automatic construction of IJTAG networks [Men17]. Therefore, in ad-

dition to offering a very simple network architecture that minimizes the area

cost, an IEEE 1687-compliant network design for dependability can be highly

automated, which consequently reduces the design cost of the dependability

instrument network.

Hierarchical organization

Several works have emphasized the importance of a hierarchical dependability

management for its performance, scalability, power consumption reduction,

bandwidth reduction and the design complexity reduction of the management

units [Gua10a], [Kor13] and [Itu12]. In hierarchical dependability manage-

ment, the instruments are clustered spatially and functionally. Each cluster

is managed by a managing unit that processes the instruments data for man-

aging the cluster-level dependability. A higher level manager communicates

with the cluster manager for managing the higher-level cluster’s dependa-

bility, where the top-level cluster is the entire chip.

Figure 5.2: Clustering in a hierarchical IJTAG network.

Hierarchical IJTAG networks allow the clustering of the instruments by

grouping them into a certain sub-tree in the network, where a cluster manager

could be inserted to control such a sub-tree. Hierarchical IJTAG networks
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enable nesting the clusters, which consequently enables a hierarchical clus-

tering of the instruments. Figure 5.2 shows a hierarchical IJTAG network

connecting 24 instrument TDRs at the leaves. In the figure three levels of

clustering are shown, where the top-level (L1) includes all the instruments,

while the lowest level (L3) includes three.

Topology and spatial coverage

Arbitrarily distributed dependability instruments require irregular connectiv-

ity organizations, and subsequently the dependability network should allow

for irregular topologies [Zha11]. In addition, the network should be suf-

ficiently flexible to spatially span the entire chip in order to connect the

distributed and arbitrarily placed instruments.

Since hierarchical IJTAG networks employ very simple routing elements

(i.e. SIBs), the network could spatially span the entire ship with very small

routing overhead. In addition, the network organization is inherently highly

flexible and therefore arbitrary hierarchies can be easily constructed.

Power efficiency

Power efficiency is an important metric for evaluating the efficiency of a

certain hardware solution. The power consumption has two components,

dynamic and static power. The dynamic power consumption is directly pro-

portional with the switching activity in the circuit; the static power, usually

referred to as leakage power, is affected by the powered-on logic in the circuit.

Since IJTAG networks consist of very simple logic, its static power con-

sumption is relatively low compared to complex networks. The dynamic

power consumption in IJTAG networks depends on the number of switching

registers indicated by the length of the active scan path, the switching fre-

quency of the scanned-in and scanned-out bits, the switching of the control

logic due to the capture, shift and update signal switching, and the IJTAG

scan clock (TCK).

As discussed before, the required network bandwidth can be minimized

given a hierarchical management and data filtering at the instrument side,
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and therefore TCK can be minimized. The control logic switching is min-

imized by gating the control signals at the inactive network registers such

that only the registers in the active scan path have their control logic con-

suming dynamic power. The instrument data bits switching is dependent on

the generated data. Finally, the scan path is optimized during retargeting

by only including the required registers to be accessed in the active scan

path along with a minimum set of SCBs that allow the accessibility of those

registers.

Reliability

The last requirement for an efficient dependability instrument network is its

high reliability [Jut13], [Sar16]. In [Jut16] a methodology for fault tolerant

transmission over IJTAG networks has been proposed for enhancing the re-

liability of transmission. In addition, self-test techniques of the network are

possible using approaches such as proposed in [Koc16] or [Can15]. Other re-

liability techniques for reliable network transmission, such as data protection

by appending CRC or parity bits, can be employed for ensuring a reliable

transmission over an IJTAG network.

5.3.2 Discussion and Motivation

Dependability instrument communication has relatively low performance re-

quirements as compared to the functional one. Requirements for the network

performance parameters such as latency (except for critical messages) and

bandwidth are relatively low compared to the functional network. This is due

to the nature of the dependability instrument communication which usually

deals with small size messages sent over a long period of time, like temper-

ature sensor measurements. The cost overhead, however, is required to be

minimized, such as area, power and design costs.

Evaluating the power-efficiency of IJTAG networks requires a quantita-

tive analysis of the power consumption of different workloads in different

hierarchical organizations, in a similar manner as discussed in [Zha11] for

the MNoC. The consumption is subsequently evaluated with the available
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power budget for dependability, and possible design choices could be made

next, for instance the hierarchical organization or the dynamic retargeting

methodology that is the best choice to reduce the power consumption. Such

analysis will not be performed in this thesis, and therefore only circuit-level

and architectural-level power consumption minimization techniques are con-

sidered in our design. These are for instance control and clock signal gating,

hierarchical management and active-path length minimization during retar-

geting.

Area and design cost efficiency are clear points of strength for using IJ-

TAG networks in dependability communications. The area cost-efficiency

of the network is an inherent property of IJTAG networks by the standard

specifications. A simple routing element, being the SIB, enables connect-

ing a large number of instruments with minimum area overhead which could

be a limitation for complex dedicated networks like the MNoC. The design

cost-efficiency of the network on the other hand is also minimized by the fact

that the network construction is highly automated as discussed earlier. In

addition, simple network interfaces, being the client interfaces, reduce the

area and design overhead for the heterogeneous instrument integration.

Furthermore, the fact that IJTAG networks could efficiently span the

entire chip for connecting the small sized instruments with very little area

overhead, results in a unique feature of an instrument network with respect

to the state-of-the-art. Since it is expected for chips to increase the level of

the exhibited self-awareness by integrating more distributed dependability

instruments [Dut16], such feature becomes a clear strong point for the adop-

tion of IJTAG networks in dependability management.

Since IJTAG is not originally designed for dependability communications,

it incurs some limitations, like in the case of data latency. In the previous

analysis we have shown that such limitations can become practically ac-

ceptable given appropriate network design. Therefore IJTAG networks are

viewed as an efficient compromise between the cost and performance of a

dependability instrument network.

In the remainder of this chapter the modularity and high reconfigura-

bility of IJTAG networks are exploited in constructing an architectural or-
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ganization that is efficient for dependability management according to the

discussion in the previous section. In particular the focus is on:

1. Minimizing the transmission (delivery and localization) latency of crit-

ical messages, while not compromising the normal off-chip access per-

formance. for instance the access time.

2. Enabling a scalable delivery of different priority interrupts for instrument-

to-manager communications, since IJTAG is inherently a master-slave

network.

3. A methodology for hierarchical network management in IJTAG net-

works.

4. Proper IJTAG integration of dependability instruments.

The previous objectives are approached while preserving the modularity

of the network which is essential for its scalability and reusability, along with

preserving its compliance with the IEEE 1687 standard for off-chip access.

5.4 Multi-mode Hierarchical Networks

In order to exploit the high reconfigurability and modularity of hierarchical

IJTAG networks in dependability management, a network construction that

can be optimized for different modes of operation is proposed. In particular,

three different modes are regarded in which the network can be configured

to:

1. Mode A: Optimized for normal network access.

2. Mode B: Optimized for network access with all or a subset of the

hierarchical registers (e.g. for off-chip diagnosis).

3. Mode C: Optimized for fast on-chip localization.
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The different modes are set either by network registers, referred to as

the network mode registers, or by dedicated control signals from the network

controller, referred to as the network mode signals. Since the network con-

figuration by the internal network mode signals is not compliant with the

IEEE 1687 specifications [Iee14], which specifies that the source of a control

signal should be either a network register or a chip input pin, network mode

signals should be disabled during the off-chip access.

We refer to this network as a multi-mode network. In multi-mode net-

works the same hierarchical flag propagation methodology as proposed in

[Jut13], [Jut11] and [Shi14] is adopted. In addition to enabling off-chip fault

diagnosis, the integration of the in-line flags in the SIBs enable instrument

interrupts which is an efficient mechanism for instrument-initiated commu-

nications in IJTAG networks. Multi-mode networks enable a network orga-

nization for the delivery of interrupts with different priorities in a scalable

manner. First the supported types of instruments interrupts in our imple-

mentation of the multi-mode networks are discussed, and then architectural

details of the network will be presented.

5.4.1 Instrument Interrupts

A functional property of IJTAG networks is that only a network controller

can initiate a communication session with the instruments. Conventionally,

instruments are required to write status bits to their TDRs indicating that

they request a data read-out, where the network controller would periodically

read such bits, and if set, it reads-out the corresponding data or provide the

requested one. As a result, the IJTAG network operation is considered to

be of a master/slave type. In this thesis, we utilize the same methodology

as presented in [Jut13], [Jut11] and [Shi14] for instrument interrupt delivery

and localization in order to enable an instrument-initiated communication

session with a controller. In particular, two types of interrupts are defined

that could occur during runtime:

1. A Preemptive Interrupt (PI): indicating the occurrence of a critical

event that requires immediate attention.
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2. A Non-Preemptive Interrupt (NPI): indicating a request for ini-

tiating a communication session from one of the instruments, however,

with no immediate attention requirement.

Sources of a PI are usually critical faults, while an NPI source is an in-

strument requiring a data/measurement read-out, configuration or indicat-

ing a certain status flag such as a BIST finished status. When the network

controller receives a PI, it stops any ongoing network access operation, and

immediately begins localizing the interrupt to handle it. While on the other

hand a received NPI maybe handled after the on-going access operation has

been accomplished.

The set of PI interrupts can include different levels of handling priorities,

or different interrupt types, where the handling of each type is performed

in a different manner. For instance a delay fault in the processor data path

and an ECC error during a memory fetch are both critical errors, however,

they are handled differently. Enabling the delivery of different types and/or

priorities of PI interrupts enables the adoption of a proper handling approach

before interrupt localization, which further identifies the exact source of the

interrupt and subsequently the exact handling action. Multi-mode networks

enable a scalable interrupt delivery methodology. In our discussion, however,

only one level/type of PI and NPI interrupts are considered.

In our extended SIB organization (see section 5.5) we have added to the

(F,C,X) hierarchical flags that were presented in [Jut13] an additional flag

to hold the NPI interrupt at the different levels of the hierarchy in order to

be localized later. This added flag is referred to as the Status (Su) flag.

5.4.2 Network Modes

As discussed earlier, three modes are regarded in the construction of the

multi-mode networks. In our discussion, the hierarchical network shown in

figure 5.1(b) is taken as an example of a hierarchical multi-mode network,

and it will be shown how such a network is organized in the different modes.
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Mode A

Adding the hierarchical flags to the scan path enables a scalable interrupt

delivery and fault detection and localization methodology; however, it also

adds an access time overhead to the normal instrument access, where inter-

rupt handling or fault diagnosis is not required. Since instrument access time

is an important factor in the performance of the access network, in Mode A

the network is configured such that all hierarchical registers are bypassed in

the access path inside the extended SIB in case of a normal access session to

the instruments.

Figure 5.3 shows the hierarchical network shown in Figure 5.1(b) with

ESIBs containing the inline (F,C,X and Su) hierarchical flags. The network

is configured for accessing instrument I2 TDR in Mode A, where the updated

values in the Sb register are shown below it. It is shown that the F,C,X and

Su flags are bypassed, and only the Sb register that corresponds to the SIB

is included. Mode A results in exactly the same scan path as configured by

the normal SIBs in the case of no hierarchical flags.

Figure 5.3: Accessing the TDR of instrument I2 in Mode A.

Mode B

Mode B enables the network access with all or a subset of the hierarchical

flags. This is required in the case of off-chip diagnosis or an NPI localization

in parallel with normal instruments access. In this case the network controller

accesses the network in mode B for normal dependability operations, while
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expecting an interrupt to be raised. When an NPI is received by capturing a

‘1’ in the Su register of the top-level ESIB, the network controller continues

the normal access. At the same time it performs in parallel an interrupt

localization, by means of opening the ESIBs with a ‘1’ in their Su register. In

case of a received PI, the controller will immediately configure the network to

Mode C in order to perform a quick interrupt localization (see next section).

Figure 5.4 shows again the hierarchical network configured for accessing

instrument I2 in mode B, where only the diagnostic flags (F,C, X) are in-

cluded for off-chip fault diagnosis. This configuration is enabled by setting

a mode register or a mode signal to a corresponding value. Similarly, given

different mode registers or signals values, different combinations of included

flag registers can be configured, for instance, only the Su flag, only the F flag

or both the F and Su flags.

Figure 5.4: Accessing the TDR of instrument I2 in Mode B.

The required time in clock cycles (tacc) for accessing an instrument at

level L, starting with a fully closed network configured in mode B, is given

in Equation (5.3). Here NR denotes the number of selected registers in the

ESIB, ‘4’ is the number of clock cycles required in the Capture-Shift-Update

(CSU) cycle, and bi is the number of sibling ESIBs at the ith level. For

example in Figure 5.4 for I2, b1 = 1, b2 = 2, b3 = 3.

tacc =
L∑
i=1

(
(L− i+ 1)bi ×NR

)
+ 4× L (5.3)
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Mode C

As discussed earlier, the localization methodology that was introduced for

diagnostic networks [Jut13] is a lengthy iterative procedure which is not suit-

able for handling critical interrupts such as faults. Self reconfiguring networks

[Zad16b], [Zad17] on the other hand enable a fast localization methodology

by immediately reconfiguring the network if a fault occurs, such that an er-

ror code register becomes included in its minimum hierarchical access path.

However, self reconfiguring networks do not allow for the delivery of differ-

ent types or priorities of interrupts. This is because the focus of the work

was to enable an on-chip fault management system with only fault detecting

instruments, and not a complete dependability management solution with

all dependability instruments. Using self reconfiguring networks for general

dependability management implies that every time an instrument raises an

interrupt, either a PI or an NPI, the network is reconfigured. The interrupt

is subsequently handled by localizing the interrupting instrument first, while

normal instrument access is interrupted which is not desirable in case of NPI

interrupts.

Mode C in multi-mode networks enables an equivalently fast localization

as in self-reconfiguring networks. First the minimum access path to an in-

strument register in a hierarchical network is defined as the resulting scan

path from opening only the ancestor SIBs of this register. The minimum

access path includes all the ancestor SIBs (updated to ‘1’) and their sibling

SIBs (updated to ‘0’). Figure 5.5 shows the minimum access path to R8

in the shown hierarchical network. It can also be shown that the ordered

bit vector of the updated values in the SIBs in the minimum access path,

10110100 for R8 assuming a SIB MUX POST organization, is a unique value

since it represents the minimum access path which is unique for each TDR.

By processing this vector bit-by-bit, the location of the instrument in the

hierarchy becomes known. This observation is used in our work and in the

self reconfiguring networks for interrupts/faults localization by shifting out

the minimum access path and processing the bit values.

The network controller configures the network to mode C after receiving
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Figure 5.5: Minimum access path to R8.

an interrupt via the asynchronous flag propagation network (Figure 5.1(c)).

If the network is configured to mode C, only the flag registers in the ESIBs

located in the minimum access path to the interrupting instrument become

serially connected as the active scan path. The captured propagated flag in

an ESIB via the asynchronous network will have the same value as the Sb

register value in case of a configured minimum access path. For example, if

R8 in Figure 5.5 issues a PI, the corresponding configured scan path will be

the same as the one shown in the figure, however, with only the F registers;

the F flag registers values will be exactly the same as the values shown for

the SIBs. This path with the F registers will be further referred to as the

localization path.

Figure 5.6 shows the localization path for the network shown in Figure

5.1(b), resulting from a PI by I2 and after the network is configured into

mode C. The F registers values are depicted below each register. It is shown

that the ESIBs are configured to bypass all other registers except the F in the

ESIB internal scan path. If an F register has a captured ‘1’, meaning that the

fromSIBF port has a propagated ‘1’ (see Figure 5.1(a)), the children of this

ESIB become also connected to the scan path. In this figure it is considered

that I2 is a fault detecting instrument with no TDR; only an interrupt port is

connected to the fromSIBF port of a dedicated leaf ESIB. It should be noted

that the network state before the configuration to mode C is preserved in the

Sb registers. And since the Sb registers become inactive during localization
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(in which case the shift, capture and update operations are disabled) the

network can return to its previous state immediately once the localization

procedure is finished by configuring the network back to either modes A or

B.

Figure 5.6: Localization path of the instrument I2 in Mode C.

Multiple simultaneous interrupting instruments of the same type will con-

figure a localization path that is equivalent to opening all the ancestor ESIBs

of all interrupting instruments. Localization in this case is done in the same

manner as a single fault.

5.5 The Extended SIB (ESIB)

In this section we present the design of the extended SIB that realizes the

three modes of operation for multi-mode networks that were presented in

the previous section. An ESIB during each mode has a specific internal

scan path organization (selected and bypassed registers) and a specific state

of the attached segment (for being included or excluded) determined by the

contents of its registers and the network mode. In addition it also propagates

the control signals according to the received ones and its register contents.

5.5.1 Original SIB Organization

First the organization of the normal SIB is discussed. Recall the SIB organi-

zation from Figures 3.5(a) and (b). A SIB has a multiplexer with an address

signal which is referred to by the symbol M SIB. M SIB is controlled by an
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internal SCB scan register referred to by the symbol Sb, with a shift (CS)

and an update (U) stages. Equation (5.4) reflects such relation.

M SIB = SbU (5.4)

In addition, a SIB has a client interface, shown to the left of the SIB

symbols in Figures 3.5(a) and (b), where its control signals (SEL, SE, CE

and UE) are propagated from the parent SIB or from the TAP controller in

case the SIB is at the top-level. It also has a host interface, shown to the

right of the SIB symbols in Figures 3.5(a) and (b), that provides the control

signals to the children SIBs or to an instrument TDR in case the SIB is a

leaf one. Equations (5.5) up to (5.8) show the hierarchical propagation of

the control signals. The control signals are gated with the ‘SEL’ signal of the

client interface to prevent the propagation of the control signals to children

SIBs if their parent is not selected.

toSEL = SbU ∧ SEL (5.5)

toCE = CE ∧ SEL (5.6)

toSE = SE ∧ SEL (5.7)

toUE = UE ∧ SEL (5.8)

Finally, the capture, shift and update events are enabled to the Sb register

in the case the SIB is selected (SEL = 1) and the CE, SE and UE signals are

enabled respectively. Therefore they get the same values as the corresponding

propagated control signals. Figure 5.7 shows the detailed circuit organization

of a SIB MUX PRE. In this discussion the abstract SIB illustration as shown

in Figure 3.5(b) will be used.
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Figure 5.7: Circuit implementation of the SIB MUX PRE [Iee14].

5.5.2 The ESIB Organization

An ESIB contains a register (Sb) for including/excluding child segments in

modes A and B, along with several hierarchical flags; each represents either

a captured propagated interrupt flag or a flag for additional interrupt infor-

mation. In our case only the F, C, X and Su flags are considered. The ESIB

is viewed as a highly-reconfigurable component, where each of its registers

can be bypassed. Figure 5.8 shows the scan path organization of the ESIB.

In this section we refer to an arbitrary hierarchical flag register (Z) that is

bypassed by the multiplexer address signal M Z. In our case, Z can be either

the F, C, X or Su flag registers. A segment insertion multiplexer is included

directly after the scan input with its address signal is M SIB; therefore the

ESIB is regarded as a SIB MUX PRE organization.

The mode control signals

In addition to the normal scan control signals (SEL, CE, SE and UE), the

ESIB receives additionally two sets of control signals:

1. Include (IncZ): When asserted, the corresponding Z flag register, or a

group of registers, is included in the scan path and all the scan control

signals are enabled to it.
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2. Localize (LocZ): When asserted, the ESIB enters the localization

mode where only the corresponding Z flag register is included in the

scan path, with the scan control signals enabled to it. All other ESIB

registers are bypassed and their scan control signals are disabled to

them. In addition, if the Z register has a captured ‘1’, the attached

segment between the toSI and the fromSO ports becomes included in

the scan path.

Figure 5.8: Extended SIB scan path organization.

The IncZ signals enable Mode A or B by including/excluding the hierar-

chical flag registers. In this work two IncZ signals are defined:

1. IncD: to include the diagnostic flags (i.e. F,C and X).

2. IncSu: to include the status flag (Su).

Therefore, the combinations of IncD and IncSu result in four different

ESIB states:

1. (IncD = 0 and IncSu = 0) Diagnostics bypassed and Status bypassed

(Mode A).

2. (IncD = 1 and IncSu = 0) Diagnostics included and Status bypassed

(Mode B for off-chip diagnostic access).

3. (IncD = 0 and IncSu = 1) Diagnostics bypassed and Status included

(Mode B for NPI localization).

4. (IncD = 1 and IncSu = 1) Diagnostics included and Status included

(Mode B for simultaneous off-chip diagnostics and NPI localization).
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The LocZ signals on the other hand set the ESIB to mode C in the case

only the corresponding Z register is included in the scan path. In order to

have a simple ESIB design two rules are defined for the network controller:

1. Only one type of interrupt localization is allowed at a given time. (Only

one LocZ signal is active)

2. The top-level ‘SEL’ signal from the network controller is set to ‘0’

whenever mode C is entered.

The scan path configuration

The scan-path configuration conditions for the Sb and the flag (Z) registers

are shown in Equations (5.9) and (5.10). Equation (5.9) follows the same

scan-path configuration condition of the original SIB register. Note that in

mode C, the network controller forces the top-level ‘SEL’ signal to ‘0’ which

consequently sets all the ‘SEL’ signals of the ESIBs down the hierarchy to

‘0’.

In Equation (5.10) a flag register becomes selected either in mode B where

the corresponding include signal = ‘1’, or in mode C where the corresponding

localize signal = ‘1’.

M Sb = SEL (5.9)

M Z = (SEL ∧ IncZ) ∨ (LocZ) (5.10)

For each register, the scan control signals (CE, SE, UE and SEL) are

enabled if they are selected in the scan path (M S or M Z = ‘1’).

The child segment insertion condition is shown in Equation (5.11). The

child segment is inserted either when the Sb register is updated with a ‘1’ in

mode A or B, or when one of the interrupt flags (fromSIBZ) is propagated

from the child sub-network with its corresponding localize signal enabled.

Equation (5.11) implies that the propagated interrupt signal should hold its

value by latching it at the instrument side, until the localization procedure

ends in order to keep the localization path configured properly.
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Table 5.3: Extended SIB ports.

Signal Mode Src/Dst Description

SI In Sibling/Parent Scan input
fromSO In Child Scan output of child sub-network

CE In Parent Capture enable
SE In Parent Shift enable
UE In Parent Update enable
SEL In Parent Select for modes A and B

IncZ* In Parent Include Z register
LocZ* In Parent Localize Z register
fromZ* In Sibling Sibling Z flag

fromSIBZ* In Child Children Z flag

SO Out Sibling/Parent Scan output
toSI Out Child Scan input of child sub-network

toSEL Out Child Child select for modes A and B
toCE Out Child Child capture enable
toSE Out Child Child shift enable
toUE Out Child Child update enable

toIncZ* Out Child Child include Z register
toLocZ* Out Child Child localize Z register

toZ * Out Sibling/Parent Propagated Z flag
1

(*) indicates possible multiple signals from the same type according to the included flag registers in the ESIB.

M SIB = (SEL ∧ SbU) ∨ (
∨
∀Z

(LocZ ∧ fromSIBZ)) (5.11)

Hierarchical propagation of the control signals

Table 5.3 shows the ESIB ports, the sources of the input signals and the

destination of the output ports. The IncZ and LocZ signals are hierarchically

propagated to the lower level ESIBs by the toIncZ and toLocZ ports.

While the propagation of the scan control (CE, SE, UE and SEL), the

include (IncZ) and the localize (LocZ) signals are performed from the top to

the bottom of the hierarchy, the propagation of the flag signals (fromSIBZ),

however, is performed from the bottom to the top of the hierarchy (Figure

5.1(c)).
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The propagation of the IncZ signal is simply performed in a similar man-

ner as the scan control signals (Equations (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8)) in order to

disable its propagation if the ESIB is not selected, and therefore:

toIncZ = IncZ ∧ SEL (5.12)

The LocZ signal should only be propagated to the ESIBs on the local-

ization path. The localization path is the scan path that includes the ESIBs

with a propagated ‘1’ in their fromSIBZ port and their siblings. Therefore,

the LocZ signal should only be enabled to the ESIBs in the case their par-

ents have a propagated fromSIBZ signal =‘1’. This is captured in Equation

(5.13).

toLocZ = LocZ ∧ fromSIBZ (5.13)

Equation (5.14) describes the hierarchical propagation of the ‘SEL’ sig-

nals which is identical to the original SIB hierarchical propagation shown in

Equation (5.5).

toSEL = SbU ∧ SEL (5.14)

The conditions for propagating the scan control signals are shown in

Equations (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17). Similar to the ‘IncZ’ signal, the scan

control signals are propagated in the case the ESIB is either selected in

modes A or B. The Capture and Shift enables are also propagated if the

ESIB is configured to mode C and one of the Loc signals is active. The

update enable signal is not used in mode C.

toCE = CE ∧ (SEL ∨ (
∨
∀Z

LocZ)) (5.15)

toSE = SE ∧ (SEL ∨ (
∨
∀Z

LocZ)) (5.16)

toUE = UE ∧ SEL (5.17)
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Similar to the original SIB, the capture, shift and update events of the

ESIB registers get the same value as toCE, toSE and toUE respectively in

case the register is selected in the scan path.

5.6 System-Level Network Organization

In this section, the proper system-level organization for hierarchical dependa-

bility management using IJTAG networks will be discussed. The focus is on

two design concerns:

1. How to properly manage the hierarchical control of the network.

2. How to optimally organize the SIB hierarchy especially for fast inter-

rupt localization.

5.6.1 Hierarchical Network Management

Hierarchical management of the chip dependability was shown to be an effec-

tive methodology in terms of power consumption, reduced complexity of the

processing units, scalability and reduced bandwidth requirements [Gua10a],

[Kor13] and [Itu12]. Hierarchical IJTAG networks enable a hierarchical or-

ganization of the instrument TDRs by grouping them under a certain level

SIB. This group of instruments that are grouped under a certain SIB in the

hierarchy are referred to as a cluster of instruments, and the SIB as the

Cluster SIB (CSIB). Instrument clusters are typically defined spatially and

functionally. For example, the group of instruments located in a processor

core in a many-core SoC are typically controlled and accessed collectively

for managing the dependability of the processor core, where the data from

fault detecting instruments is handled differently than that from environment

instruments such as temperature sensors.

A network controller can be inserted to control a certain cluster by con-

necting its host interface to the client interface of the cluster SIB. Such a

cluster is called a controlled cluster, and the controller it is referred to as

the Dependability Manager (DM). The DM can perform localization at the
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cluster-level when receiving a ‘1’ in its ‘l ’ TDR from a higher-level manager.

It then provides the ID of the localized instrument to its ‘ID’ TDR and

indicate a valid ID by writing a ‘1’ to the valid ‘v’ TDR.

Furthermore, since the client interface of the cluster SIB is already con-

nected to either the host interface of the parent SIB or to the TAP controller

in case of a top-level CSIB, we therefore propose a protocol for managing the

cluster control between the higher-level DM or the off-chip network controller

and the cluster DM.

Figure 5.9: IJTAG network cluster-level organization.

In this protocol, the higher-level controller always has the priority for

accessing the cluster. The cluster DM only accesses the instruments in the

cluster if the higher-level controller is disconnected, which is indicated by

a closed CSIB. Figure 5.9 shows the organization and control of a cluster,

a multiplexer (referred to as the control Mux) switches the cluster control

between the cluster DM and the higher-level controller by multiplexing both

host interfaces output signals (toSI, toCE, toSE, toUE, toTCK and toRST).

The control Mux also forces the non-IJTAG compliant mode signals (LocZ)

to ‘0’ if the higher-level controller accesses the cluster. The IJTAG compliant

network mode signals (IncZ) on the other hand are generated using dedicated

mode registers. Whenever the higher-level controller opens the CSIB (the
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toSEL port becomes ‘1’), it gets control over the cluster. However, since a

cluster DM could be busy accessing the network for local management, an

arbitration protocol should be implemented that still gives the higher-level

controller the control priority.

Figure 5.10: A timeline for cluster control arbitration.

The proposed arbitration protocol is implemented using the TDR reg-

isters of the cluster DM, namely the busy (b) and the request (r) TDRs.

A dedicated SIB is inserted next to the cluster SIB for accessing the DM

TDRs, and is referred to as the DSIB. Figure 5.10 shows an example of the

implementation of the arbitration protocol.

The DM issues a status signal whenever it is accessing the cluster (t1),

where this signal serves as the capture source of the b register. If the higher-

level controller requires accessing the cluster, it first checks on the b register

by opening the DSIB, then applying a CSU cycle that captures the DM status

signal in the b register and then reads out its content. At the same time, it

writes a ‘1’ to the request (r) TDR to inform the DM of an access request (t2).

When the DM receives the access request, it halts its current access, saves

the network state, and then resets the network by asserting the toRST signal,

such that its state becomes deterministic to the higher-level controller. The

DM then de-asserts the busy status (t3). At the same time the higher-level

controller polls on the busy TDR by continuously reading it until it becomes

de-asserted; then it opens the cluster SIB which immediately switches the

control over the cluster to the higher-level controller by the control Mux (t4).
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In the case the higher-level controller completes the access session, it

writes a ‘0’ to the r register and simultaneously closes the CSIB, switching

back the control to the cluster DM (t5), such that the DM can resume its

access (t6). If after asserting the request flag, the DM did not de-assert

the busy flag within a pre-defined time-out period (t8-t7), the higher-level

controller is allowed to open the cluster SIB and access the network after

resetting first. In this case the cluster DM is declared unresponsive and a

follow up diagnosis is performed, for instance using BIST.

5.6.2 Optimized Organization for Fast Localization

Since the IEEE 1687 standard enables a wide design space for organizing IJ-

TAG networks, many hierarchical organizations can be employed in order to

connect N number of embedded instruments. The hierarchical organization

can be performed by grouping instruments with spatial proximity together

under the same cluster SIB; for example all instruments inside a processor

core in [Ker17] are grouped together. This is done for optimizing the routing

overhead of the scan signals. Functional clustering is subsequently performed

in order to reduce the network reconfiguration time, such that instruments

that are normally accessed in a close temporal proximity are grouped to-

gether.

The resulting spatially and functionally clustered instruments can be fur-

ther optimally organized in a hierarchy according to their access schedule.

For example, in [Zad11b] a methodology was presented for optimally orga-

nizing the SIB hierarchy according to the access schedules of instruments.

Furthermore, instruments with a stricter latency requirement can be placed

higher in the hierarchy such that fewer CSU cycles are applied to access

them.

In this work we propose grouping local error detecting instruments as a

separate cluster in order to optimize the localization time of PI interrupts.

The IJTAG network hierarchy can be optimally organized for minimizing the

localization time in case of a diagnostic off-chip access [Jut13]. For on-chip

access, the goal is to organize the instruments in a hierarchy such that the
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largest localization time of an instrument in the network is minimized. A

balanced tree is therefore proposed where at each level, except for the leaf

one, all the sibling groups have the same number of SIBs; for the leaf-level

the number of siblings can only differ by 1. Such hierarchy will result in a

localization path length of all instruments that is either the same or differ

by 1.

For example, Figure 5.11 shows a binary tree used to connect 17 instru-

ments where the number of ESIBs at each level is 1, 2, 4, 8, 17 respectively.

They have the same sibling group size (b) of 2 in each level, except for the

first level (only one ESIB), and for the leaf one (7 groups with 2 siblings and

one group with 3). The length of the instruments localization path in this

organization is either 9 (e.g. I1) or 10 (e.g I17).

Figure 5.11: Localization paths in a balanced tree hierarchy.
Blue: localization path of I1. Red: localization path of I17.

The localization path length (lloc) of an instrument in a balanced network

with a depth (D) is therefore given by Equation (5.18).

lloc =
D∑
i=1

bi (5.18)

Where bi is the number of SIBs in a sibling group at level i, b1 = 1, and

the group size at the D-level (bD) can only differ by 1.

Since the localization time is directly proportional to the localization

path length, the organization problem can be formulated as follows: Given a

number (N) of instruments, find the balanced tree organization, in terms of

the D and b parameters, which results in the minimum value of the longest
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localization path length (max(lloc)). For example, max(lloc) in the network

shown in Figure 5.11 equals 10.

This problem can be solved by a constrained exhaustive search of all the

valid balanced network organizations for the given number of instruments

and calculating max(lloc) for each, and next choosing the one with the min-

imum value of max(lloc) as the optimum organization for this number of

instruments. If two or more hierarchies result in a minimum value of all

max(lloc), the one with the least number of SIBs is chosen.

In order to generate the entire search space of valid network organizations,

a number of constraints are provided based on the properties of balanced

trees. Subsequently, the corresponding max(lloc) can be calculated for each

network.

The first constraint is the maximum depth (Dmax) which in case of bal-

anced trees is the depth of a binary tree. For N instruments the constraint

Dmax can be calculated as follows:

Dmax = blog2(N)c+ 1 (5.19)

Next the (b) values of each level are being constraint. For a given network

depth (D), the maximum number of ESIBs (Snmax) at a certain level (n)

occurs if the lower sub-network is binary. Note that for the first level, S1 is

equivalent to b1. Therefore, Snmax is calculated as follows:

Snmax =

⌊
N

2D−n

⌋
(5.20)

The total number of ESIBs at a certain level (Sn) can be recursively

calculated as: Sn = bn∗Sn−1, and therefore:

bn =
Sn

n−1∏
i=1

(bi)

, 1 < n < D (5.21)

For a certain level (n), given sibling group sizes at the higher levels

(b1 ... bn−1), the upper bound of a sibling group size at this level can be

calculated by substituting 5.20 in 5.21:
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bnmax =

⌊
N

2D−n

/
n−1∏
i=1

(bi)

⌋
, 1 < n < D (5.22)

After constraining both the network depth (D) in Equation (5.19) and

the sibling group size (b) for each level in Equation (5.22), finding the orga-

nization with the minimum max(lloc) can be accomplished by the following

procedure:

1. Choose a network depth (D), where 1 ≤ D ≤ Dmax .

2. Start with the binary organization of depth (D). Calculate the corre-

sponding bD from Equation (5.23), and each of the level constraints

bnmax from Equation (5.22) for this organization.

3. Calculate max(lloc) of this organization, according to Equation (5.18).

Since bD can have two values differing by one, the larger value for

calculating max(lloc) is chosen.

4. Increment bD−1 and calculate the corresponding bD, then calculate

max(lloc). Repeat until b(D−1) = b(D−1)max
.

5. Increment (bn) in the next higher level with bn < bnmax .

6. Set the lower levels to a binary organization and update the corre-

sponding bnmax for each lower level according to Equation (5.22), then

repeat steps 3-6 until all levels reach their maximum values.

7. Increase D and repeat the steps 2-7.

bD =

⌈
N

/
D−1∏
i=1

(bi)

⌉
(5.23)

After exhaustively searching the space of valid organizations and calculat-

ing the corresponding max(lloc), the organization with the lowest max(lloc)

value is chosen as the optimum one.
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5.7 Hierarchy-Aware Localization Using H-

Arrays

If a network is configured for on-chip localization (mode C), the localization

path is automatically formed as the active scan path. The ESIBs are designed

such that the flag registers are shifted-out before the contents of the inserted

sub-network in a SIB MUX PRE fashion.

The localization procedure is performed as follows: the DM applies a

CSU cycle via the embedded TAP FSM, such that the interrupt flag registers

capture the propagated flag values first; then a continuous hierarchy-aware

shift-out is performed until the whole localization path is processed. The

interrupting instrument(s) is/are localized by analysing the contents of the

interrupt flag registers of leaf ESIBs and identify the one(s) capturing a ‘1’.

The hierarchy-aware shift-out is essential in determining the correspon-

dence between a shifted-out bit with the location of the flag registers in the

hierarchy and consequently the length of the localization path. The network

hierarchy information is included in the array model of the network that was

presented in Chapter 3. We refer to such an array model as the Hierarchy

array (H-Array). The DM stores the H-Array of the network in order to per-

form the hierarchy-aware localization. Since the DM processes on the scan

path from TDO to TDI, the inverse array model is used (Figure 3.15(b)).

Figure 5.12: The H-Array section of the ESIB.
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In Figure 5.12, first the corresponding ESIB section in the H-Array is

shown with the four hierarchical flags (F, C, X and Su). The total number of

array elements in this section is eight. In this ESIB, the diagnostic flags are

included in the scan path by a multiplexer controlled by the IncD network

mode register. While the status flag is included by a multiplexer controlled

by the IncSu network mode register (see Figure 5.9). The Sb register is

bypassed whenever the ‘SEL’ signal is de-asserted (Equation (5.9)). This

behaviour is captured by deactivating the dependency section that includes

the whole ESIB section, and therefore no special SIB section is required for

the Sb register.

Since this ESIB section is identical for every ESIB in the network, it is

replaced by a corresponding array element (ESIB) which is a SIB-like header

with its Sb register located as shown in Figure 5.12. The DM stores the

organization of the ESIB, and recalls it every time it accesses the ESIB

element. The corresponding H-Array for the network shown in Figure 5.1(b)

is shown in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: H-Array of the network in Figure 5.1(b) with the localization steps for I2.

Now assume that I2 issued an interrupt and the DM configured the net-

work in mode C for its localization such that the localization path is as shown

in Figure 5.6. When the DM shifts-out the localization path, it will get the
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following bit sequence: [1,0,1,0,1,0]. For a hierarchy-aware localization using

the H-Array, a received ‘1’ means that the flag source is within the depen-

dency section represented by the current ESIB, while a ‘0’ means that the

flag source is outside the dependency section. Recall that the depth of the

dependency section is indicated by the Number of Elements (NE) auxiliary

field in the header. Consequently the localization for the previous bit se-

quence will be carried out as indicated in Figure 5.13 until the reference to

I2 is located (at t5). The localization continues until reaching the end of the

H-Array in case of multiple simultaneous interrupts.

5.8 Integration of Dependability Instruments

Embedded instruments are IP blocks, each designed by a specific IP vendor.

In order to make a raw instrument IJTAG-compatible, a proper IJTAG in-

terface is required to be designed, and hence, the instrument will be referred

to as a wrapped instrument (Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14: IJTAG integration of a raw instrument.

An instrument wrapper consists of its TDR organization connected to

the IJTAG defined client interface signals. Properly organizing the instru-

ments TDRs would enhance the access performance of the instrument and

ultimately the network. For example by grouping the TDR bits that are usu-

ally concurrently accessed, or by allowing to bypass long data TDRs using

SIB components. In addition, the wrapper area overhead is optimized by

choosing the appropriate TDR cells (read-only, write-only or read-write) for

connecting the instruments’ input and output ports.
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Since the instruments can be integrated in different SoCs each with its

own IJTAG network hierarchical organization, the instrument access time

becomes non-deterministic at design time. Therefore, logical synchronization

between the network controller and the instrument using control and status

bits should be performed in order to indicate when data/configuration has

arrived from the network and when a measurement is ready by the instrument

to be collected.

Furthermore, since the instrument may operate at the functional clock,

while the network operates at TCK, Clock Domain Crossing (CDC) could

be encountered for the transmitted data. CDC synchronization techniques

should be employed at the interface between the TDR and the instrument’s

IO ports.

Finally, the instrument status signals (e.g. data ready, error, ...) should

be mapped to a corresponding interrupt port, according to the supported

interrupts by the network. For example data ready to an NPI port, and an

error to a PI port.

Figure 5.15 shows an IJTAG-wrapped IDDx monitoring instrument that

was presented in [Ker17]. The instrument has four different TDRs, a control

TDR including four control signals, a configuration TDR, a status TDR

including three status signals, and a measurement TDR. Each TDR could

be bypassed for an optimized internal scan path.

During calibration, the DM asserts the ‘calibrate’ control signal by writing

a ‘1’ to the corresponding TDR. When the calibration is completed, the

‘ready’ status signal is asserted and immediately the DM receives an NPI

interrupt where it could be localized either in mode B or mode C (in case

LocSu has been implemented). In the case the localization is executed, the

DM writes a ‘0’ to the calibrate TDR, and subsequently the instrument de-

asserts the ‘ready’ signal.

The instrument is operated by asserting the ‘run measurement’ control

signal, where current samples are stored in a samples memory. When the

measurement session ends, the instrument asserts the ‘ready’ signal again,

and similarly the DM performs localization and then it de-asserts the ‘run

measurement’ signal by writing a ‘0’ to the corresponding TDR, subsequently
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Figure 5.15: Wrapped IDDx monitoring instrument [Ker17] with interrupt support.

the ‘ready’ signal is de-asserted. Measurements in the samples memory are

read sample by sample. For each sample the DM flips the value of the

‘get sample’ signal, then the ‘ready’ signal is de-asserted, and when the sam-

ple is ready after being read from the memory to the corresponding TDR

input, the instrument asserts the ‘ready’ signal again.

In case of applying a Built-In-Self-Test to the instrument, the DM asserts

the ‘BIST en’ signal. When the BIST session has ended, the instrument

asserts the BIST valid (‘BIST v’) signal, along with the BIST result in the

BIST pass/fail (‘BIST P/F’) signal. Here a ‘0’ ‘BIST P/F’ means a pass, and

therefore an NPI interrupt is issued, while a ‘1’ means a fail and therefore a

PI interrupt is issued.

5.9 Experimental Results

In this section, the enhancement in both the instrument access and inter-

rupt localization times are evaluated and compared to the diagnostics net-

works that were presented in [Jut13] are evaluated. In order to quantitatively

evaluate the access time reduction, the evaluation is performed on balanced

diagnostics network organizations optimized for a minimum access time for

identical instruments. This organization is achieved using the same proce-

dure that has been presented in section 5.6.2, while minimizing the access
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time (tacc) in Equation (5.3) using NR=4, instead of the localization time.

A Matlab implementation of the search procedure presented in section 5.6.2

was done, and the corresponding D and b values for the optimum balanced

trees have been reported.

Given the resulting balanced network organization for N identical instru-

ments, the access time for both the diagnostics network in [Jut13] (with

NR=4) and the multi-mode network proposed in this thesis configured to

mode A (with NR=1) have been calculated. Figure 5.16 shows the values of

the instrument access time (in TCK) for each network for N = 1 to 1000.

The arithmetic mean reduction value of the instrument access time achieved

by a multi-mode network in mode A is 66.3% as compared to the diagnostics

network in [Jut13].

Figure 5.16: Instrument access times.

In addition, figure 5.16 shows an important property of hierarchical ac-

cess networks. The rate of increase in the instrument access time, and con-

sequently the instrument data latency, tends to saturate for high number of

instruments. The reason for this behaviour results from the properties of

hierarchical networks; adding a SIB level to the leaf of a D-level hierarchy of

a k-ary tree (a tree with k children per SIB) will result in the integration of

a number of instruments k times larger than that in the D-level hierarchy.

In the latter only k bits are added to the instrument access path.

For example, a binary network (k=2) with D=9 can integrate 29 = 512

instruments at its leaf SIB level, where the instrument access path length
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is (1 + 9 ∗ 2 = 19) registers. Increasing D to 10 would result in a possible

integration of 1024 instruments with an increase of the instrument access

time by 2 registers. Since the access time depends on the access path length

(Eq. (5.3)), the access time in this case is increased by only two clock cycles

while the number of integrated instruments has doubled.

Table 5.4 shows the localization time reduction (Rd) compared to diag-

nostics networks, in the following three cases:

1. Off-chip localization with reduced hierarchical flags count (mode B with

only ‘F’ included).

2. On-chip localization (mode C) using the network organizations given

in the previous work [Jut13].

3. On-chip localization (mode C) using the optimized network organiza-

tion discussed in section 5.6.2 represented by bnew.

The off-chip localization time is calculated using Equation (5.3) with

NR = 1, since off-chip localization in this case is equivalent to a normal

instrument access. The on-chip localization time is calculated using Equation

(5.18) with the corresponding D and b values.

It is shown that when using mode B with reduced flags for off-chip local-

ization, tloc is reduced by an average of 43.2%. While using mode C, tloc is

reduced by an average of 85.6% for the same network and 90.8% for the op-

timized one. The achieved localization time is similar to the one achieved by

the self reconfiguring networks in [Zad16b] and [Zad17] since both configure

the same localization path. However, as discussed earlier, self reconfiguring

networks are not scalable in terms of the supported interrupt types. Finally,

for mode C, the proposed network optimization reduced the localization time

by an average of 36.1% compared to the networks proposed in [Jut13].

5.10 Summary and Conclusions

Dependability instruments are being increasingly integrated on-chip in order

to maintain an adequate level of self-awareness. Such instruments can be
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Table 5.4: Localization time (tloc) reduction.

Off-chip On-chip On-chip (optimized hierarchy)
N b tloc [Jut13] tloc (B) Rd tloc (C) Rd # Valid Net bnew tloc (C) Rd
25 3,9 90 54 40% 14 84.4% 55 3,3,3 11 87.8%
50 4,13 118 68 42.4% 19 83.9% 179 2,3,3,3 13 89%
100 5,20 158 88 44.3% 27 82.9% 581 3,3,3,4 15 90.5%
200 3,4,17 206 118 42.7% 26 87.4% 1897 2,3,3,3,4 17 91.7%
500 4,6,21 266 148 44.4% 33 87.6% 8837 3,3,3,4,5 20 92.5%
1000 5,8,25 326 178 45.4% 40 87.5% 29303 2,3,3,3,4,5 22 93.1%

considered as relatively low complexity on-chip components/IPs compared

to the functional ones. A network connecting such a high number of instru-

ments that are used for a non-functional purpose have consequently different

architectural and performance requirements than a functional network such

as a NoC or a bus that connects the more complex functional components.

Network performance requirements, such as bandwidth and latency, for

a dependability instrument network are relatively low, except for critical

messages latency, such as fault detection messages. Although an instrument

like the IEEE 1500 CTW might require a high bandwidth for its operation,

a low bandwidth dependability network is generally more favoured, since it

results in a lower overhead in terms of area and power dissipation. Therefore,

a limited number of high bandwidth instruments are assumed to reuse the

functional network for their operation.

Hierarchical IJTAG networks enable a very flexible and scalable infras-

tructure for connecting the heterogeneous dependability instruments, with a

low area and design costs overhead. Consequently, with the proper architec-

tural modifications for minimizing critical messages latency, IJTAG networks

can be considered an efficient compromise between the cost and performance

for a dependability instrument network.

In this chapter we have presented an efficient architectural organization

of hierarchical IJTAG networks for dependability operations by exploiting

their modularity and high reconfigurability properties. In addition to the

asynchronous delivery of critical messages, which results in a fast reaction

with regards to faults, the multi-mode networks enable a minimized local-

ization time for an exact fault diagnosis and recovery. The added interrupts

delivery and localization support does not affect the performance of the nor-
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mal instrument access. The localization procedure was subsequently shown

with respect to the on-chip network array model. This procedure will be im-

plemented by a dedicated hardware unit for interrupt localization in the DM

in Chapter 6. Experiments show a significant reduction in both the normal

instrument access time and the interrupt localization time as compared to

the original diagnostic networks.

Since the proposed interrupt support infrastructure is scalable by design,

low latency messages other than faults or errors can be supported by adding

the corresponding hierarchical flags and asynchronous interrupt delivery logic

to the ESIBs architecture.

Furthermore, we have also shown a methodology for performing the hier-

archical dependability management by introducing the cluster-level control

organization along with a protocol for managing the cluster’s control over

different level controllers. Moreover, guidelines for organizing the network

hierarchy according to the spatial and temporal proximities have been dis-

cussed. Next a procedure for optimally organizing the sub-network of local

fault detectors in order to achieve minimized localization time has been pre-

sented. Finally, guidelines for an efficient IJTAG integration of raw instru-

ments have been discussed, and an example of the integration of an IDDx

monitor has been provided.







6
Implementation and Execution of

Dependability Procedures Using the

IEEE 1687 Standard

Abstract– Modern System-on-Chips suffer from increasing dep-

endability challenges, as a result of the increased architectural

complexity and the decreased nano-technologies reliability. There-

fore, a wide range of dependability procedures has been introduced

in order to increase the level of chip self-awareness and dynamic

adaptation, which enables the chip to mitigate the effects of pro-

cess variabilities, operational faults, component aging and other

dependability challenges. Since those procedures use dependability

instruments, the use of the IEEE 1687 standard allows for their

scalable and reusable implementation. In this chapter we show

the execution of such procedures using the IEEE 1687 standard,

by presenting an execution model that is adopted from two state-

of-the-art dependability frameworks, with the IEEE 1686 standard

utilized for instrument access and operation. Both the software

flow and the hardware infrastructure of such an execution model

are subsequently presented.

Parts of this chapter were published in [Ibr17a], [Ibr16c] and [Ibr15]
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6.1 Introduction

An increasing level of self-awareness and dynamic adaptation in System-on-

Chips (SoCs) have become required in order to handle the growing dependa-

bility challenges in nano-technologies. Such challenges stem from manu-

facturing process variations, processing-environment variabilities, aging and

soft-errors [Hen13a]. An adequate level of self-awareness [Dut16] and dy-

namic adaptation is especially important in safety and mission-critical appli-

cations such as in automotive, medical and space, where extreme dependa-

bility measures are required.

Physical and logic-level self-awareness and dynamic adaptation can be re-

alized by using dependability instruments. Data from such instruments are

aggregated and processed in order to construct a clear view of the system

state. The constructed system state along with its history and the functional

processing requirements are further processed to decide on proper dynamic

adaptations, in order to maintain a dependable system (application) envi-

ronment [Dut16].

Dynamic adaptations such as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

(DVFS), Adaptive Body Biasing (ABB) [Mar02b] or core isolation via power

and clock gating are performed via actuating dependability instruments.

Other actuation mechanisms such as migrating computation between com-

putational units [Ska03], or rollback recovery [Shi16] are performed at the

Operating System (OS) level.

A large body of literature presents non-functional procedures that use

dependability instruments for enabling different degrees of chip self-awareness

and dynamic adaptations, which consequently enhance the chip dependa-

bility. We refer to such procedures as the dependability procedures where:

Definition 9: A dependability procedure is in general any non-functional

processing that is executed on-chip for maintaining its dependability by uti-

lizing dependability instruments.

Table 6.1 shows a non-exhaustive list of different types of dependability

procedures that has been presented in literature. The procedures utilize
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Dependability Instruments (DIs) either in sensing or actuating or both. Both

the utilized dependability instruments for sensing and actuating, and the

performed actuation mechanisms are also shown.

Table 6.1: Examples of dependability procedures presented in literature.

Procedure Utilized DIs1
Actuation2

Ref.
Mechanism

Dynamic Reliability T, V, PC,
DVFS [Zhu10]

Management (DRM) PLL, VR
Dynamic Thermal T, (DFS or FT or

[Ska03]
Management (DTM) (PLL or VR or CGC) MC or DVS or CG)

Dynamic Power
PC, IDD DVFS [Isc06]

Management (DPM)
Guardband Management CPM, PLL, VR DVFS [Lef13]

Online Built-In-
CTW, BIST OS [Ino08]

Self-Test
Fault Management FD OS [Shi16]
Trojan Detection T - [For13]

1
T: Temperature sensor, V: Voltage monitor, PC: Performance Counter, VR: Voltage Regulator, CGC: Clock Gating
Circuit, IDD : Current sensor, CPM: Critical Path Monitor, CTW: Core Test Wrapper, FD: Fault Detectors, BIST:

Built-In-Self-Test engine.
2D(V)(F)S: Dynamic (Voltage and) (Frequency) Scaling, FT: Fetch Toggling, MC: Migrating Computation, CG: Clock

Gating, OS: Operating System-level actuation (e.g. Reboot, Rollback recovery)

Dependability procedures realize the chip self-awareness and perform

dynamic adaptations by implementing a three-phase control loop: Sense-

Process-Adapt (SPA) which is periodically performed during lifetime. Other

works refer to this loop as the Observe-Decide-Act (ODA) loop [Hof12] or

the Sense-Decide and Control-Actuate [Flo11].

For example, the Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) procedure in

[Zhu10] is periodically performed while implementing an SPA flow as shown

in Figure 6.1. The procedure uses voltage and temperature sensors and

workload monitors for constructing the system state. It then estimates the

system reliability and the remaining workload, and subsequently compute

voltage and frequency values that set the processing environment (in terms

of voltage and frequency) into an optimum state for reliability and perfor-

mance. The Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is subsequently

performed using a voltage regulator and a PLL.
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As can be seen from Table 6.1, dependability instruments are used in

a wide range of procedures, each focusing on a specific dependability issue.

With the continuous increase of dependability issues introduced in nano-scale

technologies, and the increasing use of SoCs in safety and mission critical

applications, future SoCs will be required to continuously sense and adapt

at runtime [Hen13a]. Consequently, it is expected that the dependability

procedures will become more complex, and utilize more instruments. Recent

works have viewed future SoCs as cyber-physical ones where sensing and

dynamic adaptation are inherently performed in the whole computation stack

[Dut16], [Sar16].

Figure 6.1: The workload-aware DRM sense-process-adapt flow in [Zhu10].

In addition, the dependability instruments themselves are becoming more

complex and increasingly heterogeneous, each with its own methodologies for

being calibrated, configured and controlled [Hen13a].

As a result of the dependability procedures complexity and the increased

instruments heterogeneity, implementing the dependability procedures on

SoCs becomes a challenging task, especially with the strict cost budget and

time-to-market requirements.
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6.1.1 Chapter Organization

In the previous chapter the utilization of the IEEE 1687-defined hierarchical

IJTAG networks for dependability communications has been discussed. By

proper network organization for an efficient handling of critical messages, IJ-

TAG can be considered as a cost-efficient dependability network. In addition,

since the operating procedures of the dependability instruments are defined

in the IEEE 1687 PDL procedures, dependability procedures could be imple-

mented in a scalable and reusable way with regard to the used heterogeneous

instruments, which ultimately reduces the design costs.

In this chapter the focus is on the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard in

implementing and executing dependability procedures. A flexible and cost-

efficient execution model for dependability procedures is presented based on

the IEEE 1687 standard. An execution model defines how a set of dependa-

bility procedures can be executed in a given SoC. This model consists of:

1. A generic hardware infrastructure for executing the procedures, in-

cluding an access mechanism to the heterogeneous dependability in-

struments.

2. Software models for implementing the procedures, and for the OS sup-

port.

Since the focus of this thesis is on the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard in

dependability management, the execution model of the dependability proce-

dures is adopted from other recent related works, and further adapted with

the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard. This chapter is organized as follows:

In section 6.2 related works that discuss the execution of dependability

procedures are presented, and next two state-of-the-art execution models are

introduced and explained.

Section 6.3 presents the proposed execution model for dependability pro-

cedures using the IEEE 1687 standard. This model is adopted from the two

previously discussed state-of-the-art execution models, and is further adapted

for the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard.
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The software development flow of the dependability procedures using

the IEEE 1687-defined PDL, along with a discussion on the PDL cross-

compilation are presented in section 6.4.

The main hardware processing unit in the execution model is presented in

section 6.5. In this section the focus is on presenting a modular and generic

design of this unit in order to enable its reuse in different SoCs that realize

the proposed execution model.

Finally two case studies of the implementation of dependability proce-

dures using the proposed execution model are presented in section 6.6.

6.2 Related Works

The execution of specific dependability procedures has been published in sev-

eral related works. Often dependability procedures were assumed to be exe-

cuted on a functional processor [Zhu10], [Aus08]. Other works have proposed

a dedicated unit for managing certain dependability aspects by executing cor-

responding dependability procedures [Sae07], [Mcg06], [Syl06]. Accessing the

dependability instruments was often left out from the discussion of execut-

ing dependability procedures. However, as discussed in chapter 5, with the

growing count, complexity and heterogeneity of dependability instruments,

their access can be a design and performance bottleneck in the execution of

dependability procedures.

Few research projects have considered proposing a generic execution model

for dependability procedures. In particular, our focus is on the Hierarchical

Agent Monitoring (HAM) model for hierarchical execution of dependability

procedures [Gua10b], [Gua10c], [Gua10a], [Gua08], and the Cyber-Physical

System-on-Chips (CPSoCs) model for cross-layer dependability management

[Dut16], [Sar15], [Sar16], [Sar14].

6.2.1 The Hierarchical Agent Monitoring (HAM) Model

In this work a hierarchical execution model is introduced which enables a

scalable and generic design approach for monitoring the state and perfor-
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mance of the system and carrying out dynamic adaptations. It introduces

the concept of agents, namely the application, platform, cluster and cell

agents, as design units with different granularities for the execution of the

monitoring services.

In addition, HAM defines hierarchical policies between the different level-

agents for reporting performance/status and providing configurations and

control between the different levels of agents. Such design approach for

dependability management enables a modular design and implementation

for the dependability infrastructure and the procedures which is important

for the scalability of the approach and the reduction of the design complexity

[Gua10b]. Figure 6.2 shows the proposed management hierarchy along with

the hierarchical policies; the application and platform agents are considered

to be at the same level (status and control flow from/to both sides). A

platform agent can also directly manage cell agents upon request [Gua12].

Figure 6.2: Hierarchical agent policies extracted from [Gua10b], [Gua10a].

Lowest-level monitoring and adaptations are performed via cell agents.

Cell agents are in fact dependability instruments where sensing and actu-

ation are performed. A group of cell agents monitor and adapt a certain

cluster. A cluster agent performs cluster-level monitoring services and adap-

tations using the information from the cell agents. For instance, deciding on

the cluster’s voltage and frequency values based on the performance of the

cluster. A platform agent performs the most coarse-grained dependability

processing at a system-level based on the information provided by the differ-

ent cluster agents. Finally, the application agent is a software module closely
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coupled to the OS, that is dynamically providing the platform agent with a

high-level and abstracted application requirements [Gua10b]. The applica-

tion agent provides the means for cross-layer dependability management via

the interactions with the platform agent.

The HAM model uses a dedicated hierarchical monitoring network for

exchanging the different level agents status and control [Gua08], [Gua10a].

However, it does not consider the design challenges accompanying the inte-

gration and access of heterogeneous dependability instruments each with its

own methods for being configured, calibrated and operated.

6.2.2 The Cyber-Physical System-on-Chips (CPSoCs)

Model

The second execution model has been introduced as part of Cyber-Physical

System-on-Chips (CPSoCs) [Dut16], [Sar15], [Sar16], [Sar14]. CPSoCs are

sensor and actuator-rich MPSoCs including a variety of dependability in-

struments. CPSoCs define two types of sensing and actuation, namely phys-

ical and virtual sensing and actuating. Physical sensing and actuating are

performed using dependability instruments. Virtual sensing is the process

of sensing a physically unmeasurable parameter by using computations in

software [Dut16], while virtual actuation is also a software-based actuation

mechanism. An example of virtual sensing is software assertions [Har12],

while an example of virtual actuation is roll-back recovery. In [Sar15] a list

of physical and virtual sensing and actuation mechanisms in CPSoCs was

presented.

CPSoCs use physical and virtual sensors and actuators in realizing a

cross-layer SPA control loop through sensor and actuator fusion [Dut16] as

shown in Figure 6.3. A dedicated adaptive middleware layer, between the

OS and the application layers, is used to implement the Process phase of

the SPA control loop (also referred to as the Decide phase in CPSoCs) using

the physical and virtual sensor data, for deciding on the physical and virtual

actuation mechanisms [Sar16].

A low bandwidth dedicated network for sensors is proposed based on a
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ring topology with Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) routers [Sar14]. How-

ever, as we discussed in chapter 5, a ring topology hinders the scalability of

a dependability network [Zha14b].

A dedicated unit that is interfaced to the sensor network for sensors’ data

aggregation and processing is introduced, called the Introspective Sentient

Unit (ISU). An ISU is a processor-based unit that is used to construct the

system’s physical state, which is further distributed to the computational

cores for cross-layer management [Sar14].

Figure 6.3: Abstract view of the cross-layer sensing and actuation extracted from [Dut16]
(P: Physical , V: Virtual).

6.3 The Dependability Procedures Execution

Model

Both the HAM and CPSoC works present generic execution models for

dependability procedures. However, the design challenges accompanying the

integration and access of heterogeneous dependability instruments were not

addressed, since both execution models implicitly consider a simple instru-

ment interfacing. In addition, both execution models also do not discuss the

operating methods of the different instruments for calibration, access and
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control, and implicitly assume simple access operations to be carried out.

Finally, both the hierarchical network used in the HAM execution model

[Gua10a] and the ring-based sensor network proposed in the CPSoC [Sar14]

do not scale well with the increasing number of heterogeneous dependability

instruments.

The use of the IJTAG networks for dependability instruments communi-

cation and their PDL procedures in executing dependability procedures effi-

ciently address the above mentioned shortcomings of both execution models.

The goal of this section is to show the use of the IEEE 1687 standard for

instrument access in an execution model that is based on two state-of-the-art

execution models (HAM and CPSoC) and subsequently adapted, where:

• Hierarchical, multi-mode IJTAG networks are used as the dependability

instrument network.

• The PDL procedures becoming an integrated part of the dependability

procedure development.

We henceforth focus our discussion on the IEEE 1687 aspects of such a

model, and refer to the HAM and the CPSoCs publications for the other

details of the execution model that are not related to the instrument access.

6.3.1 A Hierarchical and Cross-layer Execution Model

for Dependability Procedures

In our view, a unified execution model that is conforming to both the HAM

and CPSoC execution models can be realized. The HAM model did not

consider cross-layer dependability management, in particular virtual sensing

and actuation, and it rather abstracted the application agent as a software

entity that sends high level application requirements [Gua10b]. On the other

hand, the CPSoC model did not specify a certain hierarchy for the physical

sensing and actuation processing that is handled by the ISUs.

The scalability and reusability of the dependability procedures and its

processing infrastructure can be leveraged by modularizing the software de-

sign of the procedures to different manageable architectural levels, being the
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application, platform and cluster levels. Level-specific processing enables a

modularized design which reduces both the software and hardware implemen-

tation complexity, and enables the portability of different level procedures.

For instance, cluster-level procedures could be reused in different systems

with different system-level organizations.

Therefore, we have adopted the same hierarchical execution model as in

the HAM execution model, where the application agent resembles the adap-

tive middleware as introduced in the CPSoC execution model for realizing the

cross-layer self-awareness and adaptation. In this unified model, the applica-

tion agent still sends a high-level and abstracted application requirements to

the platform agent. It receives a platform-wide performance status as spec-

ified by the HAM execution model, and therefore the physical sensors data

and actuation mechanisms are being handled by the platform and cluster

agents resembling the ISUs in the CPSoCs execution model.

During the execution of a dependability procedure, each of the applica-

tion, platform and cluster agents perform their own SPA control loops as

shown in Figure 6.4. A collaborative management between the platform and

the application agents provides the cross-layer adaptation processing that was

assumed in CPSoC to be performed entirely by the adaptive middleware.

Hierarchical, multi-mode IJTAG networks are used for accessing the depen-

dability instruments along with transmitting the status and configuration

commands between the platform and cluster agents. The data movements

shown using red dotted arrows in Figure 6.4 are handled by using the IJTAG

network, where they are realized by executing corresponding PDL procedures

and the transmission of instrument interrupts.

Since the IEEE 1687-defined IJTAG networks are used in this execution

model as an instrument access mechanism, the dependability procedures can

be developed in a scalable manner with respect to the used dependability

instruments.
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Figure 6.4: Hierarchical cross-Layer execution of a dependability procedure.

6.3.2 The Dependability Layer

The execution model presented in the previous section consists of four pro-

cessing entities, namely the application, platform, cluster and cell agents.

An application agent is typically a software module that is closely-coupled

with the OS, and in our model it is represented by the middleware as spec-

ified by the CPSoC execution model, while cell agents are represented by

dependability instruments.

The physical data processing of both the platform and cluster agents

have been implemented in dedicated processor units in the CPSoC execu-

tion model (the ISUs) [Sar14]. On the other hand, in the HAM execution

model, a dedicated processor unit was assumed for the platform agent for

handling the processing-intensive platform-level operations, while a cluster

agent was implemented in software that is hosted on specific functional pro-

cessors [Gua10b].

The implementation choice of the platform and cluster agents by either

using dedicated processor units or by reusing the functional processors, de-

pends on the available chip area budget for dependability and the required

performance. An analysis of the benefits and limitations of each alternative
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was presented in [Gua12] in detail. The presented execution model in this

section is generic, and therefore implementing both agents in either alterna-

tive according to the specific chip requirements is possible.

For complex many-core SoCs with a large number of embedded instru-

ments and processing-intensive dependability computations, dedicated pro-

cessing units for the platform and cluster agents are favoured. The dedicated

processing units are still considered as low performance processing cores with

respect to the functional ones. In [Sar16] the ISUs were implemented in a

lower performance ARM Cortex-M3 with respect to the functional processing

units. The area and power overhead for using 8 Cortex-M3 cores as ISUs for

a platform with 16 ARM Cortex-A9 were found to be less than 1% [Sar16].

In our terminology, the processing unit executing the platform agent’s

functions is referred to as a system-level Dependability Manager (SDM),

while the one executing the cluster agent’s functions is referred to as the

cluster-level Dependability Manager (CDM).

In addition to executing the dependability procedures, a DM also man-

ages the multi-mode IJTAG network operations (e.g. instrument access,

localization). As discussed in chapter 5, dependability instruments in hierar-

chical IJTAG networks can be clustered according to their physical location

in the network hierarchy as was shown in Figure 5.2. The SDM is inserted

at the top level of the IJTAG network in order to control the entire network

as presented in section 5.6.1, while CDMs are inserted to control predefined

instrument clusters which corresponds to a design cluster that is required to

be managed by a corresponding CDM. For example, in NoC-based MPSoCs,

a design cluster can be one or many processor cores and NoC routers with a

close spatial proximity.

The DMs, IJTAG network and dependability instruments form a design

layer that is physically decoupled from the functional design layer. We refer

to this design layer as the dependability layer. Data processing and com-

munication in this layer are decoupled from the functional data processing

and communication, except for the communication between the SDM and

the application agent which should be minimized. This decoupling enables a

flexible design of the dependability layer, and dependability procedures could
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be executed with a minimum impact on the functional processing.

The dependability layer is responsible for realizing the physical sensing

and actuation along with executing physical-level dependability procedures

and providing, through the SDM, overall physical-level performance infor-

mation to the application agent for virtual actuation.

Figure 6.5 shows an example of a heterogeneous SoC with a Network-on-

Chip (NoC) that contains nine routers shown as the functional design layer,

and the parallel hierarchical dependability layer. Each core and router is

assumed to embed a number of instruments, and each with an IJTAG client

interface to enable its integration to the IJTAG network. All the top level

Modules (M), cores and routers in this case, are considered to form a top-

level cluster accessed by a Cluster SIB (CSIB0). This cluster is controlled

using an SDM that is also interfaced to the functional layer using a Network

Interface (NI) for the communication with the application agent.

Each core is considered as a cluster itself for core-level management, for

example M13 is accessed via CSIB13 and controlled using a CDM. Instru-

ments in the routers however, are directly managed by the SDM. Another

organization could be to control the router instruments via the nearest CDM.

Status and commands communication between the CDMs and the SDM are

communicated through the CDMs’ TDRs and dedicated interrupt signals. As

a result, CDMs can be considered as dependability instruments themselves.

It can be shown that using IJTAG, the hierarchical organization and the level

of control, and hence the management granularity, are highly flexible which

is required for a generic and scalable solution.

This hierarchical processing architecture enables a software model for

implementing the dependability procedures, which allows its scalability and

reusability. In this model, the SDM is responsible for executing system-level

procedures, while the CDMs are responsible for cluster-level procedures. The

dependability procedures should be written in a modular and generic manner

such that they become reusable, and supplied as a set of software libraries.
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6.4 Implementing the Dependability Proce-

dures using IEEE 1687 PDL

In the previous section we have presented the cross-layer, hierarchical exe-

cution model of dependability procedures that has been adopted from two

state-of-the-art execution models for dependability procedures. It has been

further adapted for the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard for instrument ac-

cess. In this model, the procedures that are executed on both the SDM

and CDMs use the IJTAG network for realizing the Sense and Adapt pro-

cessing stages of the SPA control loop, by communicating data either with

the dependability instruments or between the SDM and CDMs, as shown in

Figure 6.4.

Instrument operating procedures are normally provided as PDL proce-

dures by the instrument provider. Such PDL procedures define the required

operations to be performed at the instrument boundary (reading or writ-

ing from/to a certain instrument port) for operating the instrument. In

addition, since the CDMs are considered as dependability instruments them-

selves, being configured and controlled via the IJTAG network, dedicated

PDL procedures for the CDMs can be developed which define the exchange

of information between the SDM and CDMs. The PDL procedures are exe-

cuted as part of the dependability procedure.

A dependability procedure can be provided in a scalable and reusable

manner, by developing it independently from the interface of the raw dependa-

bility instruments, their operating procedures and their location in the net-

work. This is achieved by utilizing the instrument PDL procedures in the

development of the dependability procedures, for defining and executing the

different instruments operations (e.g. access, control, configuration and cali-

bration). The instrument access operations, by means of a read or write data,

that are defined at the instruments boundary, can be dynamically retargeted

to the chip-level or cluster-level in case of CDMs.

Figure 6.6(a) shows an example of a simplified DRM procedure that uses

temperature and voltage dependability instruments for constructing the sys-

tem state. The procedure is developed using arbitrary dependability instru-
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ments, which means that it does not regard the details of the instruments

access procedures, the raw instrument interfaces, and their location in the

network. The procedure obtains the temperature and voltage measurements

by executing the corresponding PDL procedures (lines 4 and 5).

The PDL procedure for reading temperature measurements is shown in

Figure 6.6(b). In this case, a simple procedure is shown where the network

manager, an SDM or a CDM in our case, asserts the enable port (en) of the

instrument (line 3) then waits for a certain number of TCK cycles (line 5),

and subsequently reads the measured temperature and de-asserts the enable

port (lines 6 and 7).

Since the locations of the dependability instruments and their TDRs or-

ganizations are considered to be arbitrary, the access operations in the shown

PDL (lines 3, 6 and 7) are dynamically retargeted during runtime.

Figure 6.6: Integrating PDL in the dependability procedure development.

6.4.1 The Software Development Flow

A dependability procedure could either be periodic or interrupt-driven, where

the interrupt source is a dependability instrument and handled by a specific

Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). For example, the DRM procedure that is
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presented in [Zhu10] is periodic, while the system-wide fault management

procedure that is presented in [Shi16] is an event triggered one. Therefore,

assuming a bare-metal dependability procedure implementation 1, the pro-

cedures are developed in three main categories of design files:

1. The periodic procedures written in a high-level programming language

for instance in C or C++, and including the main periodic procedure.

2. The ISR files including information about the interrupting instrument

that causes their execution.

3. The instrument PDL procedures.

Figure 6.7 shows the compilation flow of the dependability procedures.

Both the periodic and interrupt-driven (provided as ISRs) procedures are

cross-compiled using a corresponding high-level language cross-compiler for

the target machine. References to the PDL procedures that are included

in the procedure body are left in the compiled object files for the linking

stage. The PDL procedures are compiled using a PDL cross-compiler for

the target machine. References to the instrument ports are also left for the

linking stage, for example the “en” port that corresponds to the instrument

“Temp Sensor7” in Figure 6.6(b). A linker then links the PDL procedure

references in the compiled high-level procedures with the corresponding com-

piled PDL procedures.

In addition, the linker also links the references to the instruments ports

to their indices in the corresponding network array model. In ICL, an instru-

ment is represented by a module identified by a unique module name iden-

tifier, for instance “Temp Sensor7”. The instrument IO ports are further

identified by a unique dataINPort name and dataOutPort name identifiers

inside the module (e.g. “en”) [Iee14]. In PDL, a data read/write instruction

is performed at the instrument ports (see lines 3, 6 and 7 in Figure 6.6(b))

(note that iRead and iWrite can also be performed on any scan or data regis-

ter in the network, here the focus is on the instrument-level procedures). In

1Bare-metal embedded software is a program that is executed directly on the target
machine with no OS support.
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Figure 6.7: Compilation flow of the dependability procedures.

our case this corresponds to a scan in/out of data to/from the TDR attached

to the corresponding port as specified in the ICL description of the wrapped

instrument.

After generating the H-Array from the network description, the mapping

between a data port identifier in PDL and the corresponding TDR element

in the H-Array can be defined in a mapping file. This file is subsequently

provided to the linker, such that it links the data port identifiers in the

compiled PDL procedures to the indices of their corresponding TDRs in the

H-Array based on the mapping file.

For example, Figure 6.8(a) shows two H-Array sections for the “Temp

Sensor7” instrument that is used in the procedure in Figure 6.6, and the ESIB

connected to a fault detecting instrument “FD18”. The “Temp Sensor7”

instrument has five TDRs connected using three SIBs in a similar manner as

the IDDx instrument shown in Figure 5.15. The whole instrument is bypassed

using a leaf SIB in the hierarchical network located at index ‘i’.

Figure 6.8(b) shows a logical structure of the generated mapping file.

Each ICL module representing an instrument is included in the mapping file

and identified by the same ICL “module name” identifier (e.g. Temp Sensor7).
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Figure 6.8: H-Array data for the linker.

A base index representing the index in the H-Array of the leaf SIB connect-

ing the instruments’ TDRs is included as an attribute. In addition, a list of

all the data ports of this instrument is included as an attribute, where each

port is identified with the same ICL “dataport name” identifier. For each

port, a relative index with respect to the base is included such that it points

to the corresponding TDR in the H-Array. For example, the “en” port has a

relative pointer of 2, and therefore its corresponding TDR is located at index

i+2 in the H-Array. The write command in Figure 6.6(b) line 3, is therefore

compiled and linked as a write instruction to the TDR in location (i+2).

After the linking process has been completed, an executable is generated

and the locations of the ISRs in the instruction memory become known. An

Interrupt Vector Table (IVT) is further generated to map a localized interrupt

to the location of the corresponding ISR in the instruction memory. An ISR

would include the ICL module names of the interrupting instruments that

cause its execution, for example as compiler directives.

Recall the hierarchy aware localization procedure using H-Arrays in sec-

tion 5.7, where an interrupt localization is accomplished when reaching a

leaf ESIB, The interrupt identifier now becomes the index of the leaf ESIB

in the H-array. As a result, the IVT uses the base index of the interrupting
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instruments as specified by the mapping file, where the base index in this

case refers to the location of the leaf ESIB.

Figure 6.9 shows an IVT with the H-Array index to ISR location map-

ping. It can be shown that an interrupt localized at index j of the H-Array,

which corresponds to FD18 in the H-Array shown in Figure 6.8(a), has a

corresponding ISR at memory location 0x100F.

Figure 6.9: The Interrupt Vector Table.

6.4.2 PDL Cross-Compilation

PDL level-1 is considered as an extension of the TCL scripting language. The

IEEE 1687 standard defines 24 different PDL commands (20 in PDL level-0

and 4 in PDL level-1) that extend the TCL language [Iee14]. PDL scripts can

therefore be executed via a TCL interpreter for generating a corresponding

set of scan patterns [Por16].

Since PDL was not intended for an on-chip execution via an embedded

processor, an analysis of the different PDL commands was performed, and

a set of guidelines for porting the different PDL commands to an embedded

execution environment are presented in Appendix B. In the analysis, an

embedded processor is assumed to execute the PDL commands with the

help of a retargeting engine unit for network access and a timer unit. The

architecture of such an execution unit is described in the next section.

PDL commands can be generally classified into four different categories:

1. Commands that are irrelevant to embedded compilation and process-

ing.
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2. Commands that are resolved at compilation time and have no corre-

sponding instructions in the generated machine code.

3. Commands that are compiled to the processor’s own instruction set.

4. Commands that are compiled to dedicated instructions for the retar-

geting engine or timer unit.

Table 6.2: Categorization of PDL commands based on their embedded compilation.

Category PDL Command Notes

1

iPDLLevel
iNote
iState

iSetFail If option -quit is not indicated

2

iProcsForModule
iProc

iUseProcNameSpace
iPrefix
iClock

iClockOverride
iMerge
iTake In the context of iMerge -begin and iMerge -end

iRelease In the context of iMerge -begin and iMerge -end

3

iCall
iGetReadData

iGetMiscompares
iSetFail If option -quit is indicated

4

iReset
iRead
iWrite
iScan

iApply
iOverrideScanInterface Translates into iWrite commands to control registers

iRunLoop
iGetStatus

iTake Not in the context of iMerge -begin and iMerge -end
iRelease Not in the context of iMerge -begin and iMerge -end

Table 6.2 shows the categorization of the different commands, the justifi-

cation of this categorization is presented in Appendix B. The TCL constructs

in a PDL level-1 script are compiled in a similar manner as the constructs
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of an embedded version of a general purpose programming language like em-

bedded C, and hence will not be further discussed.

6.5 The Dependability Manager

The Dependability Manager (DM) is the main processing unit in the dependa-

bility layer that was presented in section 6.3.2. It is responsible for executing

the compiled dependability procedures as was presented in section 6.4. Those

dependability procedures consist of a set of PDL instructions that are listed

as category 4 commands in table 6.2. Executing those PDL commands is per-

formed using the IJTAG network access along with timer operations by the

iRunLoop command. The dependability procedures could either be executed

periodically or interrupt-driven, provided as ISRs.

In this section the architecture and design details of the DM are pre-

sented. A modular design of the DM is envisioned such that it becomes

customizable for the requirements of different SoCs and management levels,

such as platform and cluster levels.

6.5.1 Architectural Overview

The DM is a processor-based unit that is executing periodic and interrupt-

driven software programs, the dependability procedures, that realize the SPA

control loop while interacting with a multi-mode IJTAG network. In case of

an interrupt-driven procedure, the Sense stage is implicitly accomplished by

receiving the interrupt.

According to the discussion on dependability procedures presented in this

chapter, the required functionalities from a DM are summarized as follows:

1. Being able to schedule periodic dependability procedures.

2. Being able to execute the dedicated PDL instructions listed in Category

4 in Table 6.2.

3. Being able to perform interrupt servicing via ISRs.
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4. Being able to perform hierarchy-aware localization that has been pre-

sented in section 5.7 for specifying which ISR to execute for a received

interrupt.

5. Being able to perform the IJTAG network access operations on any

IEEE 1687 compliant network.

6. Being able to realize the network management protocol between dif-

ferent network controllers at different levels that has been presented in

section 5.6.1.

7. In the case of SDMs, being able to communicate with a software-based

application agent.

A highly customizable design of the DM is envisioned in order to enable

its optimization for different SoCs and management levels with different re-

quirements, for instance choosing a different processor micro-architecture for

different processing requirements. Therefore, we adopt a modular design of

the DM, such that a modification in one of its modules could be performed

without radically redesigning the whole DM. Figure 6.10 shows the architec-

ture of the proposed modular DM. A DM includes:

1. A microprocessor unit, along with instruction and data caches.

2. A dynamic retargeting engine unit.

3. An Interrupt Management Unit (IMU).

4. Two dedicated ROMs for the network or cluster H-Array and the IVT.

5. A unit for generating the IJTAG host interface signals with their tim-

ings according to the standard (IEEE 1149.1 CSU).

6. A set of TDRs for receiving control and configuration data from higher-

level network controllers (the CDM or an off-chip controller).

7. A timer unit for scheduling the periodic procedures and realizing the

iRunLoop command.
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Figure 6.10: The proposed DM architecture.

8. An IJTAG client interface for interfacing the TDRs, a host interface

for controlling the IJTAG network, and a functional network interface

for communicating with the application agent in the case of an SDM.

9. An LBIST engine for performing online LBIST procedures.

We opt for including an LBIST engine since online LBIST is becoming an

increasingly popular approach for the dependability management of safety-

critical systems; this will be discussed in more detail in section 6.5.4.

The choice of the micro-architecture of the microprocessor unit is depen-

dent on the target procedures. Therefore an arbitrary micro-architecture of

the microprocessor unit is assumed. The dynamic retargeting engine, the

IMU, the reconfigurable LBIST engine and the timers unit are considered

as co-processors to the microprocessor unit. Integrating those units as co-

processors allows for their reusability for different microprocessors. Several

microprocessors define means for integrating and interacting with custom

co-processors usually via dedicated instructions for data movements. Conse-

quently, the co-processors of the DM will only require customized wrappers
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for their integration without requiring any redesign of their core architecture.

In the following subsections the main three co-processors will be presented

in detail.

6.5.2 The Retargeting Engine Co-Processor

The retargeting engine is required to implement 8 out of the 10 PDL com-

mands requiring dedicated co-processor instructions that are shown in the

fourth category of Table 6.2 as discussed in Appendix B. In particular the

iRead, iWrite, iScan, iApply, iOverrideScanInterface, iGetStatus, iTake and

iRelease commands.

iRead, iWrite, iScan and iOverrideScanInterface are compiled into either

a read or a write instruction from/to a specific network register specified by

its H-Array index as explained earlier. The instructions are queued in an

access buffer until an iApply instruction is received and then a retargeting

procedure is performed while merging all the queued access requests in the

buffer. Subsequently, the read data along with the result of its bitwise ex-

clusive OR with the expected value are sent back to the microprocessor unit

for storing them for further processing.

The retargeting engine keeps an accumulator register for accumulating

the number of miscompares between the read and expected values. When

the corresponding iGetStatus instruction is received the retargeting engine

provides the accumulated value to the microprocessor unit.

Finally the retargeting engine keeps a list of registers with restricted value

modification during retargeting along with an identifier for the owner of such

register. If an iTake instruction is received for a network register, this register

is added to the restricted list along with its owner ID as provided by the

instruction. In the case an iRelease instruction is received for this register, it

is removed from the restricted list if the iRelease instruction is provided by the

same restricting owner. While retargeting, the list of registers to be accessed

and modified is compared with the restricted list. If a match occurs, the

retargeting engine does not attempt to perform the current access operation

and notifies the microprocessor unit with the cause of the access failure.
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Figure 6.11: The retargeting engine.

Figure 6.11 shows the architecture of the retargeting engine. The main

processing entity in the retargeting engine is the traverse and generate unit.

Two variants of the traverse and generate procedure were presented in section

4.6 using H-Arrays as network models. Namely the MDFS-based retargeting

as shown in Algorithm 7, and the MPO-DFS-based retargeting as shown in

Algorithm 8.

The unit receives a number of access requests specified in the access buffer

if an iApply instruction is received, and according to the current network

state as specified by the State Vector (SV), it generates a corresponding

number of Access Vectors (AV) until all accesses are performed. If a read

access is required, the traverse and generate unit processes on the ScanOut

(SO) data to extract the register value from the serial stream as explained

in section 4.6.
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6.5.3 The Interrupt Management Unit Co-Processor

The Interrupt Management Unit (IMU) is responsible for handling the net-

work interrupts and providing the corresponding ISR address to the micro-

processor unit for interrupt servicing.

Recall in Chapter 5, two different types of interrupts were defined:

1. Pre-emptive Interrupts (PI).

2. Non Preemptive Interrupts (NPI)

Each type is assigned a dedicated interrupt input port to the DM, and a

dedicated localize ‘Loc’ output port (Figure 6.10) for configuring the network

into Mode C, where only the corresponding fault flags are included in the

scan path as explained in section 5.4.2.

If a PI interrupt is received, the IMU immediately informs the micropro-

cessor unit to take any required action, for instance, informing the applica-

tion agent for halting the processing [Shi16], and the retargeting engine to

stop any on-going network access. At the same time the IMU configures the

network into Mode C and starts performing the hierarchy-aware localization

procedure that was explained in section 5.7.

Note that even if the retargeting engine was active in configuring the net-

work for a certain access, forcing the Mode C configuration will still preserve

the network state in the S registers of the ESIB, such that the retargeting

engine will not start over the retargeting procedure at the moment the in-

terrupt has been localized. Also any partially shifted vector to the network

before its configuration to Mode C will be simply discarded when the retar-

geting engine takes over the network control again, and will not have any

effect on the network state since the update event was not reached.

If an NPI interrupt is received, the IMU informs the microprocessor unit

and waits until it receives a command for starting the hierarchy-aware local-

ization, depending on whether all accesses have been performed or when the

current periodic procedure has been fully executed.

An interrupt is localized when reaching a leaf ESIB in the H-Array, where

its index represents the ID of the interrupt. The IMU then searches the IVT
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(Figure 6.9) for the ID of the interrupting instrument in order to extract the

corresponding ISR. To implement such a search in a fast manner, the IVT is

sorted in an ascending order during its generation according to the H-Array

index entry, which corresponds to the ID of the interrupting instrument. The

IMU performs a binary search on the sorted IVT in order to extract the ISR

address.

6.5.4 The LBIST Engine Co-Processor

The third co-processor unit is an LBIST engine for online testing of cores

with IEEE 1500 CTWs as shown in Figure A.1. The CTW is configured with

the WS INTEST SCAN instruction as defined by the IEEE 1500 standard

[Iee05] for enabling a serial TAM. Figure 6.12(b) shows the corresponding

register organization of the CTW.

Utilizing IJTAG as a serial TAM for online testing reduces the design

costs of the LBIST solution. It also avoids using the functional network as a

TAM where test patterns and responses are being continuously transmitted.

However, such a technique becomes only efficient if the core down-time is not

an important factor, since test application time in case of IJTAG is usually

long due to its serial nature. This is true for dark silicon as will be explained

in section 6.6.2.

An LBIST engine typically consists of two main components, a Test Pat-

tern Generator (TPG) and a Test Response Evaluator (TRE). In mixed-

mode BIST [Hel96], a TPG starts with generating pseudo-random patterns,

followed by a set of deterministic ones such that random-pattern resistant

faults can be detected. This is achieved using methods like Linear Feedback

Shift Register (LFSR) reseeding [Hel92]. Test-response evaluation is mainly

performed by time-compacting the received responses, for example by us-

ing Single/Multiple-Input-Shift-Registers (SISRs/MISRs), and subsequently

comparing the resulting signature with a pre-computed, fault-free one.

The LBIST engine co-processor incorporates a TPG and a TRE. The

TPG output is generated serially from the LFSR output bit, while the TRE

consists of a SISR with a serial input from the host IJTAG interface.
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Figure 6.12: Example network for LBIST application.

An LBIST dependability procedure consists of several write instructions

to the CTW data registers (WBR IN, SC and WBR OUT) representing the

TPG-generated test-patterns, and read instructions from the same registers

representing the responses that are delivered to the TRE. In order to realize

this, a collaborative execution of the read and write CTW instructions is

performed between the retargeting engine and the LBIST engine.

If the retargeting engine attempts to write or read from a CTW register,

the written data is assumed to be dynamically generated by the LBIST engine

instead of supplied by the instruction as a normal iWrite instruction. The

retargeting engine reconfigures the network first to include the CTW data

registers in the active scan path. Then if the location of the CTW register

in the H-Array is reached, instead of shifting the data from the access buffer,

the source of the serial data to the 1149.1 CSU unit is switched to the LBIST

engine. This continues until the complete pattern is generated, and then it

is switched back to the retargeting engine.

Similarly, if the retargeting engine attempts to read from a CTW register,

the destination of the read pattern is not stored as a normal read instruction,
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but rather supplied to the TRE input.

Now considering a simple hierarchical network as shown in Figure 6.12(a)

connecting five core test wrappers, where the CTW register organization as

viewed by IJTAG is shown in Figure 6.12(b). In this network the SIBs are

of a SIB MUX PRE organization as shown in Figure 6.12(c).

Figure 6.13 shows the timing diagram of the first five Capture-Shift-

Update (CSU) cycles in the LBIST application to the CTW in the location

of R2 in Figure 6.12(a). The LBIST procedure is performed by retarget-

ing the core test-patterns. Each group of bits in Figure 6.13 represents the

shifted bits in one CSU cycle. The network and CTW configuration bits are

generated first by the retargeting engine, and then shifted serially.

Figure 6.13: Timeline of the LBIST application using IJTAG.

The network is first configured to an access path that includes CTW2,

by opening SIB1 (CSU1) then SIB4 (CSU2). The CTW is subsequently

configured to include the boundary and scan registers in the active scan

path by first setting the SWIR register to ‘1’ (CSU3) in order to access the

WIR, then setting WIR to “11” and SWIR back to ‘0’ in order to include

the boundary and scan chain registers (CSU4). If the retargeting engine

encounters a write/read to/from CTW data registers, for instance at bit no.

6 in CSU5, it notes the location of the data register bits in the shifted vector,

then generates the remaining network and CTW configuration bits. In the
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case the CTW data register bits are being shifted to the network, the IEEE

1149.1 CSU unit scan-in/out source/destination is switched to be from/to

the TPG/TRE. This is indicated at t6, where the switching time overhead is

denoted by TSW and the time required for generating the retargeted patterns

in addition to the CSU overhead is denoted by TR.

6.6 Case Studies

Two case studies for implementing dependability procedures using the pro-

posed execution model are presented in this section. A concurrent and hier-

archical execution of both the DRM [Zhu10], [Mer13] and fault management

[Shi16] procedures. Furthermore, a discussion on two example realizations of

the execution model is given.

6.6.1 Hierarchical DRM and FM

The implementation and concurrent execution of two dependability proce-

dures are presented in this section using the previously discussed execution

model. The corresponding hierarchical policies as depicted in Figure 6.14.

The procedures are:

1. An application-aware Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) adapted

from [Zhu10] and [Mer13].

2. Chip-wide Fault Management (FM) [Shi16].

The DRM procedure realizes the general processing flow introduced in

[Zhu10] that was shown in Figure 6.1. Here a modularization of the procedure

is shown by distributing the processing between the SDM and CDMs.

A periodic estimation of each core reliability is performed by the CDMs

using the Temperature (T) and Voltage (V) values gathered by the corre-

sponding instruments, and then a profiling according to the functional unit

(e.g. ALU, register file, FPU,...) is performed. The overall reliability at

a certain time is calculated using the failure probability model of the oxide
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Figure 6.14: Hierarchical policies for the DRM and FM procedures.

breakdown failure mechanism [Zhu10]. The CDMs also keep track of the core

Utilization (Ut) using performance monitoring instruments. The utilization

values are used to estimate the remaining workload.

Since all instruments are connected to the IJTAG network, additional

and/or more accurate failure mechanism modelling could be included by

using data from other instruments, for a more accurate reliability estimation

that is handled by the CDMs. For example, the work in [Sin10] uses data

from NBTI sensors to estimate the system’s reliabilities.

The calculated reliabilities along with the estimated remaining workload

values are periodically read by the SDM from the TDRs of the CDMs. In

addition, the application agent provides the performance requirements for

each core in terms of the minimum allowable operation frequency (Fmin) for

the applications running on the corresponding core, in a similar manner as

presented in [Mer13]. The SDM computes the updated core voltage and fre-

quency pairs using a control method such as a PID controller. In the case

that the required adaptation for a certain core is below the application per-

formance requirements, the SDM considers that this core is not fit to perform

those applications, and notifies the application agent to start a dynamic task

remapping [Bra10] to another more reliable core.

The second procedure, the system-wide fault management, incorporates

fault detection, localization, classification, system health and resource maps
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update, fault diagnosis and mitigation and isolation. Fault management is

performed by both the SDM and the application agent. Fault detection using

multi-mode IJTAG networks can be performed asynchronously via interrupts

from fault-detecting instruments as discussed in chapter 5. Alternatively, a

proactive (fault detection before error manifestation) and a thorough de-

tection method such as a periodic Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) [Ino08] can be

used.

In case a fault interrupt is asynchronously received, corresponding to a

preemptive interrupt, the SDM immediately initiates a hierarchy-aware lo-

calization procedure as discussed in section 5.7. When the fault is localized

and classified, the SDM notifies the application agent in case a critical uncor-

rected fault occurred which requires a software-level recovery mechanism, like

rollback and re-execute instructions. A health map of the system components

is maintained for the statistical analysis of fault occurrences and hence com-

ponent reliability estimation. If according to the health map a component

exhibits a number of faults above a certain threshold, the component is iso-

lated by e.g. power gating, and marked in the resource map as faulty.

The fault management procedure can be easily scaled to accommodate for

handling additional fault detectors for other fault types, since the multi-mode

IJTAG network enables a scalable integration of such instruments.

6.6.2 Online LBIST Application for Many-processor

SoCs in the Dark Silicon Era

Many-processor System-on-Chips in the dark silicon era could have several

cores switched-off (dark) to stay within certain thermal and power limits

[Sha14]. In this case study, we exploit such dark cores in a dependability

procedure that performs periodic online Logic Built-In-Self-Test (LBIST) on

dark cores, to ensure their fault-free status for future functional utilization.

Online LBIST has recently gained popularity as a dependability mechanism

especially in automotive [Mee12], [Nxp15]. The online LBIST session can be

scheduled on a certain core periodically [Zha14a] or at system power-up or

shutdown [Nxp15]. In [Ino08] a comprehensive procedure of online LBIST
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scheduling and application is presented using virtualization software which

can host the application agent in our case.

LBIST engines can be provided for each core [Mcl16] (Figure 6.15(a)).

For many-processor SoCs with a high core-count, such redundant LBIST

engines add an unnecessary area overhead that can be avoided by using a

single configurable one. The second approach shown in Figure 6.15(b), uses

a configurable LBIST engine, where a user-defined Test Access Mechanism

(TAM) is used to deliver the test patterns/responses to/from the distributed

cores. In this approach, customized TAM interfaces are required. The TAM

could be the same as the functional network [Zha14a]. In this case both the

LBIST test data and the functional data share the same network bandwidth

which may lead to network congestion. A dedicated TAM could also be used

[Lee05] at the cost of silicon area and routing.

Figure 6.15: Different organizations for LBIST engines.

The IJTAG network could be used for LBIST configuration and control

as well as for configuring the CTWs; both organizations are shown in Figures

6.15(a) and (b). In addition, the IJTAG network could be utilized as a serial

TAM to the CTWs in case of online tests as depicted in Figure 6.15(c). In this

case, both the wrapper configuration and the test-pattern delivery operations

are viewed as normal retargeting of instrument patterns from an IJTAG point
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of view. The CTW is inherently an IJTAG-compliant instrument [Iee14],

and therefore its TAM integration comes with no design overhead in terms

of network interfaces.

During an online LBIST session, a large number of patterns are applied

to the core-under-test and their responses are sent back to the TRE. Reusing

the functional network as a TAM leads to limiting the available network

bandwidth for the functional data and may cause congestion. On the other

hand, reusing IJTAG as a dedicated TAM would allow for a shadow LBIST

application with respect to the functional communication.

The LBIST application in this case study is viewed as a periodic dependa-

bility procedure that is performed using the CDMs on dark and untested cores

in their cluster, with the necessary software-level support by the application

agent. A CDM in this case incorporates an LBIST engine for test pattern

generation and response evaluation as was discussed in section 6.5.4.

A core in a many-processor SoC in dark silicon (Figure 6.16) could have

five different states with respect to the online LBIST procedure:

1. Functional (FU): the core is currently being utilized by the functional

processing.

2. Under Test (UT): the core is currently being tested by the CDM.

3. Dark Tested (DT): the core is off since its last successful LBIST session.

4. Dark Untested (DU): the core is off and was not tested since last time

it was functional.

5. Failed (isolated) (FA): the core has failed the LBIST session and there-

fore was marked faulty and isolated.

The many-processor SoC in Figure 6.16 is clustered into four different

clusters (i.e C1:4), where each cluster is controlled by a CDM.

The CDM schedules periodic tests on all cores that are either functional

(FU), or were switched off but were not yet tested (DU). The SDM keeps

track of the status of each core in the SoC. If the application agent requires
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Figure 6.16: Example of core states in an MPSoC in dark silicon (Ci represents a cluster).

an additional core for the functional processing, the SDM assigns a core from

the DT set. Subsequently, it informs the corresponding CDM of this status

change in order to start scheduling periodic tests.

If a periodic test is due for an FU core, the CDM informs the SDM that

a test session is due for this core. The SDM informs the application agent

such that an appropriate test policy is executed; for instance, two policies

were introduced in [Ino08], stop-and-test and migrate-and-test. The first

pauses the processing on the core, performs the test, and then resumes the

processing if no fault was found. While the second migrates the processing to

another core (in our case it will be a core in the DT set), and subsequently

performs the test. In either cases, the core becomes in the DU state and

then the CDM can start performing the test, and hence the core becomes

in the UT state. When the test is finished, according to the test result, the

core might become in the DT state in the case of a successful test session,

where the application agent can resume the functional processing in case of

a stop-and-test policy was implemented, or it might become in the FA state

in the case of a failed test session, and therefore the core will be isolated.

Figure 6.17(a) shows the hierarchical policies between the application

agent, SDM and the CDMs. While Figure 6.17(b) shows the transition se-

quences between the different cores test status.
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Figure 6.17: Hierarchical policies and cores-state transitions.

6.6.3 Our Example Realizations

The generic execution model for dependability procedures that is proposed

in this chapter can be realized by different implementations according to the

architectural and dependability requirements of the SoC. Two different ex-

ample implementations focusing on the design of the DM and the procedures

software development flow were performed by us in [Zak16] and [Gee18].

In [Zak16], a simple DM was implemented based on the five-stage pipeline

MIPS architecture. A retargeting engine based on the OC-MPO-DFS method

that was presented in Chapter 4 was implemented. It was subsequently in-

tegrated as a co-processor unit for the MIPS by designing a corresponding

wrapper. The co-processor is accessed using the MIPS defined co-processor

data movement instructions. A PDL cross-compiler was developed imple-

menting a main subset of PDL level-1 based on the analysis that was pre-

sented in section 6.4.2 and Appendix B. The cross-compiler was implemented

using the ANTLR tool [Ant18] for a scalable and reusable implementation.

Here the implementation of the dependability procedures was assumed to be

accomplished fully in PDL.

In [Gee18], a more complex implementation of the DM based on the RISC-

V instruction set architecture [Ris18] was carried out, in order to support

the compilation of dependability procedures that are developed in high-level

programming languages. The co-processors are connected to the main CPU
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unit via the Wishbone bus [Wis18] as a scalable mechanism for co-processors

integration. A retargeting engine based on the OC-MDFS method was im-

plemented and integrated as a co-processor, as well as an IMU co-processor.

The previously implemented PDL cross-compiler in [Zak16] was reused and

modified for the RISC-V instructions. Finally, a set of multi-mode IJTAG

networks based on the BASTION benchmark networks [Tše16] were devel-

oped for the evaluation of the DM.

Both implementations assume a SoC with a single system-level DM and

with no application agent in their evaluations. Hence, they represent a sim-

plified realization of the proposed execution model. The details of both

implementations are fully reported in [Zak16] and [Gee18].

6.7 Summary and Conclusions

The increased dependability challenges in modern SoCs have led to a large

amount of research and engineering work on developing dependability proce-

dures. Physical-level dependability procedures utilize dependability instru-

ments for monitoring the SoC physical state such as its temperature, and

adapting accordingly physical parameters like the clock frequency. Such pro-

cedures are expected to grow in complexity and hence to utilize an increasing

number of dependability instruments.

Dependability instruments themselves are becoming more complex and

increasingly heterogeneous, each with its own methods of access, control,

configuration and calibration; the challenge of which has not been addressed

adequately while investigating existing dependability procedures until now.

In addition to providing an efficient dependability instrument network as

discussed in Chapter 5, reusing the IEEE 1687 standard for implementing

and executing dependability procedures enables their scalable and reusable

implementation with respect to the utilized raw dependability instrument

interfaces, their operating procedures and their location in the network. Fur-

thermore, since the IJTAG network connects the dependability instruments

in a standardized and flexible manner, the procedures can be easily scaled/en-

hanced by incorporating different dependability instruments in their process-
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ing with little design efforts.

In this chapter the implementation and execution of dependability proce-

dures using the IEEE 1687 standard was investigated. A hierarchical, cross-

layer execution model was presented. The model has been adopted from

two state-of-the-art execution models for dependability procedures, and has

been further adapted for the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard for instrument

access. Two case studies on executing dependability procedures using this

model were subsequently shown. Furthermore, two different implementations

that follow the proposed execution model were successfully carried out and

reported separately.

This chapter serves as the basis for the realization of the envisioned

cost-efficient dependability management solution for heterogeneous many-

processor system-on-chips, by presenting an IEEE 1687-based execution model

for dependability procedures.
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Conclusions and Future Work

Abstract– In this chapter, general conclusions are given, thesis

contributions are summarized and discussed, and then future work

is discussed.
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7.1 General Conclusions

System-on-Chip dependability is emerging as a significant design challenge

as a result of the degrading device reliabilities in silicon nanotechnologies,

as well as the growing design complexity. SoCs are currently used in many

safety and mission-critical domains such as in automotive, avionics, space

and medical applications. Therefore, maintaining their dependable operation

during lifetime is essential. However, with the always tight engineering cost

budget and time-to-market, achieving a high dependability level of SoCs

becomes challenging.

Chip designers traditionally rely on design automation and reuse in order

to reduce the development costs of chips, as well as to handle the design

complexity challenges in a structured manner. In this thesis we argue that

handling the increasing dependability challenges can be achieved in a struc-

tured manner by reusing test standards. This will further enable design-for-

dependability automation and reuse, and consequently, reduces the design

cost for dependability solutions and the chip time-to-market.

The IEEE 1687 standard, being the main focus of this thesis, enables the

reuse of dependability instruments and their operating procedures. Dependa-

bility instruments are expected to be increasingly utilized in dependability

procedures that focus on fault-prevention and system-level fault-tolerance.

We envision that all dependability instruments in a SoC will be provided

as IJTAG-wrapped instruments, each with a client interface for a plug-and-

play integration to arbitrary IJTAG networks. In addition, instruments will

be provided together with corresponding PDL procedures to be integrated

in the dependability procedures development flow, in order to abstract the

instrument’s operation from the dependability procedures.

Reusing the IEEE 1687 standard with both its hardware and software

components for dependability management allows for achieving structured

and cost-efficient dependability solutions with high potential for automation

and design reuse. This work presents a first investigation for a comprehensive,

IEEE 1687-based dependability solution, developed in a generic manner in

order to enable for its automation. It complements, with regard to dependa-
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bility instruments, unified and structured state-of-the-art execution models

for dependability procedures.

7.2 Contributions

Since the IEEE 1687 standard was not originally intended for dependability

management, the main focus of this thesis has been to carry out the re-

quired research work for an efficient utilization of the IEEE 1687 standard

in dependability management. Consequently, a structured and cost-efficient

dependability management solution that uses dependability instruments can

be realized. The rest of this section will summarize the main contributions

of this thesis. Each of these contributions addresses a research question as

mentioned in Chapter 1.

7.2.1 Modelling of Reconfigurable Scan Networks

The IEEE 1687 standard follows a descriptive approach while defining its

compliant hardware, and subsequently providing a very wide design space

for the implementation of the instrument networks. Therefore, unlike regular

on-chip communication fabrics like buses and NoCs, a structural model of

an IJTAG network is required to be maintained by the on-chip network

controller for handling communications over the network.

An in-depth analysis of the structural properties and the building compon-

ents of the IEEE 1687-defined reconfigurable scan networks was performed

in Chapter 3. Structural validity and temporal robustness were defined for

arbitrary networks in order to avoid runtime failure of the network access. A

graph-based model of the networks was defined and processed for extracting

the structural dependencies between the scan multiplexers and the network

registers. Those dependencies are further used to construct the inter-register

structural and temporal dependencies. The extracted structural dependen-

cies, in terms of the scan multiplexers address bits, are used in constructing

an array-based on-chip network model.

The structural array model of IJTAG networks enables a simple active
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scan path resolution by traversing active array sections and skipping the

inactive ones. The array model is also used for the runtime resolution of

the inter-register temporal dependencies, and subsequently generating scan

patterns for the active scan path during the retargeting process. In addition,

the model is also used for the interrupts localization in multi-mode IJTAG

networks. A software tool was built in order to automatically generate the

array model from a given network graph.

7.2.2 Structured Scan Pattern Retargeting

Pattern retargeting is a process defined by the IEEE 1687 standard which

enables reusing the PDL operating procedures. PDL procedures include

instrument-level patterns that are translated to network-level ones via the

retargeting process. In Chapter 4, we presented a novel structured method-

ology that enables an efficient dynamic retargeting of PDL patterns. To

achieve that, an in-depth analysis of the temporal behaviour of reconfigurable

scan networks was first performed.

A tree-based model that captures the inter-register temporal dependen-

cies was subsequently presented. Two different traversals were proposed

in order to dynamically generate network configuration patterns, such that

each satisfies a subset of the inter-register temporal dependencies, which ul-

timately activate the target register for a read or a write operation. The first

traversal is a generic one that is targeting arbitrary networks, while the sec-

ond is optimized for hierarchical networks. It was shown that the proposed

traversals can dynamically resolve temporal conflicts by the proper choice of

nodes to be satisfied in a certain generated pattern.

Performing structured retargeting on the proposed on-chip structural ar-

ray model was shown using a stack data structure and several array traversals.

Structured retargeting has been implemented via a dedicated co-processor as

part of the dependability manager that has been proposed in chapter 6.
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7.2.3 Utilization of Hierarchical IJTAG networks in

Dependability Management

In Chapter 5, an analysis of the requirements for an efficient dependability

network was performed. A dependability instrument network is supposed

to connect many low-complexity IPs that are dispersed across the chip, and

therefore the network should support flexible topologies with a low routing

overhead. The required performance of a dependability network, in terms

of bandwidth and latency, is usually considered to be low, except for the

latency of critical messages such as faults. Thus, the IEEE 1687-defined hi-

erarchical IJTAG networks provide an efficient compromise between the cost

and performance for a dependability instrument network. However, the main

limitation of IJTAG networks with respect to dependability management is

its high latency for critical messages.

In Chapter 5, we proposed a novel architectural solution for hierarchical

IJTAG networks, referred to as multi-mode networks, which enable asyn-

chronous interrupt propagation to a top level manager and its quick local-

ization, without compromising the performance of the off-chip access. This

is achieved by exploiting the modularity and high-reconfigurability proper-

ties of hierarchical IJTAG networks. An example of the integration of a

dependability instrument in multi-mode IJTAG networks was also shown. A

significant reduction in both the access and localization times was achieved

compared to the originally proposed diagnostic networks.

7.2.4 Implementing and Executing Dependability Pro-

cedures Using IEEE 1687

Dependability procedures that utilize dependability instruments are usually

executed in an ad hoc manner that is abstracted from the details of in-

strument access. A small number of approaches have proposed a model for

the execution of dependability procedures; however, the chosen instrument

networks in those models did not reflect the design challenges for accessing

dependability instruments. Such challenges have been addressed by the IEEE
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1687 standard by proposing reconfigurable scan networks as an access mech-

anism and PDL for documenting the operating procedures in a standardized

manner.

In Chapter 6, we showed a realization of the envisioned structured and

cost-efficient dependability management solution, by proposing an execu-

tion model based on two state-of-the-art dependability frameworks which

were subsequently adapted. In this model, hierarchical IJTAG networks are

utilized for dependability communications, and instrument’s PDLs become

an integrated part of the dependability procedures development flow. PDL

cross-compilation was further discussed and the architecture of the main pro-

cessing unit in the execution model was presented. Finally, two case studies

were presented that follow such an execution model.

It was shown how the usage of the IEEE 1687 standard will allow for a

scalable and reusable implementation of the dependability procedures with

respect to the utilized dependability instruments.

7.3 Future work

This thesis has presented the foundations of an automated dependability

solution using the IEEE 1687 standard that follows the proposed execu-

tion model in Chapter 6. This solution has both hardware and software

components. The hardware component is holistically represented in the

dependability layer that was presented in Chapter 6, which includes the DMs

incorporating the three network co-processors, multi-mode IJTAG networks

and wrapped dependability instruments. The software component includes

an automatic network-model generation tool, the dependability procedures

software flow including the PDL cross-compiler, and an arbitrarily defined

application agent which is closely coupled to the OS.

A typical subsequent step would be to realize such an automated solu-

tion, by means of an all-inclusive and coherent implementation, and then

to comprehensively evaluate it with practical case studies. This work is

envisioned to be developed as part of the recently started European project

“Hierarchy-Aware and secure embedded test infrastructure for Dependability
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and performance Enhancement of integrated Systems (HADES)”.

Moreover, the work in this thesis can be improved by the following subject-

specific future works:

• An ICL parser should complement the network model generation tool

that is presented in Chapter 3, such that the tool accepts an ICL file

of the network as an input instead of the graph representation.

• The experimental results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 should be ex-

tended with the recently introduced IJTAG benchmark circuits [Tše16],

such that other research groups will be able to evaluate their works

against this one.

• In this thesis, both the structured retargeting and the SAT-based re-

targeting methods were assumed to be utilized in different application

domains. Structured retargeting is utilized for dynamic on-chip instru-

ment access where both the network access and retargeting times are

required to be minimized. While SAT-based retargeting is utilized for

static off-chip retargeting where only the network access time is re-

quired to be minimized. However, both methods might also be used in

the case of runtime debuggers that use IJTAG networks for the access

of debugging instruments. In this case, an evaluation of both methods

should be performed, in terms of the retargeting and network access

times.

• A further exploitation of the high reconfigurability of IJTAG networks

should be performed, such that additional network modes that are

optimized for different instrument access schedules are implemented.

For example, the TreeFlat network in the IJTAG benchmark networks

[Bas16] allows for two different accesses to an instrument register con-

trolled by a top level SCB which is similar to the network mode registers

in the multi-mode network. The first via the normal network hierarchy,

while the second connects all the instruments registers in a single chain.

This is helpful in case of a concurrent instrument access schedule, since

no hierarchical network configurations become required. More complex
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modes could be developed by analysing the instrument access schedules

and exploiting the high reconfigurability of the networks.

• Power consumption analysis for the dependability layer should be car-

ried out following the discussion presented in section 5.3.2 for different

hierarchical organizations of the multi-mode networks.

• Since an automated and reusable solution is envisioned, the application

agent that is abstracted in Chapter 6 should be developed in a highly

reusable manner, in order to enable its integration into different operat-

ing systems and its support for the execution of different dependability

procedures.

• A library should be produced with dependability procedures that are

implemented by following the proposed execution model. The proce-

dures should be developed in a generic manner with respect to the used

dependability instruments, by incorporating PDL in their software de-

velopment flow.

• The design of a reliable dependability layer should be carried out. For

instance by applying fault tolerance and self-test techniques to the dif-

ferent components in the layer.
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A
Benchmark Circuits

Since the IEEE 1687 standard was still undergoing the standardization pro-

cess during the time this thesis work was performed, there was no specific

set of reconfigurable scan networks that was used by the IEEE 1687 research

community for evaluation as benchmarks. Several research groups, however,

introduced their own set of networks. One of the earliest attempts was done

in [Zad10], [Zad11a], [Zad11b] and [Zad12a] by using the ITC’02 benchmark

circuits [Mar02a] hierarchies and scan chain parameters in constructing hi-

erarchical RSNs.

The works in [Bar12], [Bar13] and [Bar15] introduced two benchmark

networks sets also based on the ITC’02 benchmark circuits. Each set has a

different network organization: a SIB-based organization that is similar to

the earlier benchmark set, and a MUX-based set with remote SCBs.

Other works focusing on fault management using hierarchical IJTAG net-

works, used balanced tree hierarchies for evaluating the fault localization

speed of their localization methodologies, and their scalability with an in-

creasing instruments count [Jut13], [Zad16b] and [Zad17].

Recently, a collective attempt by the BASTION European research project

consortium [Bas16] has been made to introduce a set of benchmark circuits

for reconfigurable scan networks [Tše16]. Since the benchmark set was pub-

licly available after most of the work in this thesis had been concluded where

to the time of writing this thesis only six out of 24 benchmark circuits have

their RTL code available, therefore, the BASTION benchmark suite was not
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considered in this thesis.

In this thesis for our benchmark networks set, the hierarchical network

organizations of the ITC’02 circuits were considered, which is similar to what

was proposed in [Zad12a], however, with IEEE 1500 Core Test Wrappers

(CTWs) as instruments.

The IEEE 1500 CTWs were chosen as instruments since they best rep-

resent a core-level instrument that are connected to the IJTAG network.

In both benchmark networks that used the ITC’02 benchmark circuits, a

core-level instrument was assumed to be a single chain [Zad12a] or three by-

passable chains (Input, Output and Scan Chains) [Bar12]. Since the ITC’02

benchmark circuits were introduced as benchmarks for modular chip testing,

and since the IEEE 1500 CTW is in fact an IEEE 1687-compliant instrument

[Iee14], it therefore is used in our evaluation as the core-level instrument.

Figure A.1: IEEE 1500 CTW and the corresponding IJTAG connectivity.

Figure A.1(a) shows an example of the used IEEE 1500 CTW organiza-

tion. The CTW implements the minimum required instructions by the IEEE

1500 standard which enables testing of scan-inserted cores. The supported

IEEE 1500 instructions are:
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1. WS BYPASS

2. WS EXTEST

3. WS INTEST SCAN

Note that only the corresponding scan path connectivity and not the

wrapper cell modes (e.g. inward facing and outward facing) is considered.

The core scan chains are serially connected in order to directly load them from

the IJTAG network in one Capture-Shift-Update (CSU) cycle. Figure A.1(b)

shows the equivalent reconfigurable scan network, the Wrapper Instruction

Register (WIR) is considered as two remote SCBs that are handled during

retargeting by the retargeter. The source of the mandatory SelectWIR signal

is assigned to an adjacent SCB as proposed in the IEEE 1687 standard [Iee14].

Figure A.2: a586710.

Figure A.2(a) shows the hierarchical module organization of the ‘a586710’

benchmark circuit, and Figure A.2(b) shows the corresponding hierarchical

network. Similar to [Zad12a], each bidirectional port is counted as three

bits, and is added to WBR IN (1 bit) and the WBR OUT (2 bits) [Iee13]. A

CTW for module number zero is included (where no scan chains exist, only

inputs and outputs). It is assumed that the benchmark circuits are possibly

integrated in bigger designs and tested using core testing (for example module

0 in p34392 circuit has two tests with 11 and 16 test patterns respectively).

Table A.1 shows the statistics of the benchmark circuits.
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Table A.1: Statistics for the hierarchical RSNs of the ITC’02 benchmark circuits.

Circuit # levels # CTWs # SCBs # TDRs

f2126 2 5 21 15
q12710 2 5 21 15

a586710 3 8 34 24
d281 2 9 37 27
h953 2 9 37 27
u226 2 10 41 30
d695 2 11 45 33
g1023 2 15 61 45
p34392 3 20 84 60
p22810 3 29 119 87
t512505 2 32 129 96
p93791 3 33 141 99







B
PDL Cross-Compilation and

Embedded Execution

In this appendix we present an overview of the 24 PDL commands, along with

a preliminary analysis for the cross-compilation and embedded execution of

PDL commands. The analysis presented in this appendix is not intended to

be comprehensive, but rather gives a general overview on how PDL cross-

compilation and embedded execution can be realized. The target embedded

micro-controller for the network access and control is considered to be the

DM as presented in Chapter 6.

1 iPDLLevel

iPDLLevel indicates the PDL level for the subsequent commands. This is

a guiding command for the compiler and has no effect on the embedded

processing.

2 iProcsForModule

iProcsForModule specifies the ICL module for the subsequent iProc state-

ments. This is a guiding command for the compiler and has no effect on the

embedded processing.
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3 iProc

iProc identifies the name of a PDL procedure. This command is used by

the linker in a similar manner as a C/C++ linker links a function to the

corresponding function call.

4 iUseProcNameSpace

iUseProcNameSpace specifies a namespace for iCalls. This is a guiding com-

mand for the compiler and has no effect on the embedded processing.

5 iPrefix

iPrefix is a convenience command for PDL simplification and therefore has

no effect on the embedded processing.

6 iCall

iCall invokes iProc in the PDL script. Compiled in a similar manner as a

C/C++ function call, for instance, using jump and return instructions.

7 iReset

iReset forces the toRst port of the host interface of the DM to be asserted.

The command also resets the State Vector in the retargeting engine to its

reset state.

8 iRead

iRead specifies a read operation from a certain instrument port or any net-

work register. It is considered as a setup command in PDL, i.e. no action

is taken at the network level until the next iApply command is reached. An

iRead command could optionally indicate an expected value. iRead com-

mands are compiled as dedicated retargeting engine instructions.
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9 iWrite

iWrite specifies a write operation to a certain instrument port or any network

register. It is also considered as a setup command and not executed until an

iApply command is reached. iWrite commands are also compiled as dedicated

retargeting engine instructions.

10 iScan

The iScan command is used to define scan-in data and the expected scan-out

ones for a black-box module. This can be generally realized as a combination

of iWrite and iRead instructions, where the length of the data is given in the

command itself and not the length of the data register as defined in ICL, or

in our case the TDR length in the H-Array model of the network.

11 iOverrideScanInterface

iOverrideScanInterface enables or disables the capture, update and/or the

broadcast functions of a certain scan interface. In ICL, the registers control-

ling the capture disable, update disable and the broadcast function of a scan

interface are defined. Overriding a function using the iOverrideScanInterface

command is resolved by the compiler as an iWrite instruction to the register

controlling the corresponding functions as specified in the ICL.

12 iApply

iApply is an action command, where the iRead, iWrite and iScan commands

are executed. A dedicated retargeting engine instruction is provided for the

iApply command. The retargeting engine queues the access commands, like

iRead, iWrite and iScan, until the iApply instruction is given, then merges

the access commands and generates corresponding scan vectors for their re-

alization.

If a read instruction has been executed, the read data along with the result

of its exclusive OR operation with the specified expected data are returned

to the processor and stored in its register file or data memory for later use by
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the iGetReadData or iGetMiscompares commands as will be explained later.

In this case, the processor waits for the retargeting engine to finish reading

out the data, then it stores the read data along with the comparison result

in a storage location that is determined at the compilation time.

In case only write commands were executed, the processor immediately

continues its execution after issuing the iApply command to the retargeting

engine.

13 iRunLoop

iRunLoop generates a specified minimum number of idle time. Since the

time can be given in terms of TCK, system clock (SCK) or in real time, the

compiler resolves the required idle time in terms of the timer module clock.

The command is therefore implemented as an instruction that sets the timer

module to the specified period.

14 iClock

iClock specifies the running system clock for use in the -sck option in the

iRunLoop command. The compiler make use of this command in order to

calculate the timer period for the iRunLoop.

15 iClockOverride

iClockOverride overrides the definition of the system clock. Also the compiler

makes use of this command in order to calculate the timer period for the

iRunLoop.

16 iMerge

iMerge exposes the potential parallelism in the iProc execution, where a set

of iCall commands are flattened and then merged. The compiler makes use

of this command to optimize the execution of several iCalls.
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17 iTake

iTake takes the ownership of a certain ICL resource. Depending on the PDL

context, iTake (and also the opposite iRelease command) have two functions:

If it lies between iMerge -begin and iMerge -end, the taken resource is reserved

for use in the iProc that includes this iTake. While if it lies elsewhere, the

retargeter is prohibited from changing the value of the reserved resource after

the first iWrite command to the resource following the iTake command. The

first function is a constraint on the compiler, while the second is a constraint

on the retargeting engine. The compiler, in the second case, generates a

dedicated instruction to the retargeting engine that corresponds to the iTake

command, for constraining it from changing the value of the resource, like a

TDR.

18 iRelease

iRelease releases the restriction on the ICL resource that was made by the

iTake command. Similarly, the iRelease command has two functions ac-

cording to the PDL context. A dedicated instruction is generated for the

retargeting engine for releasing the reserved resource by the iTake instruc-

tion.

19 iNote

iNote passes information to the runtime environment. This command is

mainly for the PDL interpreters, and has no effect on the compiled code.

20 iState

iState documents the current state of the network. This command also has

no effect on the compiled code.

21 iGetReadData

iGetReadData returns the value of the read data from the last iRead com-

mand for a register or port. As mentioned earlier, after executing the iRead
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operation, the processor stores the read value for further processing. The

returned value from the iGetReadData command is usually assigned to a

TCL variable for further processing. This assignment is compiled as a data

movement instruction from the storage location holding the read value in the

register file or data memory, to a processor register representing this runtime

variable.

22 iGetMiscompares

iGetMiscompares returns the bitwise exclusive OR of the read value and the

expected one of an earlier iRead command. This value is computed and

stored for every read instruction by the processor. Similar to iGetReadData,

a TCL variable assignment of the iGetMiscompares command is compiled as

a data movement instruction from the storage location to a register in the

register file.

23 iGetStatus

iGetStatus returns the incremented number of failing bit-comparisons in all

iReads since the last time iGetStatus -clear was called. To realize this, the

retargeting engine incorporates an accumulator that accumulates the number

of failing bits of the executed iRead instructions, and clears the accumulator

when iGetStatus -clear is called.

A TCL variable assignment of the iGetStatus result is compiled as a data

movement instruction from the accumulator to a register in the register file.

Therefore, dedicated instructions for the retargeting engine are required for

iGetStatus and iGetStatus -clear.

24 iSetFail

iSetFail is used to indicate the occurrence of an unexpected condition, and

optionally terminates the test execution using the “quit” option. In that

case, iSetFail -quit is compiled to a set of instructions realizing a program

termination.
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